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C H A P T E R

I

INTRODUCTION

I.1

The concept Intermediate Valence and characterization

While the electronic configuration gives a partial
characterization of the states of free atoms, in the case of
atoms bound in a solid this is no more the case. The valence
electrons, which are responsible for the cohesion of solids,
are no more in localized states described by the usual quantum
numbers, but occupy extended Bloch states. It still remains
meaningful to specify the states of core electrons in terms of
the quantum numbers derived from the theory of free atoms, but
no information relevant to the solid is contained in this
statement. The 4f electrons of the lanthanide elements occupy
an exceptional position in this respect, in as much as they
remain localized in most solids and yet are responsible for
some of the most interesting, notably magnetic properties. In
what has come to be called "normal" lanthanide materials, the
number of localized 4f electrons is an integer, and it is
meaningful to specify a configuration £xe] 4f N (5d6s)K, where
£xe] refers to an intact core having the configuration of a
N
neutral xenon atom, 4f stands for N localized 4f electrons,
and (5d6s) gives the K valence electrons which occupy bands
arising primarily from the 5d and 6s states. As there is no
evidence that the 4f electrons would contribute to the cohesive
energy, K can be identified as the valence of the rare-earth
element in question.
Most lanthanide elements are trivalent in metallic compounds;
as far as their valence-electron structure is concerned they
are analogues of the trivalent transition metals* Sc, Y and La.
* According to a recent suggestion (Gschneidner and Eyring, 1978)
Sc and Y should also be considered rare-earth elements and the
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Exceptions are formed by the elements listed in table I.I. It
can be observed that deviating valencies (four and two) occur
near the empty (4f°) half-filled (4f7) and filled (4f 14 )
configurations of the 4f shell.
Ambivalent elements are also observed in "intermediatevalent (IV) state"; that is: they appear to be in neither of
the two integral-valence states, but rather possess a valency
somewhere in between.
Empirical indications of IV behaviour come from physical
properties like the atomic volume and thermal expansion, where
values are observed that are deviating from those expected
for the integral valence states. Also the magnetic properties:
the magnetic susceptibility and magnetization. It is clear from
the data of column 4 in table I.I that it should be easy to
distinguish between ths different valence states of most ambivalent rare-earth elements: one of the valence states is
Table I.I

Magnetic indications of valency for the ambivalent
lanthanide elements.

Element

Valency

Configuration

Ce

3
4

4f

5/2
0

6/7

C

2.54
0

Pr

3
4

4f 2
4f ]

4
5/2

0.8
6/7

3.58
2.54

Sm

2
3

0
5/2

2/7

(0)
(0.84)

Eu

2
3

7/2
0

2

7.94
(0)

Tm

2
3

7/2
6

8/7
7/6

4.54
7.6

Yb

2
3

0
7/2

8/7

4.54

13

rl3

'eff

term "lanthanides" should refer to the elements La through Lu.
In this work we did not strictly adhere to this suggestion.
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magnetic (J ?* 0) , the other one nonmagnetic (J = 0) . The
magnetic signature of the IV state can be said to be intermediate:
one observes neither the Curie-Weiss susceptibility and magnetic
ordering characteristic of the J ^ 0 valence state, nor the weak
paramagnetism or diamagnetism expected for the J = 0 case.
Instead, the IV stats produces a constant, rather high, lowtemperature susceptibility and often a maximum in the susceptibility vs temperature curve, whereas at higher temperatures a
Curie-Weiss law prevails.
In the present thesis we describe a primarily magnetic
investigation of TV compounds. From the above remarks it should
be clear that the most suitable elements for such investigations
are those in which one of the two valence states involved has
J = 0. Two of these cases, Ce and Yb are especially favourable,
because the J = 0 state involves S-states of the 4f shell. In
the other two cases (Eu and Sm) the spin-orbit coupling is
responsible for the J = 0 ground state, and the spin-orbit
splitting being small (0.04 and 0.12 eV, respectively) the J ?* 0
states are easily admixed by an external magnetic field or
excited thermally. The resulting Van Vleck paramagnetism and
high-temperature Curie-susceptibility bear a qualitative
similarity with the characteristic TV behaviour described above,
which makes a quantitative analysis of the total susceptibility
difficult. The element studied in this work was cerium in intermetallic compounds, this being part II in a research program, of
which part I was the study of Yb-intermetallic compounds by
Klaasse (1977).
Having pointed out the similarity between the IV states of
Ce and Yb, we hasten to add that there is increasing evidence
for a fundamental difference between them. This is primarily based
on considerations of the heat of formation of IV compounds.
Unlike in the case of Yb, for Ce it has been found (Johansson,
1974, de Boer et al., 1979), that the energy needed to change
the valency of the pure metal is too high to be regained by a
more favourable chemical binding of the transformed species. The
conclusion drawn from this finding is that in the compounds
where Ce appears to be tetravalent (not showing a magnetic
moment) there must still be a partial occupation of the 4f level.
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The 4f states must be delocalized in this case, contributing to
the cohesive energy rather like d states do in the transition
metals.
1.2

Purpose of the investigation

The primary purpose of our investigations was to study the
magnetic behaviour of cerium in intermetallic compounds, that
show an IV behaviour, e.g. CeSn_. In the progress of our
investigations, it became of interest to study the effect of
changes in the lattice of the IV compound by substituting La or
Y for Ce, thus constituing the Ce 1 _ x La x Sn 3 and C e i _ x Y x S n 3
quasibinary systems (section III.l).
A second purpose was to examine the possibility of introducing
instabilities in the valency of a trivalent intermetallic cerium
compound: Celn,, also by La and Y-substitutions in the lattice.
Measurements on the resulting Ce. L a i n , and Ce. „Yin-,
X—X

X

J

A~X X

O

guasibinaries are described in section III.2.
A third purpose was to study the (gradual?) transition from
a trivalent cerium compound into an IV cerium compound. This
was done by examining the magnetic properties of the Celn Sn,_
X

and CePb S n » _ „ s y s t e m s
X

O^X

( s e c t i o n I I I . 3 ) . F i n a l l y a new

J""X

possibility was investigated: that of the occurrence of IV
behaviour in CeSi2 and CeSi, (section III.4), and in CeGa(section III.5).
1.3
Physical quantities and units
The physical quantities in this work will be presented
according to the International System of Units (SI). For the
quantities used in describing magnetic properties the relation
between the formerly used Gaussian (cgs) and the Si-units are
given in table 1.2.
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Table 1.2

The relation between cgs and Si-units for
the quantities used in describing magnetic
properties. Formulas used in calculating a
susceptibility and an effective moment (in
Si-units) are also given.
cgs

SI equivalent

B
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H

10e

10-* T
1000 Am"»

0,

lemug" 1

1

Am 2 kg^

Om

1 emu-mote"1

10*

ArrAnote"1

lemu-g"*

4TC»1(rWkg"

Xm

lemu-mole*1
lemuori 3

., /E3635
.3633110"

V 6X.1V5T

4

«uier1'rrfrnde1
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C H A P T E R

II

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES

11.1.

Introduction

In this chapter we will describe the equipment used in
the preparation of the samples and give some relevant information on the methods followed in determining the magnetic and
other physical properties.
11.2.

Sample preparation

II.2.1. Starting materials
As starting materials for the preparation of the intermetallic (and RE-Si) compounds we used the constituent elements
in the purest commercially available form.
Magnetic and other met»] impurities, suppliers and forms are
listed in table II.1.
The RE-metals were cut to size by a spark erosion technique,
especially designed by the metallurgical department of our
laboratory, to prevent magnetic contaminations entering into
the metal.
The equipment consists of a copper disc of thickness d = 0.5 mm
and diameter D = 120 mm, rotating at 10 rev. per second, which
is connected to an electrical power source capable of delivering
up to 20 A and a voltage of 90 V across the disc and the ingot
enabling us to use a very high cutting rate. In this process,
which takes place under kerosene, the spark gap is cleaned very
efficiently of burnt material by the rotating disc itself and
no other kerosene flow system is necessary as is the case with
a normal wire saw. A disadvantage is that there is a greater
loss of material which has to be weighed against the gain in
time achieved with this method. Shortly before use the rough
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Table II. 1

Data on impurities, supplier and supplied form of
the starting materials.
R.E.P.: Rare Earth Products Ltd.
J.M.C.! Johnson, Matthey and Co. Ltd.

Starting
material

R.E.
imp.

Ce
Co
6a
Gd
In

0.01

La
Ni
Pb
Pr
Si
Sn

0.1

Y

0.01

[%]

0.1

Iron

Nickel

[ppm] [ppm]
3
5
0.5
10
0.2
2
10

20

30

Other
metals

Supplier

Form

50
20
1
20

R.E.F.
J.M.C.
Alusuisse
J.M.C.
Kawecki
Billiton
R.E.P.
J.M.C.
J.M. C.
R.E.P.
Merck
Kawecki
Billiton

ingot

[ppni]

5
1
4N8

50
7
5

0.1
1

20

7

?

0.2
50
300

R.E.P.

rod
ingot
ingot
wire
0 2
ingot
rod
rod
ingot
ingot
shot
ingot

pieces obtained in this way were polished in a glove box (to be
described below) under argon on abrasive paper. When a bright
metallic surface was obtained the rare earth material was
weighed-in together with the other constituents on a Mettler
b .lance, also under argon.
II•2.2

Storage and handling of the rare-earth materials

Cerium, lanthanum and most other rare-earth metals
have a rather high affinity for oxygen and water due to their
low electronegativity. Even in their intermetallic compounds
(with Ga, In, Sn, Tl, Pb and to a lesser extent with Co and Hi)
hydrolysis occurs in free air producing the (hydr-)oxide of the
rare earth metal and the free metal counterpart which leads, for
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instance, to the growth of crystalline In or Sn whiskers in the
case of RE-In or RE-Sn compounds according to:

H-0
RESn 3 + 0 2

-=*- KEO 2 + 3 Sn

The driving mechanism in this reaction is the formation of
(hydr-)oxide which is highly exothermic (e.g. for CeO~
H f = -261 kcal/mole f.u., (Kubaschewski and Alcock, 1979)),
however, the kinetics of the chemical reaction do not govern the
rate of formation of the products. The reaction product free tin
(or indium) diffuses slowly towards the outer surface of the
polycrystalline sample along the pores and grain boundaries,
hereby seriously limiting the oxidation by blocking the
available surface sites at which the reaction can take place.
The reaction can proceed again when the product metal has
migrated away from there.
Harris and Raynor (1965) observed that the amount of tin in
CeSn 3 increased with thermal cycling between 294 and 78 K and
appeared at scratches on the surface; this can be understood
when we think of new cracks and pores that are formed during
the thermal cycling so that the reaction can proceed there. This
observation also proves that the chemical reaction rate is not
the determining factor in the oxidation process as this should
decrease at low temperatures and small amounts of oxygen and
absence of water, while the opposite effect is observed.
The reaction rate would look like r - k LRESn^J L ° 2 J w n e r e
r stands for reaction rate, k is the reaction rate constant and
[ "J are the concentrations of the reactants. The temperature
dependence of k is given by: k = k Q exp(-Ea/RT). Of course this
Arrhenius behaviour is also seen in the diffusion coefficient
but as the reaction is highly exothermic, there could well be
enough heat locally to produce effective mass transport.
Assuming that this mass transport is of the surface diffusion
type and estimation of the surface diffusion coefficient and
activation energy based on the figures for pure metals would
produce a mean covered distance of about 0.8 mm in 24 hours of
the tin whiskers at 300 K, which is in agreement with their
actual growth rate.
The effect of the oxide and free metal in the samples in most
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cases does not present a problem for the magnetic measurements,
as CeO 2 and Ga, In, Sn, Tl, Pb are very weak paramagnets or
diamagnets that do not have a susceptibility larger than 1% of
that of the compounds. For the resistivity measurements, however,
a problem could rise when the impurity metal becomes superconducting and gives rise to a short circuit.
A way to reduce the oxydation of the starting materials and
compounds is to try to slow down the reaction rate more than
mass transport limitations already do and taking away the
oxygen and the water so that the chemical reaction becomes ratedetermining. To accomplish this a suitable experimental area for
handling and preparation of moisture-sensitive and oxidable
material was needed. At the early stages of this project
considerable effort and time was invested in the design and
construction of a glove-box that was to meet the following
specifications:
1. Inert gas atmosphere with oxygen and water concentrations as
" low as possible « 5 ppm.).
2. Possibility to perform polishing and weighing manipulations
inside.
3. Ante-chamber, which can be evacuated and filled with argon
again, to enable the transfer substances or instruments into
or out of the glove-box without permitting free air to enter.
In order to maintain an atmosphere of inert gas containing less
than 5 ppm. contaminents with reference to H 2 0 and 0 2 it is
advantegeous to start with an inert gas that already contains
as little as possible of these impurities and to the least
possible expense. The noble gas argon is available in the
desired quality at a very modest price, hardly exceeding that of
compressed air:
Dfl. 3 0 . — per 200 atm. cylinder, which
contains about 6 m argon of normal pressure and temperature. On
the other hand, the materials used for the construction of the
glove-box should be able to resist pressure variations and have
a small diffusion rate of H2O and O 2 . Also the mechanical
strength should not change much with temperature variations. The
top, bottom and partly the walls were made of stainless steel of
2.0 mm thickness, with reinforcement ribs in top and bottom. The
windows form the main part of the from; and rear walls and were
made of 10 mm safety glass, each sealed with a Viton "O"-ring
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Fig. II.1

The argon glove box and auxiliary

equipment.

20
around its circumference. The cylindrical ante-chamber is also
made of stainless steel and equipped with two hand-wheel
operated, "0"-ring sealed circular doors. In the photograph,
presented as fig. II.1, a total view of the glove-box is given,
while in fig. II.2 some construction details and dimensions are
sketched. On the bottom of the glove-box a 10 mm thick stainlesssteel plate is serving as a flat base for polishing and for a
Mettler analytical balance type H542, that has been calibrated
for working under argon atmosphere. The gloves must be made of
a material with a low permeability for they represent the
biggest leak in the whole glove-box; butyl rubber gloves of
0.5 mm thickness proved to be better in this respect than
neoprene gloves. Moreover special "C-ring sealed circular doors
were made to fit inside the mounting tubes of the gloves so that
the gloves can be isolated from the glove-box when no one is
manipulating inside. In practice this gadget has proved to be
very efficient to keep the H 2 O and O 2 - concentrations low, as
the gloves do not form a leak any longer than necessary.
To minimize the consumption of noble gas a circulation system
is used: the argon is pumped (by means of a Charles Austen
sealed compressor pump type "G" with a circulation capacity of
1.0 m per hour) out of the glove-box, forced through a
purification filter and than directed back into the box according to the thick line in the flow-scheme, presented in fig. II.3.
In this method impurities caused by leakage are continuously
removed until the filter is saturated and a regeneration (or
replacement) becomes necessary: the circulation then has to be
stopped for approximately 12 hours.
In our system the purification filter consists of three
columns of which the first (in gas-flow direction) is filled
with copper catalyst BASF R 3-11 to remove oxygen at an operating
temperature of 80° - 100°C followed by a column filled with
activated alumina ALCOA (Aluminum Company of America) to remove
the bulk amount of H 2 O (and also SO 2 , C0 2 , NH 3 ) from the inert
gas-flow, while the third column is filled with molecular sieves
5 8 (Merck) to remove the last traces of moisture and most other
gaseous oxydes and to provide an extremely low dewpoint (-75°C)
coupled to a large adsorption capacity of about 20 wt.% at room
temperature. The dimensions of the columns exactly match the
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Kg.

II.2

Construction details of glove box and ante-chamber.
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Flow-scheme of the argon airaulation with
regeneration facility.

23
specific requirements of the loading. All three materials
possess a very large specific area (50 - 300 m / g ) , consequently
a large quantity of material can be absorbed before regeneration
is required as indicated by our Shaw hygrometer (continuous
reading) and our Simac DS 2000 electrochemical oxygen monitor
(not used continuously). The regeneration of the copper catalyst,
the activated alumina and the molecular sieves occurs simultaneously.
The following procedure takes place:
1. Heating up of the three columns by means of externally wound,
thermally and electrically isolated heating wire (Thermocoax);
the copper catalyst up to 200°C and the two others up to
350°C.
2. Seduction of the copper catalyst with H_-gas and strippingoff the formed H 2 O with dry argon (carried out by opening and
closing the appropriate valves in the flow-scheme).
3. Evacuating the alumina and molsieve columns through a cold
trap to extract and condense the absorbed water and other
impurities.
4. The cooling phase.
Under normal operational conditions a regeneration procedure is
needed once in three months circulation time.
A pressure gauge, which continuously measures the pressure
within the glove-box is mounted on top of the box, likewise a
vacuum gauge is mounted on the ante-chamber. To achieve a stable
reading of the Mettler balance it proved necessary to connect a
gas-holder to the glove-box; this takes up pressure variations
by changing the gas volume of the system. The bottom cylinder of
the gas-holder is filled with (low vapour pressure) silicon oil
and the top cylinder is placed with its open end under the oil
surface, with its weight balanced by three lead counterweights.
This system responds to pressure variations smaller than 10 Pa
(1 mm H 2 o column) .and has a capacity to take up 0.1 m of gas
(the total system has a volume of 1 m 3 ) . It not only simplifies
the task to slip into the gloves enormously but eliminates the
effects of movements of the hands and the vibrations induced by
the circulation pump on the stability of the Mettier-reading.
Also the pressure level itself is controlled by the gas-holder:
at the maximum and minimum level microswitches are actuated
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Fig. II.4

The ara-melting furnace with power supply and
vaauum system.

25
closing off or opening the argon supply respectively. Moreover,
when the minimum argon pressure level is reached, the circulation
and vacuum pumps are switched off to prevent undesirable
deformation of the glove-box walls by atmospheric pressure. If
the maximum pressure is exceeded also an electromagnetic valve
opens to connect the system with the open air via a washingbottle half-filled with silicon oil so that the connection is
made one-way only. The pressure level in the system can be
changed by adding or removing counterweight.

II.2.3

The melting procedure

Once the starting materials are weighed-in they are
transported under argon in a container and are placed in an arcmelting apparatus as shown in the photograph fig. II.4, and in
the schematic drawing in fig. II.5. This apparatus was recently
developed by our metallurgical department and mainly consists of
a glass cylinder with an exchangeable water-cooled copper
crucible at the bottom and a tungsten electrode (with 2% ThO,)
at the top. The cylinder can be evacuated by a cascade vacuum
system consisting of a roughing pump and a turbo pump (Balzers
TPH 110) with an attainable vacuum of 2 * 10
torr (« 2 • 10
Pa) and filled with argon. The glass cylinder can be interchanged by a stainless steel one (with window) which stands
pressures up to 2.5 MPa. By means of a special bellows construction, soldered to the centre electrode, a reliable seal coupled
to a large manouverability is achieved. The copper crucible is
exchangeable so that a choice can be made out of different
forms of ingots (i.e. buttons, cylinders). An example of a
copper mould to cast cylindrical samples is drawn in fig. II. 6.
The material is melted first and when the vacuum line is opened
the excess argon pressure above the melt forces it down into
the copper mould, providing rapid solidification. Slower cooling
rates can be achieved by making use of Al-O, crucibles.
The current used for melting is produced by a Hobart CT-300
DC argon-arc welding transformer that is able to deliver from 3
up to 300 A continuously and with excellent controllability so
that melting and reaction processes can be directed as required.
The low vapour pressures of the starting materials for the
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Fig. II. 5

Schematic sketch of the avc-melting

furnace.
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Legend to fig. II. 5
1. Stainless steel bellows (for manipulation); 2. Lift; 3. Plexyglass tube for safety; 4. Pyrex tube; 5. Water-cooled tungsten
electrode; 6. Water-cooled copper crucibles in copper plate;
7. Manipulation ring; 8. Pressure indicator; 9. Vacuum connection
for casting; 10. Turbo pump; 11. Pneumatic valve; 12. Electronic
equipment; IS. Water-leak detector; 14. Three way valve;
15. Fore pump.

K\\\\\\\\\\X\\

vacuum
Fig. II.6
Copper mould for casting cylindrical samples.
Legend to fig. II.6
1. Copper plate; 2. Specimen (after melting and casting); 3. Two
parts of the copper crucible; 4. Water-cooled copper plate;
S. Pyrex tube; 6. Plexyglass tube; 7. Vacuum 'L' ring; 8. Stainless steel; 9. Copper rod; 10. Spring.
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compounds investigated in this work allow us to use this method
almost without detectable loss of material. This is also due to
the relatively short time in which the melting procedure is
taking place. The evaporation of the reacting materials and of
the anode and cathode material is further suppressed by the
pressure of the plasma itself (Menovski and Franse, 1981) .
The normal melting procedure consists of three times
evacuating the cylinder and filling it again with fresh argon
up to a pressure of about 300 torr (a* 3 * 10 4 Pa). After this
a titanium button in a second (water-cooled) copper crucible is
heated by the arc until it is melted completely and kept in that
state for approximately 30 seconds with the purpose to reduce
the amount of oxygen and water in the argon while oxidizing the
titanium to the (very stable) TiO-. The oxidation of the rare
earth metals, that are heated immediately afterwards together
with the other (stoichiometrically required) constituents, was
observed to be much less than without using the titanium button
as a getter. To start the reaction the lowest melting constituent
•is melted first (by concentrating the arc on it) after which it
can be observed that the other constituents partially dissolve
in the molten metal; generally the exothermic reaction produces
enough heat to proceed without further heating by the arc. After
completion of the reaction the compound was remelted 5 - 8 times
the ingot being turned in between. The ingot was then brought
into another crucible with a cylindrical bore (fig. II.6) of 3
or 4 mm diameter and melted for the last time after which the
vacuum valve is opened. In most cases it was possible to draw
cylindrical samples in this way for the various measurements. In
the above described way it is possible to prepare ingots and
cylinders up to a mass of 15 g.
In cases where a loss of material greater than one weight
promille was experienced (e.g. cerium compounds with gallium),
closed containers, made of molybdenum or tungsten, dependent on
the required temperature, were used. The form and dimensions of
a container are given in fig. II.7. Before use they were cleaned
in nitric acid and degassed in a high-vacuum Leybold furnace at
800°C for six hours to remove adsorbed oxygen and water and thus
preventing as much as possible the reacting materials to become
contaminated. These containers, when filled with the reactants
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IT.7

Molybdenum or tungsten container used in the melting
procedures of high vapour pressure metals.

which are inert to cerium and have very high melting points, are
sealed at the top in the argon-arc furnace with the bottom
clamped in a water-cooled copper jacket (fig. II.8), especially
designed to prevent the heating of the reactants, that for the
same reason never can occupy more than half of the container
volume. After the containers have been closed in this way they
are heated in the Leybold vacuum equipment to a few hundred
degrees above the melting point of the compound and kept there
for three hours followed by a programmed cool-down period.
Opening of the containers was performed under argon atmosphere
in the glove box by means of a vice. For the experiments samples
of suitable mass were then selected from the grains that came
free from the container wall.
In order to prevent magnetic impurities to enter the samples
as e.g. in sawing, cutting, filing they were dimensioned
(further) exclusively by spark erosion techniques, where also
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Fig. II. 8

Copper container cooling jacket used in the closing
procedure of the containers in the arc furnace.

oxidation is largely prevented since the process is taking place
under kerosene. One of these techniques makes use of a wire saw
with copper wire of 0.1 (or 0.05) mm diameter. In order to make
holes in samples a rotating cylindrical electrode is used, also
made of copper.

II.3

Equipment for the magnetic susceptibility measurements
and instrumental accuracy

II.3.1

II.3.1.1

The experimental arrangements for the low-temperature
measurements
The pendulum magnetometer
The magnetic susceptibilities in the temperature
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range 1.5 to 300 K were measured in the pendulum magnetometer,
which has been described in detail by Tammlnga (1973). The sample
is attached to a sample holder at the lower end of a quartz
pendulum that is oscillating between the spherical pole shoes of
a Newport magnet. The force acting on the sample can be derived
from a change in period of the pendulum when the (inhomogeneous)
magnetic field is switched on. From this force the magnetization
and magnetic susceptibility of the sample can be calculated
after correction for the effect of the quartz pendulum and sample
holder. For this calculation we use a PET desk computer, which
can take over a few controlling tasks in the future, so that
more attention can be given to e.g. temperature regulation and
control over the amplitude of the pendulum, which must be held
about constant to avoid errors due to a slight amplitude
dependence of the frequency. The sensitivity of the apparatus
—8
2
below 78 K is about 2 * 10
Am decreasing at higher
temperatures, to about 10~ Am at 300 K due to scattering in
the observed periods. With a sample weight of 0.25 g and a molar
weight of 0.5 kg, this leads to an error in the molar magnetic
susceptibilities of 0.2 # 10
m /mole at 300 K. The correction
for the quartz pendulum and sample holder proved to be
temperature dependent below 100 K and field dependent below 40 K,
probably due to magnetic impurities in the glass. When measuring
weak para or diamagnetic samples the magnetization and susceptibility are of the same order of magnitude as the quartz
correction so we determined the latter as a function of
temperature and magnetic field strength (within 1%). The
resulting error in the molar magnetic susceptibility is about
—9 3
0.05 * 10
m /mole. The calibration of the magnetometer is
carried out by using the demagnetizing factor of iron and the
magnetic moment of Gd-O, leading to a calibration accuracy of
1% of the observed susceptibility. The total error in the
magnetic susceptibility at 300 K would become:
7
11
2
obS
3
AX_
in = (10" M/mH + 5 * 10" +• 10" * X m ') m /mole

(II.I)

Where m and H are sample weight and molar weight, expressed in
kg and H the magnetic field in A/m. This error will be smaller at
lower temperatures where the first numerical factor in formula
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II. 1 will reduce to 2 * 10
II.3.1.2

below 78 K.

The high-field magnetometer

The magnetization measurements on our samples at- 4.2
K and 1.4 K were performed in the 38 T-magnet, designed and
built at our laboratory by Gersdorf, Muller and Roeland. For
details we refer to Roeland et al. (1969). The fields are
generated by leading a current (up to 9000 A) through the magnet
coil with insulated windings of hard-drawn copper wire, reinforced with a steel cylinder of tensile strength 200 kg/mm .
The field can be regulated by a programmable function generator
triggering eighteen (2800 V, 730 A)-thyristors. Most frequently
a seven-step function is used, where the magnetic field is built
up quickly and then decreased in seven equal steps, while each
field is kept constant during a time long enough for eddy
currents to decay (about 0.1 s ) . To transport the generated
Joule heat the coil is cooled with liquid neon with around it a
separate cooling system with liquid nitrogen. It takes about
three hours for the magnet to cool down to liquid neontemperature again after a 38 T measurement has been performed
(duration 0.7 s!). Each measurement with a specimen has to be
supplemented by one without, to be able to correct for the empty
pick-up coil; often the "empty" measurement was performed
between two measurements with sample, to save liquid helium and
time, which gave acceptable results. The accuracy of the
measurements is estimated better than 1% of the value of the
magnetization and 2% for the value of the magnetic field
strength. The sensitivity is about 2.5 * 10
Am /mole. All
measurements have been corrected for the signal of the empty
pick-up coil and most measurements (not those of the Ce1_ La x Sn,
system) have been corrected for the magnetization of the empty
(teflon or PE) sample holder, which.has been determined separate—4
2
ly. TThe
l
ly.
reproducibility was better than 10
Am in a field of
30 T.

II.3.2

The experimental arrangements for the high-temperature
measurements
The Faraday balance
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The magnetic susceptibilities in the temperature range
300 to 1425 K were measured in the Faraday balance, which was
described extensively by Klaasse (1977). Since his description
there has been one important change in the furnace, that enables
us now to measure up to 1425 K and incidentally up to 1700 K
(compared to the former maximum of 1050 K) which has been
described in detail by de Groot (unpubl.). In the Faraday method
the force F acting on a sample with magnetization M in an inhomogeneous magnetic field is measured by means of an analytical
Mettler balance with a sensitivity of 2 * 10" g. The
magnetization is given by M = F ,/yft(dH /dz)V, where V is the
Z

U

X

sample volume. The magnetic field gradient is obtained by
using specially shaped pole shoes in a Newport magnet and has
a magnitude of 0.123 T/cm, while the maximum magnetic induction
is 0.98 T; both figures were obtained at a magnet current of
24 A and a distance between the pole tips of 50 mm. Due to the
high reactivity of most samples they had to be measured in
evacuated quartz ampoules that were suspended from a i m long
stainless steel rod that is connected to the Mettler balance
at the upper end and hangs free in the centre of the pole shoes
of the magnet enclosed by a vertically positioned cylindrical
furnace (fig. II.9). The outside of the furnace is a brass
water-cooling jacket. It has been gold-plated at the inside to
reduce radiation losses. The heater element is a silicon carbide
element (brand Crusilite of Morganite Electroheat Ltd.) and can
be used up to 1900 K. It must be used in a atmosphere of normal
air, because a thin layer of silicon-dioxide is formed on its
surface at high temperatures, which prevents further oxidation
and evaporation of the heater element. In our experience a
lifetime of over four years is achieved. The heating current is
supplied by a thyristor power unit, controlled by a P.I.D.
temperature regulator. For the Silibor heating element 1.4 kW
was needed to reach 1425 K. An aluminum oxide wadding has been
put between the coils of the element, for insulation and to
prevent rattling of the coils in the magnetic field (the heater
current is alternating). A single platinel thermocouple, placed
between the quartz sample room tube and the heater element,
serves both as measuring and as control thermocouple, after
experiments with a second thermocouple in the sample room showed

•
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"FURNACE OF FARADAY MAGNETOMETER
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Fig. II.9

The Faraday magnetometer; detail of the furnace.

a temperature difference smaller than five degrees in the whole
temperature range, while the temperature deviations introduced
by the difference in the z-coordinate between sample and thermocouple which is necessary to avoid interference was much larger
due to the temperature gradient in the z-direction. In the
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presentation of the results these deviation has been corrected
for. The platinel* thermocouple (pt-pt 10% Ni) not only has the
advantage of a high thermal EMP, about equal to that of chromelalumel, but also has a greater longevity at very high
temperatures due to its reluctance to oxidise (being made of
noble metal). It is electrically insulated by thin Al2O3-tubes
and can be used up to 1700 K. The quartz sample room tube can
be used up to 1450 K with a lifetime of two years daily use and
for once up to 1700 K after which it will recrystallize upon
cooling down and break. The magnetic fields, the temperatures
and the numbe:* of measurements of the force with and without
magnetic field at each temperature can be fed in a computer
called "Microfarad" that controls the experiment without further
attention. The Microfarad has been described in detail by the
builder Pijlgrats (unpubl.). The resulting data are printed and can
be put on punch tape. After each measurement of the force AF
with a sample in the sample holder, the force AF . of the sample
holder was measured with the same magnetic field and temperature
program to be able to obtain the real magnetization of the
sample without quartz, stainless steel and other contributions
to the magnetization*of the empty apparatus; after which the
susceptibilities can be evaluated from:
X = (AF -

AF

sh )/mB x (dH x /dz)

B x »s u Q H

(II.2)

The value of B (dHx/dz), or CL,, has been determined by measuring
the effect of materials with known susceptibilities (e.g. iron,
Gd-O, and Pd). The accuracy of the susceptibility due to
-8
?
calibration errors, is 1%. The sensitivity is about 2 * 10
Am
but because of an error in the empty apparatus of about
2 * 10—7 Am2 , due to the repositioning of the magnet and furnace
after removing the sample an additional error in the molar
••9
o
susceptibilities of about 0.1 * 10
m /mole (independent of
temperature, for a sample of 1 g and a molar weight of 0.5 kg)
is introduced.

Platinel is a registered trademark of the Hoskins
Manufacturing Co.
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C H A P T E R

III

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

III.l
III.1.1

CeSn> and related quasibinary systems
Introduction

It has been known for some time that the valency of
cerium in the intermetallic compound CeSn3 is intermediate
between three and four. Early lattice parameter measurements of
Harris and Raynor (1965) between 87 and 500 K, which showed an
anomalously large thermal expansion up to about 420 K were
explained by a temperature-dependent valency of cerium. Prior
to their work the magnetic susceptibility of CeSn, had been
measured by Ferro Ruggiero and Olcese (1964) between 100 and
500 K. About the same time Tsuchida and Wallace (1965) measured
the magnetic susceptibility between 2 and 300 K. They observed
a Curie-Weiss like behaviour above about 250 K and a broad
maximum at 135 K, accompanied by a relatively rapid rise below
30 K. In order to explain the deviations from Curie-Weiss
behaviour below 250 K, these authors also assumed a gradual
transition of cerium into the non-magnetic tetravalent state at
low temperatures. This interpretation of the temperature
dependence of the susceptibility gained further support in the
119
Sn Knight shift measurements of Borsa et al. (1967). More
recently, Cooper et al. (1971) performed measurements of the
low-temperature specific heat, electrical resistivity and
thermoelectric power. In addition, they have extended the
susceptibility measurements to higher temperatures, and
established the validity of the Curie-Weiss law between 230 and
470 K. These results were interpreted in terms of a 4f virtual
bound state. The results of the susceptibility measurements below 300 K have been reanalyzed by Misawa (1974) in terms of
Fermi liquid theory and by Cornut (1976) and Lethuillier (1977),
who consider CeSn^ a "concentrated Kondo system". DeLong (1978,
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1978) studied the suppression of the superconducting transition
of LaSn. by RE impurities. He concluded that up to 10%, Ce
impurities in LaSn, are found to be non-magnetic resonance
scatterers, with an associated characteristic temperature
T a 100 K. The superconducting state data demonstrate the
inappropriateness of a Kondo model for the non-magnetic
Ce, La„Sn, alloys. The recognition that the anomalous properties of CeSn3 are due to the intermediate valency of Ce in this
compound has led to a revival of interest in its physical
properties. As a result, in 1980 a wave of publications on CeSn3
and related compounds has set in, which is still in evidence,
making it difficult to give a definitive account at this point.
The work of Lawrence and coworkers (1978) on CeSn, In will be
described in section III.3; here we concentrate on the present
state of affairs regarding CeSn., itself.
The bulk properties, such as the heat capacity (Elenbaas, 1980),
resistivity (Maury et al., 1979), susceptibility (Dijkman et al.
1980) show the characteristics of mixed-valence materials. In
one respect, CeSru is unique among mixed-valent compounds, and,
by implication, among rare-earth compounds: Fermi-surface
information has been provided by successful de Haas-van Alphen
experiments (Johanson et al., 1980, Crabtree et al., 1981). '
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the equilibrium
properties of CeSn 3 , it is of interest to investigate this
substance in various "perturbed" states. An example of such a
state can be realized by compression, and Beille et al. (1977)
have measured the compressibility and the magnetic susceptibility under pressure. The anomalously large compressibility both
at 4 and 300 K is attributed to the C e 3 + - C e 4 + valence change
which seems to proceed at 4 K as well as at 300 K. The
temperature dependence of the susceptibility is qualitatively
unchanged under a pressure of 7 * 10 Pa. The pressure
derivative of the susceptibility is negative (d l n x / d p = (-8 + 4) * lO' 1 1 Pa" 1 ), as expected under the assumption that
under compression the tet-avalent, non-magnetic state of Ce is
favoured. The "perturbation" involved in the present
investigation is not brought about by changing the external
physical environment of the samples, but rather by changing the
local chemical environment of Ce ions in the lattice. This is
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realized by substituting some of the Ce by La or Y.
Both La and Y are expected to be chemically very similar to
trivalent Ce, but the atomic volumes of the three trivalent
metals are rather different. The atomic volume of La (22.5 cm /
mole) exceeds that of both trivalent (21.6 cm /mole) and
tetravalent (16.0 cm /mole) Ce; whereas the atomic volume of Y
(19.9 cm /mole) (atomic volumes taken from de ChStel and
de Boer, 1981) falls between those of the two Ce valence states.
On the basis of "lattice pressure" arguments one would expect
thus that the effects of La and Y substitution are opposite.
III.1.2
III.1.2.1

Experimental results on the Ce,

La Sn- system

'ample preparation

As starting materials for the preparation of the
Ce, La Sn, compounds we used the purest commercially available
metals. Details are given in table II.1. The Ce and La ingots
were spark-cut to pieces of suitable size and subsequently
polished with sandpaper in a glove box containing argon, as
described in section II.2.2. Also the weighing procedure is
carried out in this glove box. Without being exposed to air, the
weighed amounts are brought into an argon arc-melting furnace.
After melting them toghether the melt was cast directly into a
cylindrical water-cooled copper mould (cf. section II.2.3). The
typical loss during this melting procedure was about 0.1 wt.%.
Heat treatment was not found to lead to an improvement of the
reproducibility of the samples, although in one case annealing
at 900°C resulted in a minor improvement of sample quality,
reducing the low-temperature upturn in the susceptibility by
25%. In other cases, however, annealing gave rise to an enormous
irreproducible increase of the magnetic impurity contribution
(appendix II). Therefore, we omitted the heat treatment, and all
results to be described below refer to as-cast samples.
By means of X-ray diffraction we investigated as soon as
possible after their preparation whether the as-cast ingots
were single phase. Vlith one notable exception this turned out
to be the case as could be expected as a consequence of the fact
that both CeSn, and LaSn, solidify congruently, which can be
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^. IIT.1.1
The Ce-Sn -phase
diagz-am as given
by Hansen and
Andevko (1958).
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seen from the phase diagrams of the Ce-Sn and La-Sn binary
systems presented in figs. III.1.1 and III.1.2 respectively.
One of the LaSn. samples gave faint lines corresponding to
free tin. Inspection under a microscope showed the presence of
whiskers on the surface of the sample (cf. section II.2.2). The
occurence of this "hair growth" was observed on several other
samples which had been exposed to air for some time. Because of
this limited stability when exposed to air, samples were either
measured right after preparation or kept in the glove box before
being measured. A consequence of this precaution was that
different samples were used for the measurements up to room
temperatures in the pendulum magnetometer and for those at high
temperatures in the Faraday balance.
Another question that remained to be solved was whether the
as-cast samples possessed the Cu,Au structure in which CeSn, and
LaSn- are known to crystallize according to all handbook
information or that the atoms are randomly distributed over the
atomic positions in the fee lattice underlying the Cu-Au
structure. Unfortunately, because of the special positions of
the atoms together with the small difference in the atomic
scattering factors between these atoms the intensities of the
reflections due to the ordering of the atoms are very small and
in practice even not observable on X-ray patterns taken with
standard techniques.
In a neutron diffraction experiment the relative intensities
of the 100- and Ill-reflections for perfectly ordered CeSn3 and
LaSn 3 are also small, this time only due to the special positions
of the atoms. The relative intensities can be calculated to be
0.4 and 0.6%, respectively.
Nevertheless, because of the more accurate determination of
the Bragg peak intensities in a neutron diffraction experiment
compared with standard X-ray diffraction facilities, we have
been able to determine the degree of crystallographic order of
the compounds by means of the former technique. The experimental
work was carried out at the HF reactor at Petten in collaboration w.ith R.B. Helmholdt and J.F. Strang of the Netherlands
Energy Research Foundation ECN. For the experiments cylinders
(diameter 8, length 50 mm) of bulk material rotating around the
axis were used. The powder diagrams were taken at 300 K with
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2.5754 X neutrons. A typical result is shown in fig. III.1.3.
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Fig. III.1.3

Neutron diffraction pattern observed on CeSn, at
300 K together with the profile calculated for a
poly crystal consisting of randomly oriented
crystallites. The unldbelled reflections are due
to the stainless steel sample holder.

The observed diagrams were compared with diagrams calculated for
perfectly ordered compounds both with and without preferred
orientations. The best fit was obtained with the diagrams
calculated without allowing for any preferential orientation.
We conclude that the evidence of the neutron diffraction
measurements does not contradict the fully ordered, polycrystalline state of our samples.
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Fig. III.1.4 summarizes the lattice parameter data taken by
X-ray and neutron diffraction. Of these techniques, the latter
gives the more accurate results. In fact, the points obtained
by neutron diffraction carry no error bars in the figure,
because those would fall within the circles indicating data
points. On the whole, we find satisfactory agreement between the
two measurements. The deviations from the linear concentration
dependence (Vegard's law) are minor, leaving little room for
speculations about the existence of a volume anomaly in the
Ce._ La Sn- system.
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The magnetic properties of CeSn, and LaSn-

To provide a background for tne results on the
pseudobinary C e i _ x L a x S n 3 compounds, we first present our results
on CeSn3. The correction procedure for magnetic impurities which
has been applied to all measured susceptibility curves will be
presented in connection with the CeSn 3 data and the corrected
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results will be compared to those of Ferro Ruggiero and Olcese
(1964), Tsuchida and Wallace (1965) and Cooper et al. (1971).

150

• as measured
o impurity corrected
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Susceptibility (CeSn- and LaSn,) and reciprocal
susceptibility (CeSn-) as a function of
temperature. The black dots represent the asmeasured data points, the open circles were
obtained after an impurity correction as
described in the text.

In fig. III.1.5 the susceptibility and reciprocal susceptibility of CeSn3 are shown as functions of temperature up to
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1400 K as measured in the pendulum and Faraday magnetometers
described in section II.3. Between 350 and 700 K the susceptibility seems to obey a Curie-Weiss law. Below 350 K this is
clearly no more the case, and a maximum occurs at about T m a x =
= 130 K. The sharp increase in the susceptibility below 50 K is,
unlike the features listed above, very strongly influenced by
the way a sample is prepared and can be suppressed to a large
extent by preparing samples with an excess amount of tin.
Therefore it is natural to see it as an impurity effect. This
term is not meant to imply that chemical impurities are responsible for the sharply increasing susceptibility. The anomalous
contribution is believed to be due to trivalent and therefore
magnetic cerium atoms, which may be stabilized in the trivalent
state by neighbouring lattice defects or local deviations from
perfect order. Assuming that the intrinsic susceptibility of
CeSn 3 becomes a constant at lower temperatures, we can write
the total measured susceptibility as a sum of a matrix susceptibility x(0) a» 0 a contribution of non-interacting impurities
of the form C./'L. Plotting the data as X(T)T vs T we then expect
a straight line given by X(T)T = x(°) T + Ci« F i 9 - I I X - 1 > 6 s h o w s

Fig. III.1.6
Graphical representation of
the correction of the tow
temperature susceptibility
of CeSn, for a contribution
of non-interacting magnetic
impurities as described in
the text.
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this description to be fairly adequate below 50 K. The
experimental points deviate seriously from the straight line
drawn only at the lowest temperature, which is presumably due to
the existence of magnetic interactions which are no longer small
compared to k_T at low temperatures. The slope of the straight
-9 3
line gives x(0) = 21.9 * 10
m /mole Ce and the intercept with
the T axis gives C. = 97 # 10" 9 m3K/mole Ce. Prom this latter
2
value, using C^ = ^ u ^ j / 3 k B and the free ion value 2.54 u B for
u f f f we obtain N, = 5.8 * lO^
ions/mole Ce, which
^11 Ce
corresponds to 1.0% of the Ce atoms being in the trivalent state.
To extract an effective moment from the susceptibility is
rendered difficult by several circumstances. At the lowtemperature end the range within which a straight line fitting
in the x"1 vs T plot (fig. III.1.5) is possible is limited by
the intarmediate-valent character of CeSn3. The straight line
fitting is limited at the high-temperature end as well. In the
first place contributions like core and conduction electron
diamagnetism and Pauli paramagnetism become increasingly important at higher temperatures and make x" vs T curved. Further
the contribution of the higher spin-orbit multiplet (J = 7/2),
which lies about 3000 K above the ground state (J =» 5/2) -(Martin
et al., 1978), is considerable within the temperature range of
our measurements and qualitatively can account for a great deal
of the deviation from linearity of x
vs T above 700 K.
Assuming a temperature-independent contribution to the
susceptibility as the net result of the diamagnetic and Pauli
paramagnetic contributions seems to be a rather poor approximation for rare-earth materials, where 5d bands play an
essential role. In fact, the susceptibility of LaSn 3 is far from
temperature independent in the temperature range of our measurements (fig. III.1.5). Although the 5d band of LaSn. and CeSnmay be quite different, we consider it the most reasonable to
identify X Qbg (T) - X LaSn3 (T) with the contribution of the 4f
electrons to the susceptibility. The resulting susceptibility
after subtraction of the susceptibility of the LaSn 3 matrix is
shown in fig. III.1.7 together with the inverse susceptibility.
The value for >*eff deduced from the linear part in the x"1 vs T
plot between 350 and 700 K is 2.79 »„ per Ce atom which is
obtained from the as-measured data in fig. III.1.5.
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The impurity-corrected susceptibility and its
inverse for CeSn- as a function of temperature
after subtraction of the susceptibility of the
LaSn^-matrix.

The high-field magnetization of CeSn3 is given in fig. III.1.8.
The result of this measurement strongly supports the assumptions
underlying the correction procedure we applied to the low
temperature susceptibility. The saturated part of the magnetization, which can be determined by extrapolating the high-field
results to B = 0, corresponds to the same amount of trivalent
Ce "impurities" as the upturn in the x v s T curve, and the slope
of the straight, high-field section corresponds to the susceptibility obtained after correction for these "impurities". Also,
for B > 10 T, the T = 1.5 K and T = 4.2 K magnetic isotherms
coincide, showing that the constancy of the susceptibility at
the lowest temperatures is not an artifact of the correction
procedure.
III.1.2.3

Thermal expansion of CeSn, and LaSn,

The lattice parameters of CeSn3 and LaSn3 have been
measured between 5 and 300 K by means of a Philips vertical
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Fig. III.1.8

Magnetisation of CeSn? at 4.2 K in magnetics
fields up to 30 T.

goniometer provided with a MRC low-temperature attachment.
Polished bulk specimens were exposed to copper K radiation
together with silicon powder as a standard . The results are
shown in fig. III.1.9, together with the earlier data of Harris
and Raynor (1965) , who did not measure below 90 K. Apart from
systematic differences, the agreement between both sets of data
is satisfactory. It is clear from fig. III.1.9 that the thermal
expansion coefficient of CeSn3 exceeds that of LaSn 3 at all
temperatures in the temperature range considered. One measure of
this difference can be derived from fig. III.1.9 by performing a
straight-line extrapolation of the room-temperature lattice
constant of CeSn3 to T = 0, using the slope of the LaSn3 data,
and comparing the result with what extrapolation with the CeSn3
slope gives. The difference between those two extrapolated
lattice constant is 0.008 &, corresponding to a volume difference of about 0.5%. The origin of the excess thermal expansion
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Lattice parameters of CeSn, and LaSn, between S
and 300 K. The open circles correspond to the
data of Harris and Raynor (1965)3 the black dots
to the present work.

of CeSn. will be discussed in the next section.
III.1.2.4

Discussion, CeSn-

On the basis of our magnetic measurements, we can
confirm that CeSn 3 is an intermediate-valence compound with a
characteristic temperature of T_
= 130 K. In particular, the
- max
low-temperature upturn in the susceptibility, which seems
impossible to eliminate by heat treatment, is certainly not an
intrinsic feature, and can be satisfactorily corrected for.
Seen as a consequence of the intermediate-valence state of
Ce, the fact that the thermal expansion of CeSn, exceeds that
of LaSn3 can be taken to indicate a gradual transition towards
the tetravalent state as the temperature is lowered. The
estimated volume reduction associated with this process, 0.5%
between room temperature and T = 0, is minute compared to the
volume difference between trivalent and tetravalent Ce (a20%) ,
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even if we consider that only one out of four atoms is Ce in the
CeSn, compound. At room temperature, the thermal expansion
coefficient of CeSn3 is still larger than that of LaSn 3 , i
indicating
3 that at T = 3 T
max the valence transition has not
been completed,
We have to discuss now, in the light of the observation just
made, the significance of the effective moments determined in
section III.1.2.2. Analyzing susceptibility data in terms of
effective moments is a customary way of characterizing the
results in a compact way. In view of the insensitivity of the
resulting moment to the matrix correction, we can conclude on
the basis of figs. III.1.5 and III.1.7 that u e f f = 2.77 u B can
be reasonably used to characterize our results in comparison
with other measurements analyzed in this fashion. This value is
in good agreement with the ones reported in the literature,
2.78 u_ (Ferro Ruggiero and Olcese, 1964) and 2.8 y_ (Tsuchida
and Wallace, 1965). However, we must emphasize that the physical
significance of this result is very doubtful. It is very likely
that, since the valence transition in CeSn- is not yet completed
at room temperature, we are dealing with a seemingly straight
part in the x"1 vs T curve between 350 and 700 K, which cannot
provide a meaningful effective moment.
During the development of this work additional information
relevant to the mixed-valent state of Ce in CeSn- became
available. Stassis et al. (1980) observed phonon anomalies in
CeSn. which were not present in LaSn.,. These were attributed to
f-d electronic transitions or charge fluctuations of the mixed
valent Ce ions. Crabtree et al. (1981) and Johanson et al.
(1980) for the first time performed Fermi surface measurements
on a mixed valent compound, CeSn.. These de Haas-van Alphen
measurements has led to band calculations, which involve
hybridized f bands giving rise to orbits with large effective
masses, as observed. However, at this point it is not clear
whether such band calculations can give a full description of
the properties of CeSn 3 , including its low-temperature specific
heat, magnetic susceptibility and form factor. The form factor
was measured by Liu et al. (1980), who concluded that the
observed deviations from the Ce
form factor and anisotropy
could be explained by assuming the electron wave function to be
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a linear combination of approximately equal amounts of the Ce-4f
state and the Ce-5d state with equal symmetry.
119
MacLaughlin (1981) observed anomalous
Sn NMR shifts in CeSn3Such anomalies had been observed in YbCuAl, another roixed-valent
system, and are clearly distinguishable from the effects
observed in Kondo systems.
111.1.3
III. 1.3.1

the

Magnetic properties of Ce, ..La Sn

The temperature dependence of the susceptibility for
quasibinary Ce. La„Sn, compounds is shown in fig. III. 1.10.

Ce

1.xLoxSn3
impurity corrected

'""*••«• 0L4 _

—Q9
1500

Fig. III.1.10

Susceptibility as a function of temperature
fov quasibinary Ce- La Sn, compounds. The
susceptibility curves have been corrected
for a low-temperature impurity contribution.
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The susceptibility curves in this figure have been obtained by
applying the low temperature impurity correction to the asmeasured susceptibility data. For all concentrations an impurity
content was found corresponding to about 1% of the Ce-atoms
being in the trivalent state. Several tendencies can be read of
fig. III.1.10, the most obvious one being the shift of T*
(see
table III.1.1)f the temperature at which the maximum in the
susceptibility occurs, ,s a function of concentration. :
Fig. III.1.11 shows the same susceptibility results, but now
with the temperature-dependent susceptibility of LaSn, subtracted. Although there is nothing dramatic about the temperature
dependence of XLaSn3' t n e subtraction has a very conspicuous
result; the temperatures of the maxima, which we denote in this
case by T J J ^ (see table III. 1.1), have become practically

Ce 1 _ x La x Sn 3
impurity corrected and
LaSn 3 - matrix subtracted

1500

Fig. III.1.11

Susceptibility as a function of temperature for
quasibinavy Ce. LaSn, compounds. The susaeptibility curves have been corrected for a lowtemperature impurity contribution and the
temperature-dependent susceptibility of LaSn,
has been subtracted.
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Magnetic susceptibility characteristics of
Ce, „La„Sn, compounds.

Table III.1.1

X

X*(0J

x**(0)

T*
max

T **

max

' - #

v

eff

w

eff

3

9
m
uo~
uo
mole Ce'

21.7
23.6
26.3
27.6
28.9
32.2
52.9

0
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.9

18.5
20.1
21.8
22.3
22.6
21.6
21.2

(K)
130
136
115
115
110
100
85

(K)
130
140
130
125
130
135
125

•

Y

"

•

Y**

(iiB/Cè at)

(mJ/mole K2)

2..77
2..83
2..68
2..67
2..54
2..47
2..79

68(2)

2.79
2.83
2.67
2.67
2.51
2.40
2.43

120
109
232

57(2)

98
73
124

Without correction for LaSn•#

Corrected for LaSn,
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Fig. III.1.12
The concentration
dependence of the zevotemperature susceptibility, %(0), in the
Ce
2-xZ>axSn3 system. The
black dots correspond
to the x(0) values that
can be read off in fig.
ill.1.10; the open
circles are the x(0)
values after subtraction
of the low-temperature
susceptibility of the
LaSn- matrix.
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independent of x. In fig. III.1.12 the x(0) values are shown as
they can be derived from figs. III.1.10 and III.1.11. Here again,
subtraction of XLaSn3 n a s a substantial effect, especially at
the La-rich end: apart from reducing the x(0) values, it
contributes to the error, which is enhanced in this concentration
range, because the results are normalized to one mole Ce.
We have not included in figs. III.1.10 - III.1.12 the results
of susceptibility measurements on the Ce Q 0 1 L a 0 9 gSn 3 alloy. On
the scale of fig. III.1.10, the susceptibility curve for this
alloy would run too close to the LaSn., curve to be distinguishable. For this reason, and due to the uncertainties of the
impurity correction, it was not possible to establish the
existence of a susceptibility maximum in this case: within the
accuracy of the measurement the susceptibility is seen to become
constant below about 80 K. The absolute error of the x(0)
determination is not larger in this case than for the more Cerich alloys, but the large concentration factor results in an
excessive relative error for the LaSn,-corrected x(0) value per
-9 3
mole Ce, which is found to be (36 + 20) • 10
m /mole Ce. In
view of the inaccuracy of this value, it is impossible to say

I
o

o

Ce

.[Ceatom

0.0
Fig. III.1.13

1-xLaxSn3
corrected for La

0.5

10

Effective moments deduced from the impurity
corrected susceptibilities after subtraction
of the susceptibility of LaSn,.
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whether the smooth concentration dependence seen in fig.III.1.12
is extended to these very low Ce concentrations, or some new
features appear in the dilute limit.
In fig. III.1.13 we give the values for p f f as they have
been determined from the straight parts of the (xceSns'XLaSns)"1
vs T curves in the temperature interval 350 - 700 K. In section
III.1.2.2 we have discussed the restricted significance that can
be attached to the u e f f value of 2.79 ufi for CeSn3. The same
holds for the Ce 1--x La x Sn 3 alloys with small La content; however
for the alloys with higher La concentrations the temperature
interval 350 - 700 K lies sufficiently high above T*
to make
_
max
the determination of u e f f less uncertain. Because of the
constancy of T * ^ , the same does not hold for the p*^ f values,
and the same reservations have to be made about their
significance as in the case of CeSn 3 . At temperatures above 700
K, the inverse susceptibilities are not linear in T, the x"1 vs
T plots becoming qualitatively very similar to the curves for
CeSn 3 (figs. III.1.5 and III.1.7).
The high field magnetization data for a number of Ce, La Sn,
compounds are given in fig. III.l.14. In magnetic fields above

Fig. III.1.14
Magnetization
of Cei_xLaxSn
compounds in
magnetic
fields up to
34 T.

0.0

30
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10 T the magnetic "impurities" (about 1% of the Ce atoms in the
trivalent state) are saturated and the remaining slope which at
liquid helium temperatures does not depend on temperature gives
susceptibilities in good agreement with the values in table
III.1.1.
Elenbaas (1980) measured the heat capacity of the x = 0, 0.5,
0.7, 0.9 and 1.0 compounds; the linear heat capacity coefficients
were determined by estimating the phonon terms by interpolation
between LaSn, and CeSn 3> The y-values, before and after
subtraction of YLaSn3 are also included in table III.1.1 for
comparing the x(0) - y relationship to that of other systems
(cf. chapter IV).
III. 1.3.2

Discussion, .Ce, La Sn,

As this section will be devoted to a discussion of
the concentration dependence of some parameters characterizing
the quaslbinary Ce. La Sn, alloys, it is important to point
out at the outset that the most striking feature of our results
is the concentration independence of the intermediate-valence
state of Ce in these alloys. There is no indication that La
substitution would stabilize the trivalent of tetravalent state.
Our measurements confirm thus the early conjecture of Wohlleben
and Coles (1973) that between two integer-valence phases there
is a stable intermediate-valence phase which does not readily
go over into one of the neighbouring integer valencies under the
influence of perturbations. As the "perturbation" in our case
resulted in an increase of Ce-Ce separation and a randomizing
of the Ce lattice, we can also confirm the conclusion of earlier
work on Y-substituted YbCuAl: the presence of a high concentration of intermediate-valence ions on a periodic lattice
is not essential for the occurrence of such ions.
In ths case of Yb.
•L X

Y CuAl one has come to this conclusion
X

(Mattens et al., 1979) by establishing that the effect of Y
substitution could be seen as a simple dilution effect, that is,
the various macroscopic parameters remained independent of concentration, as long as they were taken per Yb atom. In the
present case, we cannot draw such conclusions directly from the
experimental results, because the contribution of Ce does not
dominate the susceptibility. However, if due account is taken of
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the matrix contribution (which we identify with XLaSn3)> again
a simple dilution effect emerges, and we find that one of the
characteristics of intermediate-valence behaviour, the susceptibility maximum, remains discernible to lower concentration of
the intermediate-valent ion than in the case of Yb._ Y CuAl
(Mattens et al., 1979 ) .
The strong concentration deoendence of T
and the near"

VX'XX

constancy of x(0) obviously imply that these two quantities
are not correlated in the same manner as found for other
intermediate-valence systems (Klaasse et al„, 1976, 1977 and
Klaasse, 1977). The fact that the T** values, like x(0), turn
Incut,

out concentration independent, enhances our confidence in the
identification of XLaSn3 with the matrix susceptibility. Accordingly, to the extent that the effective moments given in table
III. 1.1 are meaningful, v * « is the parameter one should discuss.
Pig. III.1.13 shows that at the La-rich end uoff is consistent
3+
en
with the full moment of Ce (2.54 uB)» instead of tending to a
reduced value, as observed in other intermediate-valence systems.
The discussion above can be summarized by stating that the
behaviour of Ce is qualitatively not influenced by La
substitution. This is also implied by the fact that the present
discussion can be conducted in terms of the concentration
dependence of parameters characterizing IV behaviour, which
remain meaningful throughout the whole concentration range.
Taking also into account that the impurity correction applied to
the low-temperature susceptibility showed no systematic
concentration dependence, we can conclude that there is no
indication of any local-environment effect. Perhaps this is not
surprising, since the first-neighbour environment of Ce atoms
does not change upon La substitution. In this connection, it is
interesting to note that in Celn Sn, , where the firstneighbour shell is perturbed by substitution, there is strong
indication of local-environment effects (see section III.3.1).
The simplest and most common description of an overall effect
of composition changes is given in terms of chemical pressure.
As La substitution expands the CeSn 3 lattice, in the case of
Ce 1 _ x La x Sn 3 the chemical pressure is negative. On the basis of
the atomic volume data given in the Introduction, the quasibinary compounds are expected to become more magnetic with
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increasing x, and this we find, in the sense of an increasing
X(O) -XLaSn3(°> f o r x<0.4 (fig. III.1.12). To make a
quantitative comparison with the high-pressure measurements of
Beille et al. (1977), we have to deduce how to convert
composition to pressure. On the basis of fig. III.1.4, using the
compressibility reported in Beille et al. (1977) (2.3 • lO"11 Pa"1),
we find a conversion factor of -13 MPa/at% between La concentration and pressure. The relative susceptibility change under
hydrostatic pressure being -8 * 10*"11 Pa"1 (Beille et al., 1977),
this means that the expected rate of relative susceptibility
increase in Ce, La Sn, alloys is d logx/dx = 0.1, about a
factor of seven smaller than what the initial slope of the x(0)
vs x curve (fig. III.1.12) would give. Therefore, we conclude
that chemical pressure is not a suitable parameter to describe
the magnetic properties of quasibinary Ce. La Sn, compounds.

III.1.4
III.1.4.1

Experimental results on the ^ e i - x Y x S n 3 system
Sample preparation
Ce

l _ x Y x S n 3 samples with x = 0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.6, 0.75
were prepared by argon arc melting from the purest metals
commercially available (see table II.1). The compounds throughout this concentration range were found to crystallize in the
Cu^Au-type structure, while all samples contained some free tin.
The X-ray pattern of Ce_ 35Y0 75 Sn 3 s n o w e < * a l s o weak reflections
of other phases, soms lines coinciding with those expected from
YSn 2 and Ce2Sng and consequently the magnetic results on this
compound will be considered not very reliable and should be
judged accordingly. We have also prepared Ce 2 Sn 3 and found that
the cerium atoms are trivalent in this compound: a linear xl vs
T behaviour was observed between 50 and 300 K and an effective
magnetic moment P_££ = 2.48uB and a paramagnetic Curie
temperature of 8 = 12 K was found.
The compound YSn- (x = 1.0) has not been prepared, because it
melts peritectically as can be seen in the phase diagram (fig.
III.1.15) and would require a laborious heat-treatment; from the
literature (Schmidt and McMasters, 1968) it is known that even
after doing this it is not possible to obtain a completely
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homogeneous compound. Also the crystal structure has never been
determined.
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The magnetic properties of Ce,

Y„Sn,

In figure III.1.16 the as-measured and the impurity
corrected susceptibilities of Ce. „Y„Sn, are shown, as determined
in the pendulum magnetometer. The sharp increase of the asmeasured susceptibility at lower temperatures is, unlike the
remaining part of the curves, probably not an intrinsic property
of the compound under investigation, but rather the contribution
of a small amount of impurities. These impurities obeyed a Curie-
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Susceptibility as a function of temperature
for Ce. „Y^Sn- with and without impurity
correction.

Weiss law with paramagnetic Curie temperatures ranging from 0 to
6 K, increasing with the yttrium concentration. The amount of
impurities, as derived from the C/(T+9) term, also increases
with x from about 1 to 3% Ce . Later, by analyzing La Q 4 Y Q gSn,,
it was discovered that a large part of the impurity contribution
present in the cerium compound was also present here. The
conclusion must be that the yttrium metal contains magnetic
impurities of spin glass nature, producing an antiferromagnetic
6; the chemical analysis report does not mention these. In view
of these difficulties and because the difference between the
(impurity corrected) susceptibility of La Q 4 Y Q g Sn 3 and LaSn3
was not excessively large, the temperature dependent susceptibility of LaSn^ was used to correct the susceptibility of the
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Susceptibility as a function of temperature for
contributions and
LaSn--matrix subtracted.

Ce 1 - x Y x Sn 3 compounds. The corrected susceptibility is presented
as a function of the temperature in fig. III. 1.17. Characteristic
low-temperature susceptibility values are presented in tables
III.1.2 and III.1.3, together with the related values as derived
from the high-field magnetization curves, which are presented
in fig. III.1.18 and III.1.19.
There is no tendency to saturation in fields up to 21 T and
it can be observed that the magnetization per mole Ce of the
compounds with x = 0.5, x • 0.6 and x = 0.75 is larger than that
of those with x = 0 and 0.1. The low-field slopes correspond
(within 20%) to the as-measured susceptibilities of the pendulum
magnetometer, (table III.1.2), while the high-field slopes
correspond roughly to the impurity corrected values of x(0),
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Table III.1.2

The initial susceptibility of Ce, Y Sn, at 4.2
K and the amounts of impurities as derived from
the pendulum and the high field measurements.
Also presented is the 9., used for the impurity
correction.

X(4.2)

X
9

Nce3+

3

(10~ m /mole Ce)
0.0**
0.1
0.5
0.6

0.75

44.3
27.0
44.2
50.3
(79.4)*

»o< 5 V fiB >B.O

N

Ce3+

(%)

(K)

(10"9m3/mole Ce)

1.1

0.5

40

0.4

0.2

1.0

33

0.3

0.9

1.2

45

0.5

1.8

6
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0.5

(3.8)* (6)*

(100)*

(1.2)*

Compari son of the teiinperature independ e n t
susceptibility, obtained after elimination of
the impurity contribution, x(°) = Xjn~Ci/(T+9) ,
with the high field slope of the magnetization
(5c/6B)B_20m/ together with the LaSn^-matrix
corrected value of x(°)«

Table I I I . 1 . 3

X

e.

X (0)

y o c««/«B ) B . 20T

(lO" 9 m 3 /mole Ce)

(10~ 9 m 3 /mole Ce)

(10~ 9 m 3 /mole Ce)

X ( 0 ) - x(0)LaSn

0 .0**

21. 2(2)

25

18 • 0( 2)

0 .1

22. 6(2)

24

19 • 2( 4)

0 .5

27. 6(6)

29

21 . 2 ( 8)

0 .6

33

0 .75

( )
*•

(42

(2)
(1))*

38
(58)*

25 .7(12)
(30 . 0 ( 1 2 ) ) *

ihhomogeneous sample
different sample from that in table III.1.1
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This correspondence Is somewhat less clear than In other systems
studied in this work, due to the fact that the magnetization and
susceptibility effects are rather small and at the same time the
impurity contributions are on the high side.
Apart from the case CeSn,, there is a monotonie relation
between the amount of impurities and the yttrium concentration,
also, it can be observed that the 9. increases suddenly above
x = 0.5, which indicates that we are dealing with interacting
impurities introduced by the yttrium substitution.
The constant low-temperature susceptibility x(0)» t n e slopes
of the high-field magnetization curves, and x(0) after subtraction of x(°)taSn3, are plotted as functions of concentration in
figure III.1.20. The curvature of the magnetization curves below
10 T in the high-field measurements, together with the almost
straight part in high fields are an indication that an amount
of saturating impurities is present in the samples. If the
impurities interact antiferromagnetically, which seems to follow
from the C/(T+ê) behaviour, this causes the saturation effect
of the impurities to occur at higher fields. The result of this
is a smaller initial susceptibility than in the case of noninteracting impurities and also a value of a(0), the intercept
with the cr-axis, which gives a too low amount of impurities.
The amounts of (supposed) Ce
impurities, as derived from the
intercept with the a-axis, are presented in table III.1.2, where
they can be compared to the amounts following from the low
temperature correction procedure of the susceptibility. The
intercept with the a-axis in the x = 0.75 compound is four
times as large as that of CeSn_, which confirms the X-ray result,
that this compound is inhomogeneous. Therefore, the values for
x = 0.75, given in the tables, are only indicative.
The magnetic susceptibilities between 300 and 1425 K were
measured in the Faraday balance. In this temperature range the
correction for the non-4f contribution proved to be of great
importance for the characterization of the results. As was the
case with the low-temperature susceptibility measurements, we
used LaSn^ as the dummy compound for the whole system. The
impurity correction, which remains important above room
temperature, was based on the impurity concentration determined
from the low-temperature susceptibility.
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The low-temperature magnetic susceptibility of
as a function of the concentration.

The effective magnetic moments were determined from the
"straight" part of the impurity corrected x m v s T curves
between 300 and 500 K and are presented in table III.1.4,
together with the corresponding paramagnetic Curie temperatures
e* before and after subtraction of the temperature-dependent
susceptibility of LaSn, . (u -- and 9 ) . However, the values
obtained this way are questionable: the objections mentioned in
connection with CeSn, (the inflection of the v v s T curve
caused by the transition from IV to trivalency around 350 K and
the partial occupation of the 3-1/2
multiplet starting at
a 300 K) are valid throughout the Ce, Y Sn, system. Because of
the low susceptibility of these alloys, which is reflected in
the high € values, the high-temperature as-measured magnetic
susceptibility becomes rather small, causing some scatter in the
data.
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Table III.1.4

T*
max
(K)

max

130(10)
136(10)
118(10)
82(10)

135(10)
136(10)
130(10)
112(10)

X

0.0
0.1
0.5
0.6
0.75

The high temperature magnetic properties of
Ce, Y Sa, and the position of the maximum in
the susceptibility curve.

(K)

**
y
^eff
eff
(WB/Ce atom)
2.77
2.88
2.72
2.87
2.80

9*

e**

(K)i

(K)

2.79

222 ( 3)

2.88

252 ( 3)

2.68

171( 3)

2.86

216 ( 3)

2.77

145(10)

281( 5)
297( 3)
221( 3)
319( 3)
279(10)

* after correction for impurities
** after subtraction of the LaSn3~matrix contribution

III. 1.4.3

Discussion Ce, ..Y..Sn., and conclusions
^*"""

—

• " i. ~ X"~X

-5

Like in the Ce, La x Sn, system, the intermediate
valence state of Ce is also maintained throughout the metallurgically accessible concentration range of the Ce1_xYj£Sn3 system.
As one can see from figure III.1.15, the relative maximum in
the susceptibility shifts to lower temperatures, when the amount
of yttrium atoms substituted exceeds 50% (x > 0.5). No maximum
is detectable for the x = 0.75 compound, from which we may
conclude that the Ce-valency in this compound is closer to three
than in the other compounds.
Because the low-temperature impurity-corrected susceptibility
increases with x, (Fig. III.1.19 and table III.1.3), it can be
concluded that there is a gradual shift in the valency from
intermediate in CeSn3.towards trivalent with increasing yttrium
concentration. After correction for the non-4f contribution
(i.e. X(0)LaSn3^ this tendency remains.
The high field differential susceptibility of the magnetic
isotherms, taken at 4.2 K, also shows a tendency to increase
with x.
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Above 150 K there is not much difference in magnetic
behaviour of the compounds in the system. The values of U e f f are
about the same for all the compounds in this system, leading to
the conclusion that they all have a valency close to three
above 300 K.
In the Ce, La Sn, system the x(0) also increases with x,
however, this is not due to changes in the 4f contributions:
because, after the non-4f contribution has been subtracted,
X(0) becomes almost concentration independent.
Despite the large difference in the atomic radii (more than
1%) between Ce and La in the RESn3 compounds (Iandelli and
Falenzona, 1979, this work), also present in the pure metals
(de ChStel and de Boer, 1981), no evidence of lattice pressure
results from the magnetic measurements on Ce. La Sn,; the
quasibinary compounds apparently have the lattice parameters
that can accomodate the Ce ions in the same valence state they
have in CeSn-.
Apart from the Y of the x = 0.9 compound, which is inaccurate
due to the relatively low as-meaaured value compared to the
YLaSns» used as a correction for the non-4f electronic
contributions, the remaining y
values pass through a
maximum, just like the x(0) • Thus, qualitatively y and x(0)
change with concentration as one would expect if both of them
were related to the same density of states. A quantitative
analysis of the Y vs x(0) relation will be given in chapter IV.
A fit of the Ce,
•X. Jt

La Sn, results in the way proposed by
X

J

Lawrence (1979), of which more details are given in section
III.3, resulted in a T g F of about 200 - 220 K for the whole
system. Above about 300 K the scaling behaviour breaks down,
due to the spin-orbit coupling. The results for the compounds
with x = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 are given in Fig. III.1.21.
The general conclusion is that-we can change the 4f character
of the Ce-Sn bond by substituting yttrium for cerium: the
effective valency of the cerium atoms is changed from intermediate (CeSn,) towards three upon yttrium subsitution. This
conclusion is at varience with what followed from the
experiments on C e i _ x L a x S n 3 where the effective valency of the
cerium atoms remains unchanged upon lanthanum substitution. It
is tempting to speculate that the yttrium ions exert a negative
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"chemical pressure" on the cerium ions, making them more
magnetic. However, in that case it is not clear why lanthanum
substitution does not result in a comparable positive "chemical
pressure".
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III.2

111.2.1

Celn3 and related quasiblnary systems
Introduction

We have investigated the possibility of inducing
intermediate valency by substitutions of La and Y for Ce in
Celn3 or by substitution of Sn for In in Celn3> Therefore we
prepared a number of compounds in the three quasibinary systems:
Ce 1 _ x La x In 3 , Ce 1 _ x Y x ln 3 and CeInxSn3_x- All of these crystallize
in the cubic Cu,Au-type structure. Celn3 and Lain, melt
.congruently at 1215°C and 1140°C, as can be seen from the Ce-In
and La-In phase diagrams (figs. III.2.1 and III.2.2,
respectively). Yin- is reported to crystallize in the Cu3Au-type
structure (Bruzzone and Ferro-Ruggiero, 1962). However, a phase
diagram has not been published yet.
111.2.2

Celn^, literature review

Celn3 is often classified as a "concentrated Kondo
system", which may be an indication of the instability of the
trivalent state of Ce in this compound. On the basis of their
lattice parameter and thermal expansion measurements, Harris
and Raynor (1965) conclude that the effective valency of Ce
in Celn3 is closer to 3 than in the case of y-Ce. Minor
abnormalities occur in the expansion curve of Celn3 below 513 K,
which is not the case for Prln3, where da/dT is constant from
294 to 770 K. From 87 to 294 K, however, both expansion curves
are parallel. The thermal expansion anomaly of Celn, between
room temperature and 513 K does not lend itself to an easy
interpretation in terms of a temperature-dependent valency; at
any rate, it would not amount to a valence change of more than
0.01, calculated on the basis of the volumes of trivalent and
tetravalent cerium. The magnetic susceptibility was measured by
Tsuchida and \llace (1965) between 2 and 300 K. They observed
a Nëel point at 10 K and negative deviations from Curie-Weiss
behaviour which were attributed to partial conversion of cerium
into the tetravalent state as in CeSn3, but to a lesser extent.
Later these observations were confirmed by Buschow et al. (1969)
who remarked that part of the deviations may be accounted for
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by crystalline fields like in the case of Prln3> Lethuillier
(1976) showed indeed that it was possible to fit the susceptibility curve quantitatively with suitable CEF parameters, which
were also consistent with the specific heat data of Van Diepen
et alc (1971) to be described below. A minimum in the specific
electrical resistivity was seen by Van Daal and Buschow (1970),
Kletowski (1980) and Elenbaas (1980) (T m i n = 175 K) suggesting
that Celn, is a "concentrated Kondo system". Van Diepen et al.
(1971) measured the heat capacity of Celn,, which shows a
Schottky anomaly around 60 K caused by the crystal field
splitting of the J = 5/2-multiplet into a doublet and a quartet
with a separation of A/k = (155 + 30)K. The entropy change
indicates that the doublet r ? is the lowest energy level.
A X-type anomaly was observed at (10.4 + 0.5)K, associated
with an entropy change of 6 J/K mole Ce. Recently, Elenbaas
(1980) found the anomaly at 10.1 K, with an entropy change of
AS = 5.14 J/K mole Ce, close to Rln2 (= 5.76 J/K mole) as
expected for a doublet. This confirms the magnetic phase
transition seen by Tsuchida and Wallace as a maximum in the
susceptibility. However, due to the large absorption crosssection of indium for neutrons, the nature of the low temperature
magnetic structure is difficult to determine by elastic neutron
diffraction. Only recently, Lawrence and Shapiro (1980) succeeded
in doing this: A (irir it)-type antiferromagnetic order was found
(oppositely polarized adjacent (111) planes), with an ordered
moment of 0.65 + 0.1 u_. The saturation moment of the r_ doublet
is 0.714 u_, somewhat larger than their value, but not inconsistent with it.
The above seemed enough encouragement to try to destabilize
the trivalent state of cerium in Celn3 further by either La or Y
substitution or by changing more directly the local environment
of the Ce by substituting Sn for In. Specific heat and electrical
resistivity measurements on Celn„Sn-j_„ (Elenbaas, 1980) and
magnetic susceptibility measurements, performed on Celn Sn,_„
(this work: section III.3, Lawrence, 1978, 1979) have indicated
that the valence can be influenced by changing the local
environment. In what follows we will present a study of the
magnetic properties of these two quasibinary systems and also
of C e i _ x v x I n 3 which has not been investigated before.
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III.2.3

Experimental results on the Ce, „Yin- system
•

X —X—"X""—J

-

The cleanest way of inducing a Kondo moment mixedvalent ion transition is to subject a "concentrated Kondo system"
to high hydrostatic pressure (Probst and Wittig, 1978, Eiling
and Schilling, 1981). The equivalence of hydrostatic and
"lattice" pressure, the latter being caused by substitution of
a smaller atom in a metal or compound, is doubtful, but the
notion of lattice pressure has played a useful role in enabling
the explanation of at least the sign of the effects to be
encountered upon alloying mixed-valent materials. The effect of
Y substitution on the physical properties of Celn, is of some
interest then, considering the lattice parameter of YIn 3 is
smaller than that of Celn^ by 2%.
Ce

l _ x Y x I n 3 s a m P l e s with x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9
and 1.0 were prepared by argon arc melting. The compounds
throughout this system were found to crystallize in the Cu-Autype structure and no second phases could be detected by X-ray
diffraction.
III.2.3.1

The magnetic properties of Ce.

Y In-

Magnetic susceptibilities were measured in the
pendulum magnetometer and the Faraday balance between 1.5 and
300 K and between 300 and 1425 K, respectively. Magnetization
measurements were carried out in fields up to 21 T in the highfield magnetometer. The susceptibility results up to 300 K are
summarized in fig. III.2.3. After correction for "Ce 3+
impurities" (cf. appendix II) a constant low-temperature susceptibility could be obtained for the Y-rich compounds (x = 0.8 and
0.9). For the other concentrations such a correction was not
possible.

1

The antiferromagnetic ordering seen in Celn, is in evidence
in the x = 0.3 compound; the 0.1 and 0.2 compounds do also order,
however, since their susceptibility curves approximately coincide
with that of Celn3 they are left out of the figure. Correction
for the non-4f contributions, by subtracting the susceptibilities
of the corresponding L a i _ x Y x I n 3 compounds produces a clearer
picture of how Y substitution influences the susceptibility in
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this system. A series of quasibinary "dummy" samples was
prepared, because our experience with Ce(In,Sn)3 (section III.3)
had shown that a less sophisticated correction with the nonmagnetic binary compound (Yin, in this case) may lead to unsatisfactory results. In this case however, the La, . Y l n samples proved to have only a slightly concentration dependent
susceptibility, not differing from Laln^ by more than 10% after
subtraction of the impurity contributions. After subtraction of
the impurity corrected susceptibility of La. Y„In, the susceptibility curves no longer intersect and lie in order of cerium
concentration, as presented in fig. III.2.4.
The magnetization curves in fig. III.2.5 show that the highfield magnetization per mass unit of Ce, „,YvIn, at 4.2 K
decreases gradually with increasing yttrium concentration, with
only a very slight curvature at higher fields. When plotted per
mole cerium, the magnetic isotherms of the three most cerium-rich
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compounds coincide and all curves lie closer together as
presented in fig. III.2.6. The x = 0.8 and 0.9 curves appear
interchanged in this figure, but the correct order is restored
if we subtract the magnetization of the corresponding La Y in,
compounds, as is carried out in fig. III.2.7. This latter figure
shows that in the magnetically most diluted compound the cerium
magnetization is reduced by a factor of four upon Y-substitution.
The high-field measurements were also performed at 1.4 K. Some
of the results for x = 0.1, 0.6 and 0.8 are presented in
fig. III.2.8. The closeness of the 1.4 and 4.2 K isotherms
confirms the near constancy of the corrected susceptibility
of the paramagnetic compounds in this temperature range (fig.
III.2.3). The magnetization curves of the antiferromagnetic
compounds at 1.4 and 4.2 K practically coincide.
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Magnetization of Ce1_xIxIn3

in high fields.

The initial susceptibility derived from the slopes of the
curves at 4.2 K before and after correction for the La, Y in,
contribution to the magnetization are listed in table III.2.1,
together with the (low-field) susceptibilities as determined in
the pendulum magnetometer. As mentioned before, the "impurity
correction" procedure is not possible for x <. 0.6. The data
given in table III.2.1, together with the almost linear field
dependence of the magnetization up to the highest applied fields
(fig. III.2.7) show that the reason for the failure of the
procedure lies in the intrinsic nature of the low-temperature
"upturn" in x for these compounds.
This conclusion is in stern contrast with our findings for
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The magnetization of Ce. Y In- in high fields.
expressed in Am per mole Ce.

CeSn3-based compounds (section Ill.l), where the same correction
procedure consistently leads to an intrinsic temperatureindependent susceptibility at low temperatures.
From the high-temperature susceptibility curves, presented
as reciprocal susceptibility vs temperature for x = 0, 0.3, 0.6,
0.8 and 0.9 in the figures III.2.9 to III.2.13, the importance
of the correction for the non-4f contribution to the susceptibility is visible, especially in the case of x = 0.9. The
temperature-dependent susceptibility of the corresponding
La
l _ x Y x I n 3 compounds, also determined in the Faraday balance,
was used for this correction.
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Table III.2.1

Magnetic susceptibility of Ce, Y In, compounds
at 4.2 K as determined in the high-field and
pendulum magnetometers.

(10"9

m3/mole Ce)

(1O~9 m3/mole Ce)

0.0
0.1

159
159

154
148

152
152

0.2

159

152

152

0.3

157

159

147

0.6

107

106

92

0.8

90

79

58

0.9

99

102

34

La1_xYxIn3-matrix subtracted

149
142
145
151
90
45
34
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The effective magnetic moments of Ce2^x^xIT
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The effective magnetic moments, determined from the slopes
of the x"1 vs T curves between 300 and 500 K are listed in
table III.2.2, together with the corresponding paramagnetic
Curie temperatures 6, and plotted-in fig. III.2.14.

Table III.2.2

X

0.0
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.9

High-temperature magnetic characteristics of
Ce 1 _ Y In, compounds.

w

eff
(uB/Ce at.)

2.70(2)
2.80(3)
2.85(3)
2.89(8)

-iff
(uB/Ce at. )

2.59(2)
2.70(2)
2.85(2)
2.69(2)
2.78(2)

subtracted

e

e*

(K)

(K)

64( 3)
32(10)
58(15)
- 2(30)

84(10)
107( 8)
170( 8)
101( 8)
213(10)
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III.2.3.2

Lattice parameters of Ce, „X,In-

The lattice parameters of C e i _ x Y x I n 3 a n d L a i-x Y x I n 3
were measured at 294 K for x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9
and 1.0 by X-ray diffraction in the vertical goniometer, using
Cu-Ka radiation and silicon powder as a calibration standard.
Their values are presented in fig. III.2.15. In both cases there
are no substantial deviations from Vegards' law. The lattice
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The lattice parameters a ofCe-_ *xInand Lai±x*x*n3 a * ^9* X a s functions of
the yttrium concentration.
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parameter of the C e ^ ^ I ^ system at 294 K is given by
a = -0.0988 x + 4.6895 and that of the La1_xYJCIn3 system by
a = -0.1428 x + 4.7376. The average value found in the literature
for the lattice parameter of Celn3 is about 4.68 8 and for YIn 3
two values, can be found: 4.594 8 (Vogel and Klose, 1954) and
4.579 8 (Bruzzone and Ferro-Ruggiero, 1962). Our values agree
with these values: 4.6895(11) 8 for Celn3 and 4.5907(15) 8 for
YIn 3 .
Ill .2.4

Experimental results on the Ce, ..La..In-> system

The conclusions we were able to draw on the basis of
experiments on La-substituted CeSn^ (section III.1.2) amounted
to stating that the slightly increased lattice parameter in the
quasibinary compounds with respect to CeSn, does not represent
a "negative lattice pressure", and the mixed-valent behaviour
of the cerium ions is not affected by the substitution. Lasubstitution in Celn3 is bound to lead to more qualitative
changes, because, at any rate, the long-range order cannot
prevail to very high La concentrations. The suppression of
antiferromagnetism was studied by means of heat capacity
measurements by Elenbaas (1980) , our magnetic studies offer more
possibilities to study the evolvement of the Kondo anomalies
under La-substitution.
Ce 1 _ x La x In 3 samples with x = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9 and
1.0 were prepared by melting together the appropriate amounts
of the constituting metals in an arc furnace. The compounds in
this system all crystallize in the Cu3Au-type structure and no
second phases were detected by X-ray diffraction.

III.2.4.1

The magnetic properties of Ce,

La In,

Magnetic susceptibilities were measured in the
pendulum magnetometer between 1.5 and 300 K. The as-measured
results are presented as reciprocal susceptibilities in
fig. III.2.16. After correction for the non-4f contributions
(the temperature-dependent susceptibility of Laln3 is used here
as an approximation) and expressing the susceptibility per
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measured for ^ej^x^a3.^n7 compounds as a function
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cerium atom, all curves coincide above 30 K (figs. III.2.17
and III.2.18). The effective magnetic moments, determined from
the slope of the x - 1 vs T curves between 50 and 300 K are listed
in table III.2.3 together with the corresponding paramagnetic
Curie temperature 8. Below 30 K the antiferromagnetic ordering,
present in Celn3, is known to disappear in C e i _ x L a x I n 3 at x>0.6,
which is smaller than the percolation limit indicating that the
magnetic interactions are short-range (Elenbaas, 1980). This
effect is not very clearly visible in the reciprocal susceptibility because it is masfcssd by an additional Curie-like
contribution. In the specific heat data, the T N is seen to shift
to lower temperatures with increasing x (Elenbaas, 1980).
The magnetization curves per unit mass, presented in
fig. III.2.19, show that the high-field magnetization of
Ce
l_ x La x In 3 at 4.2 K decreases monotonically with the lanthanum
concentration with a slight curvature in the highest fields.
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Table III.2.3

X

Effective magnetic moments and paramagnetic
Curie temperatures of the Cej_»xLa In, compounds
determined from the susceptibility data between
SO and 300 K as measured in the pendulum
magnetometer.

w

0.0
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.9

w

e

eff
(PB/Ce at.)

eff
(vB/Ce at.)

(K)

(K)

2.63(2)
2.67(4)
2.82(2)
2.87(2)
3.29(2)
4.04(3)

2.42(2)
2.44(4)
2.45(3)
2.45(3)
2.48(2)
2.48(5)

57( 3)
62 ( 5)
74( 6)
75 ( 7)
98(10)
142(15)

40(3)
49(3)
49(4)
54(5)
59(4)
62(5)

Laln,-matrix subtracted

The magnetization curves per mole cerium, as plotted in
fig. III.2.20 are closer together albeit not in order of
concentration. When we correct for the non-4f contributions
to the magnetization, approximated by the magnetization curve
of Lain,, a narrow band containing all magnetization curves is
obtained indicating that the magnetization becomes identical
within + 10% for all compounds (fig. III.2.21). The compounds
with x = 0 and 0.2 are antiferromagnetic at this temperature,
causing a lower magnetization. The initial susceptibilities
derived from the high-field magnetization curves at 4.2 K
before and after correction for the Lain, matrix are listed in
table III.2.4, and compared to the corresponding susceptibility
data as obtained in the pendulum. The high-field magnetizations
were also determined at 1.4 K and are presented, corrected for
non-4f contributions, for the compounds x = 0.2 and 0.5 in
fig. III.2.22.
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Table III.2.4

Magnetic susceptibility of Ce,

la In, compounds

at 4.2 K derived from the high-field
magnetization curves and from the pendulum
susceptibility vs temperature measurement.

do" 9
0.0
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.9

do" 9

m 3 /mole Ce)

m 3 /mole Ce)

159 ( 1)

153 ( 2)

153(1)

147( 3)

182( 2)

180 ( 2)

178(3)

174( 3)

210 ( 4)

201 ( 4)

200(3)

191C4)

200 ( 3)

192 ( 4)

186(2)

179 ( 4)

217( 4)

206 ( 5)

182(2)

182( 5)

236(10)

211(10)

173(4)

163(12)

Laln-.~matrix subtracted

III.2.4.2

Lattice parameters of Ce, _..La._In„
The lattice parameters of Ce.

La in, were

determined at 294 K for x = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0,
by X-ray diffraction in the vertical goniometer, using Cu-K
radiation and silicon powder as a calibration standard. Their
values are presented in fig. III.2.23. No appreciable deviations
from Vegards 1 law can be observed. The lattice parameter of the
Ce

l - x L a x I n 3 system is given by a = +0.0461 x + 4.6889. There is

not much difference between our lattice parameter of 4.7339 &
for Laln 3 and the average of the values found in the literature
which amounts to 4.7348 &.
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Fig. III.2.23

The lattice varameters of Ce. La In,
1—X

at 294 K as a function
concentration.
III.2.5

X

3

of the lanthanum

Discussion and conclusions

The result of substituting La for Ce in Celn, can be
described as a dilution effect, leaving the low temperature
magnetizations and susceptibilities per cerium atom unchanged.
The effective magnetic moments are hardly influenced by the
La-substitution and the e* values increase slightly with x. The
most likely origin of the concentration dependence of 9* lies
in the effect of La-substitution on the crystal field splitting
A; the contribution of the antiferromagnetic interactions to 9*
is small (TN •« 9 ) and the Kondo temperature appears
concentration-independent from resistivity measurements
(Elenbaas, 1980) and the low-temperature magnetic behaviour (cf.
the high-field results, where the magnetizations of a l l

1
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compounds are equal within about 10%). In all compounds in this
system there is only a very slight curvature in the magnetization
at 1.4 K in fields with magnetic induction of 21 T, where a
magnetization of about 0.5 u B is reached, while the saturation
magnetization of the lowest doublet amounts to u g = 0.714 u Q .
The absence of saturation in fields which satisfy A » w B H » k B T
must be related to the fact that the Curie law appropriate to
the lowest-lying doublet is not observed for T < 6 , although
k_9 < A. Saturation will occur at much higher fields, where
*
UoB » A, k,,6 , and the saturation moment will be 2.14 \i-/Ce
atom. The general conclusion of the experimental results on the
Ce. La In, system seems to be.that cerium is trivalent throughout the concentration range, at all temperatures up to 300 K.
The importance of other effects (crystal field, Kondo), which
become visible in the magnetic properties below 50 K, does not
seem to diminish or increase with La substitution.
On the basis of the experimental results on the Ce, Y In,
system we can conclude that Y substitution initially (x <_ 0.3)
only produces a rather rapid shift of T- from 10 K towards lower
temperatures and does not influence the magnetic moments of
the cerium atoms at higher temperatures. With more Y substituted,
the low temperature magnetizations and susceptibilities decrease.
Above 300 K the effective magnetic moments and paramagnetic
Curie temperatures increase towards the CeSn,-values. The shape
of the susceptibility vs temperature curve of the compound
x = 0.9 (fig. III.2.4) is also rather similar to that of CeSn3.
That La and Y substitution can have qualitatively different
effects has been observed before. In fact, the magnetization and
magnetic susceptibilities of Ce
Y In, and Ce. La In, resemble
those of i-he C e i _ x Y x A l 2 a n d C e i-x L a x A 1 2 s v s t e m s » where also
reduced moments in the Y-diluted CeAl 2 case are observed (Aarts
et al., 1981).
Destabilization of the trivalent state of Ce upon Y
substitution would be expected on the basis of "lattice pressure"
arguments. While such arguments are seldom reliable at a
quantitative level, here again, they seem to lead to correct
qualitative predictions. However, the fact that Vegards' law is
obeyed at room temperature can be seen as evidence that the
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volume taken up by each Ce atom is independent of concentration.
On the other hand the different magnetic behaviour at low
temperatures observed in Y- and La-substituted samples may be
due to electron transfer which may result in deviations from
Vegards' law. Therefore thermal expansion experiments at
temperatures below 294 K are of great interest.
Susceptibility measurements are not ideally suited for
determining T N . Therefore, we cannot be very conclusive about
the Tj. vs x behaviour in the C e i - x Y x I n 3 system; from our results
there is some indication, but no proof, that T„ decreases more
rapidly with x than in the CeT_xkaxln3 system; to establish this,
heat capacity measurements would be desirable. For x = 0.1 and
0.2 these measurements were carried out by J. Aarts (1981 ) who
observed a T N of 8.1(1) K and 5.8(1) K respectively. On this
basis we would expect the AF order to vanish at x = 0.47. For
the Ce. La In, system such measurements, by Elenbaas (1980),
A^X

X

v

show an initial rate of decrease, which is hardly more than half
the rate in Ce. ï In, (cf. table III.2.5). In the Ce. „YVA1XMX

A

J. — X

3

X

At

system the AF order is expected to vanish at x = 0.54 (Aarts et
al., 1981). The concentration dependence of T„ of C e i_ x Y x A ^2 w a s
derived from these experiments and of C e i_ x L a x A l2 ^ r o m t n e n e a t
capacity measurements by Bredl et al. (2978); these are also
presented in table III.2.5.
Table III.2.5
Concentration dependence of the Nëel-temperature
of Ce, La..In,,
Y„In,,
Ce, La._Al„ and
CCe,
e
Y
In
"1—x—x" 3' l-x x 3
Ce
l-x Y x A l 2"

System

V*)/T N (0)

Source

Ce

l-x L a x I n 3

1 - 1.37x

Elenbaas (1980)

Ce

l-x Y x I n 3

1 - 2.11x

Aarts (198lb)

Ce

l-x L a x A l 2

1 - 1.91x + 0.91X2

Bredl et al. (1978)

Ce

l-x Y x A 1 2

1 - 5.Ox

Aarts et al. (1981)
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Yttrium substitution is more efficient than La substitution in
depressing the Néel-temperature of CeAl^ as well. Table III.2.5
seems to confirm the conclusion one can draw about the stability
of the magnetic moments in Celn3 and CeAl 2 on the basis of their
Kondo temperatures. As expected for a higher T,, value, the
moments are more easily destabilized by La- or Y substitution in
Celn3 than in CeA^Concluding we remark that the reduction of magnetic moment,
apart from the AF ordering, can be due to the Kondo effect or
intermediate valence, however, the fact that in the thermal
expansion of Cen Y A l , at 4.2 K also no deviations from Vegards1
law are observed (Aarts, 1981°) and the conjecture that this
will be the case also in Ce, „Yin,, renders the latter
possibility less probable.
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III. 3

III.3.1

The Celn^Sn.^^ and CePbxSn3 ^ systems

Introduction

Cerium forms intermetallic compounds having the Cu^Au
structure with the polyvalents metals: In, Tl, Sn and Pb. From
these compounds, only CeSn, shows the features characteristic
of intermediate valence. In CeTl, and CePb, the magnetic moment
of Ce is stable; CeTl- orders antiferromagnetically at 3.85 K,
(Elenbaas et al., 1980), while in CePb3 no magnetic order has
been established so far. The magnetic moments are unstable in
Celn3, which, although it orders antiferromagnetically at 10 K,
shows Kondo-like anomalies at higher temperatures.
By taking Celn, (or CePb,) as the (magnetic) trivalcnt cerium
compound and CeSn, as the intermediate valent counterpart in a
quasibinary system, it can be expected that upon substitution
of In (or Pb) for Sn in CeSn., a gradual transition will occur
from the intermediate valent state towards the trivalent state
of Ce in the case of CePb Sn, „ and to a concentrated Kondo
X

J™X

system in the case of Celn„Sn,
X

. The primary purpose of this

J^X

investigation was to follow this transition, and, in particular,
to determine whether the quasibinary compounds can also be
considered homogeneously intermediate valent systems. Considerably less effort has been spent within this project on the
study of the suppression of ordering by Sn substitution, which
is the most important feature at the In-rich end of the
concentration range. The Celn Sn,
system was simultaneously
studied by Lawrence (1979) with proverbal independency. Our
results of the magnetic measurements in the temperature range
investigated by Lawrence are almost identical. In section
III.3.2.3 we shall comment on the extent to which his
conclusions are supported by our high-temperature measurements.
As mentioned above, the crystal structures of Celn 3 , CePb3
and CeSn 3 are of the Cu^Au type and the intermediate
concentrations proved to be of the same structure.
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III.3.2

Experimental results on the CeIn..Sn^

system

CeIn x Sn 3 _ x samples with x = 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.32, 0.75,
0.9, 1.1, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, 2.1, 2.25, 2.6, 2.8, 2.9 and 3.0 were
prepared by argon arc-melting. No second phase could be
detected by X-ray diffraction, and the low-temperature upturn
in the susceptibility was attributed to isolated lattice defects,
which cause neighbouring Ce atoms (to be referred to as "Ce
impurities") to turn trivalent. The stability of these compounds
in air increases with indium content and their appearance is
silvery metallic grey.

III.3.2.1

The magnetic properties of CeIn..Sn.,

Magnetic susceptibilities were measured using the
pendulum magnetometer between 1.6 and 300 K and the Faraday
balance from 300 to 1100 K. Magnetization measurements were
carried out in fields up to 35 T in the high-field magnetometer.
The susceptibility results are summarized in fig. III.3.1.
A maximum is seen in the as-measured curves up to x = 2.1, and
the T
values in fig. III.3.Id give the positions of these
nieuw

maxima. For x = 2.25, the maximum appears only after the usual
correction procedure (appendix II) is applied to eliminate the
low-temperature upturn due to the Curie contribution of about
0.5% paramagnetic "Ce 3 + impurities". Subtraction of such a
correction term leads to K V S ! curves displaying the familiar
maximum, with x temperature independent below about T
/3. For
x > 2.25, however, the correction procedure fails and the
susceptibility cannot be seen as a superposition of the
contributions of a homogeneously IV matrix and an unimportant
amount of impurities.
An increase in the susceptibility can be observed with
increasing x up to x = l.l, after which it decreases until
x » 1.9. Above x a 1.9 the susceptibility increases again, to
display Celn3-like behaviour for x > 2.25.
The T j ^ ^ and x (0) values that characterize the IV
contribution are presented in table III.3.1 and plotted against
concentration in fig. III.3.Id. Although neither of these

Fig. III.3.1 Temperature dependence of the susceptibility for a number of compositions in the Ce(InsSn)s system (a-a),
and concentration dependence of the position of the susceptibility maximum and the corrected lout-temperature susceptibility (d). Full symbols refer to as-measured data, open symbols to data corrected for the contribution of paramagnetic "Ces+ impurities".
The open
p
p triangles (d) give data corrected also for a matrix contribution amounting to
^
b
d) i
h
i
f h
d i i
determination.
error bars (d) give the uncertainty of the T
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parameters is a monotonie function of x, the correlation
observed earlier (Klaasse et al., 1977, 1981) on IV compounds
involving Yb is evidently present. In fact, a T maj£ vs x<°)~
diagram reveals that in this case there is an inverse
proportionality between the two quantities plotted in fig.
III.3.1 d.
Table III.3.1

Low-temperature magnetic characteristics of
Celn Sn,
compounds.

x(0)*

X

xflO

0 •
0.10
0.25
0.32
0.50
0.75
0.90
1.10
1.25
1.50
1.70
1.90
2.10
2.25
2.60

o

3

1
mole Ce'

w

«°m 4 ' 2 K
o l~fiF' B-*35 T
a

3

m
uo"" 9 mole

21.7
25.54
28.10
31.07
41.7
68.2
88.3
101

96.3
77.3
73.5
68.0
76.3
80.5
...

3

T **

X(0)**

max

3

Ce)

22.3
24.4 +
32.6 +
32.6
41
71+
90
104
88
78 +
72
71
—
—
—

/ •,«—9
v

m

>

mole Ce'

(K)

18.5
21.5
25.4
29.2
41.2
69.6
92.1
103.6
98.0
77.3
72.1
66.1
75.0
80.5

10-30

—

—

130
120
105
100
77
39
31
20

8-25
31

37
33
34

——

impurity corrected
impurity corrected and Lain Sn,_
determined at T = 1.4 K

susceptibility subtracted

T

Ce In x Srv

(a)

x=1.1

0.5

i

Fig. II1.3.2

<&.

-jdtÊ*sssa*
0.0
\
0.5

Ie)

jig/Ce atom]
10-9m3
mole Ce
0

30

0

High-field
magnetization
of Ce(IntSn)3
quaaïbinariea.
Where no
temperature is
given (a, b),
the
magnetization
curves are
independent of
temperature
below 4.2 K
for B > 10 T.
High-field
susceptibility vs
x (d).
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The magnetization curves in fig. III.3.2 show tb.it high-field
magnetization measurements provide a sharper criterion for
homogeneous IV behaviour than the determination of the
temperature dependence of the low-field susceptibility. The
absence of any tendency towards saturation in fields far
exceeding k_T/y_, which has been found characteristic of
homogeneously IV Ce (section III.1) and Yb systems (Klaasse et
al.t 1977, 1981), is observed only up to x = 1.9 (figs III.3.2a,
b ) . For these concentrations, the susceptibility in high fields
(B > 10 T ) , where the "Ce
impurities" are saturated, agrees
satisfactorily with the x(0) values, which can be seen from
table III.3.1 and from figs III.3.Id and III.3.2d, justifying
thereby the correction procedure used to determine x(0)- A
further justification is provided by the fact that for B > 10 T
the 1.2 and 4.2 K magnetic isotherms coincide. From the nonlinear and temperature dependent magnetization curves observed
for x > 1.9 (fig. III.3.2c), we conclude that the homogeneous
IV behaviour do'es not prevail beyond this concentration.
For the sake of comparison with other investigations, we
have determined the effective moments per Ce atom, assuming that
at high temperatures the susceptibility obeys a Curie-Weiss law
and therefore x
should become linear in T (fig. III.3.3).
Correction for the non-4f contributions to the susceptibility
was found to have a very important effect on the result of this
analysis. The temperature dependent susceptibility of the
corresponding Lain Sn,_ compounds, partly taken from the
literature (Toxen et al., 1973, Havinga et al., 1970) was used
for this correction. As can be seen in table III.3.2 the
effective moments, determined from the slope of x~* vs T between
300 and 500 K, fall within 0,1 u B from 2.54 \i^t the value
expected for the J = 5/2 multiplet of Ce 3 + . Due to the high
? m a x values (cf. table III.3.1) no meaningful effective moment
could be determined for x = 0 and 0.1. Due to the proximity of
the J = 7/2 multiplet, x""1 is no more linear in T above 500 K.
A description of the high temperature susceptibility of Celn3
(above about 400 K) as described in section III.4.2, leads to
a spin-orbit splitting of 2900 K and a paramagnetic Curietemperature of 78.9 K (fig. III.3.4).
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Table III.3.2

High temperature magnetic characteristics of
Celn Sn,
3C

X

w

aff

J

compounds.
3C

*•
eff

e*

e**

<V

(K)

(K)

220
205
99

270
248
112

59
43
20
13
-3
66
20
67
41
68
41
64

81
88
72
49
23
82
20
58
41
75
61

w

0
0.1

2.77

2.76

2.76

2.74

0.25

2.51

2.50

0.5

2.37

2-47

0.75

2.35

2.62

0.9
1.1

2.25

2.61

2.29

2.56

1.25

2.27

2.43

1.5
1.7
1.9

2.56

2.67

2.40

2.40

2.53

2.48

2.1

2.43

2.43

2.25

2.53

2.65

2.6
3

2.37

2.55

2.70

2.59
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Fig. III.3.4

High-temperature description of the magnetic
susceptibility of Celn„.
o

III.3.2.2

Lattice parameters of Celn Sn,

The lattice parameters of most compounds in the
Celn Sn,
system discussed in section III.3.2.1 were determined
at 294 K on polycrystalline samples by X-ray diffraction (Debye
- Scherrer method). The results are presented in fig. III.3.5.
For CeSn 3 the lattice parameter as determined in a neutron
diffraction experiment (cf. section XXI.1) is plotted. A nonlinear region in the lattice parameter as a function of the
concentration becomes visible for 0 < x < 0.5. The lattice
parameters measured by Lawrence (1979) do also display a flat
part in the tin-rich region (0 < x < 0.7), and the lattice
parameter of the remaining concentrations depend linearly on x.
It is interesting to note that, extrapolated to x = 0, the
straight line in fig. III.3.5 gives a = 4.728 2, which is"quite
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Fig. III.3.S
The lattice parameters of the
C&In Sn„
compounds as a
function of the indium
aoncentvation. The dashed line
is only a guide to the eye.

4.71

470
neutron
diffraction
4S9
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close to 4.7255 X, the lattice parameter of (hypothetical)
trivalent CeSn^, as obtained by an extrapolation from SmSn3
through the lattice parameters of NdSn- and PrSn,. The straight
line in fig. III.3.5 can thus be considered to represent
Vegards' law. In Lawrences' data this tendency is also present
and when we extrapolate from Celn3 through the linear section
down to x = 0.7 we would arrive at a = 4.727 8 for CeSn_f
differing very little from our value.

III.3.2.3

Discussion and conclusions

The substitution of In for Sn in CeSn3 does not
produce the "gradual" transitie. \ from IV to "Kondoesque"
behaviour we expected. In magnetic respect a CeSn3~like susceptibility with T m a x of the order of 100 K is obtained for the In
concentrations 0 < x < 0.5. In this region also the lattice
parameter changes very little; upon In-substitution a volume
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decrease is expected, however, if we allow for a changing
4f-level occupation of the Ce atoms this can be compensated.
Above x = 2.25 Celn3-like behaviour is observed. The x = 2.25
compound showed a curvature in the magnetization that changed
in time (1); this phenomenon is treated separately (appendix II)
as an impurity effect; nc effect of time on the lattice
parameter was observed. The fact that the magnetization of the
x s 2.6 compound 'is higher (below 32 T) than that of the x = 3
compound also shows that the internal field, due to the AF
ordering, is smaller in the latter.
Heat capacity experiments by Elenbaas (1980) indicate longrange order for 2.6 £ x <. 3 and short-range order effects for
x = 2.25 and x = 2.5; while for x < 1.9 the general behaviour
is like at x = 0. The -y-values presented by Elenbaas show a
concentration dependence identical tö that of x(0) with a
maximum of 66 mJ/K mole atoms at x = 1.1; the x(0) is plotted
against the y of Elenbaas in fig. III.3.6 where a strong

Fig. III.3.6

The x(0) - y relationship for the Celn Sn,
system.
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correlation is observed for the compounds with 0 <. x <. 1.9. The
relationship between x(0) and Y mentioned first by Bringer and
Lustfeld (1977) and later given by Hewson and Newns (1980) for
IV compounds as R = Tr2kB2x(0)/v0g2vB2tf (J+D Y = 1 is represented
in fig. III.3.6 as the solid line; this subject is treated
further in chapter IV. The entropy connected with the ordering
decreases with decreasing x to zero at x = 2, indicating that
not all cerium atoms participate in the ordering. The resistivity
data of Elenbaas show the Kondo effect for x > 2.1 at high
temperatures (T > 150 K ) . At lower temperatures (T < 50 K)
crystal field effects are observed, that become less pronounced
with decreasing x.
Special attention must be paid to the oscillatory behaviour
of w*£f (and 9*) throughout the range that seems to find its
origin entirely in the magnetism of the conduction bands; since
the (room-teaiperature) susceptibility of Lain Sn,
also
displays this effect (Toxen et al., 1973). The effective
magnetic moments in the Celn„Sn,
system, 'after the susceptibility of Lain Sn 3
has been subtracted, u_ff» now have values
of 2.54 + 0.1 Uu for x > 0.1, near the value expected for the
J = 5/2 multiplet; also 9
does not fluctuate as strongly as 9 .
Lawrence (1979) found a scaling behaviour of the susceptibility of the Celn Sn- „ compounds with a parameter T__, where
k T S F is a characteristic energy for spin fluctuations. When the
squared effective moment y = Tx(x,T)/C5,2 where C^,2 denotes
the Curie constant of the J = 5/2 multiplet, is plotted vs lnT
2
2
it appears that u - v (T/TSF) and identical graphs are obtained
for x < 2.2, only shifted in temperature. The characteristic
temperature T__ oscillates with x and when calculated in
2

correspondence with p (T) = \ Lawrence finds that T_ F
corresponds with the paramagnetic Curie temperature 9, after
corrections for the non-4f contributions to the susceptibility
are allowed for. However, in our opinion the 9-value fluctuates
strongly with a small change in the background correction and
it is doubtful whether a physical meaning can be attached to
the 9 - T S F correlation, moreover, there do not seem to be many
reasons why u (T) should be equal to one half. The temperature,
where the susceptibility reaches its maximum seems to be
correlated to T g F by: T gF /2 • T m a x . Because our experiments
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The effective moment as defined by Lawrence
„.
V8 inT for CeSn- and Celn. ,

extend over a larger temperature range we can investigate the
scaling behaviour at higher temperature, the results of this
investigation are presented in fig. III.3.7. The CeSn- curve is
presented together with the Celn. ^ ^ g "universal" curve,
which is then shifted to coincide with the former at u 2 = h.
Clearly, both at high and low temperatures, deviations occur.
The most striking feature of the new data introduced in the
present investigation is that above about 300 K the value of
2
v = 1 does not pose a limit for the magnetic moment. Of course
the upper spin-orbit level J = 7/2 already becomes partly
occupied at T > 300 K and the denominator of Lawrences1
normalized effective moment should contain a combination of two
Curie constants with their appropriate Boltzmann-factors (cf.
section III.4.2). Because a shift on a InT scale means a factor
in temperature, to observe scaling in this system, where T-,changes about a factor of three throughout the concentration
range, the spin-orbit splitting should also change by the same
factor, which is very unlikely. Therefore the conclusion about
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with x = 0.753 1.1, 1.9 and 2.25.

the scaling behaviour should be that it cannot extend to higher
temperatures because the temperature scale, on which the
influence of the higher magnetic moment due to the J = 7/2 level
is observed, is unrelated to T SF Leder and Czycholl (1979) proposed a model yielding an
inverse proportionality of x(0,x) and Tm=„.(x) as observed in the
Ce(In,Sn)_ system, indicating that the conduction-band effect is
present in this system.
119
Welsh and Darby studied the Sn
Knight shift and spin
relaxation time in the Celn„Sn,
system for 0 < x < 2.4. For
CeSn3 the NMR properties are similar to those of LaSru which is
consistent with the Ce-f electron occupying a virtual bound
state, while for 1.2 < x < 2.4a local moment picture for the Ce
4f-electron may be roughly correct.
In contrast to this, summarizing our experimental results, we
can say that the quasibinary CeIn x Sn, x system has been found to
be homogeneously intermediate valent for x <. 1.9 or up to 8
nearest-neighbour (n.n.) In atoms per Ce atom. When we observe
fig. III.3.8, where the binomial distribution function for the
number of n.n. In atoms in CeIn1#gSni.i is given, we are forced
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to conclude that the IV region is even extending to 11 n.n. In
atoms. Cerium is trivalent only when a Ce atom is surrounded
by 12 n.n. In atoms.

III.3.3

Experimental results on the CePb..Sn.,__. system

In the CePb Sn,
system samples with x = 0, 1.2, 1.8,
2.4 and 3.0 were prepared by direct arc-melting, where extreme
care had to be taken not tc heat up the lead first, but rather
to dissolve it into the molten tin. in order to keep the
temperature as low as possible until the reaction has taken
place, thus preventing the lead frc^r. evaporating. The samples
thus prepared were examined, using X-ray diffraction, and only
occasionally a second phase cculc be detected, especially so,
when a sample had to be stored in vacuum for some time before
the measurement could be carried out. The probable cause of this
lies in the very poor stability of the lead-containing samples
in air; even the storage time under "pure" argon was limited,
so all samples in this system were measured immediately after
preparation. The colour of these samples was ranging from
dark grey to black with increasing lead concentration.
III.3.3.1

The magnetic properties of CePb__Sn..

Magnetic susceptibilities were measured in the
pendulum magnetometer, between 1.6 and 300 K and in the Faraday
balance between 300 and 1100 K. Magnetization measurements were
carried out in fields up to 35 T in the high-field magnetometer.
The susceptibility results up to 300 K are presented in figs
III.3.9 and III.3.10. Qualitatively, the stabilization of
magnetic moments is reflected in a low-temperature susceptibility that increases monotonically with increasing Pb
concentration. A quantitative analysis, however, encounters
difficulties, because the 'impurity correction' procedure,
described in appendix II, gives meaningful results only for one
quasibinary, the one with the lowest Pb concentration, x = 1.2.
Even in this case, the maximum is not unambiguously present in
the corrected susceptibility, which is practically constant up
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Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of CePbxSn3_s. Full symbols refer to
as—measured data, open symbols to data corrected
for paramagnetic "Ce impurities"

to the temperature listed under T ,, in table III.3.3. The lowtemperature susceptibility, x(0), is about four times larger
than for CeSn3; above T m a x the x m decreases, slower than a
Curie-Weiss law with the expected moment for the J = 5/2
multiplet would predict (cf. fig. III.3.10) until, above 120 K
the C-W law is obeyed. The temperature range where each compound
shows.Curie-Weiss behaviour is given in table III.3.4. The paramagnetic Curie temperature e decreases with x; for CePb, we find
9 = 20 K (compared to values given in the literature: Tsuchida
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Reciprocal susceptibility

Table III.3,3

The magnetic properties of CePbxSn3_x at 4.2 K
as derived from the pendulum and the high field
measurements, together with the impurity
corrected susceptibility and the temperature
where x reaches its maximum T m a x (where possible).

x*(o>

X(4.2)

(10"9 m3/mole Ce)

(10 * nT/mole Ce)
0
1.2
1.8
2.4
3.0

44.3
91.2
256
426
402

impurity corrected

of CePbSn-

40
93
240+
388+
401

21.7
78.2
—
—
-

•

-

measured at 1.4 K

22.3
77
—
—
—

130
10
—
—
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Table III.3.4

X

0
1.2
1.8
2.4
3.0

Fig. III.3.11

The high-temperature magnetic properties of
CePbxSn3-x- The weff values for the x = 1.2 to
x = 3.0 compounds have been determined from the
part of the C-W region below 300 K. Above this
temperature deterioration óf the samples precluded
quantitative analysis of the Faraday results.

eff
(uB/Ce atom)

e

C-W region

(K)

(K)

2.77
2.55
2.46
2.49
2.49

230
67
36
28
20

350-550
120-600
70-650
40-650
40-650

u

Paramagnetic Curie temperature of
CeP
^xSn,_x
as a function of Pb
concentration.
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and Wallace (1965): 36 K, Hutchens and Wallace (1971): 20 K;
Lethuillier (1976): 17 K. The values of 6 for the different
CePb Sn,_„ compounds are presented in table III.3.4, together
with the effective moments, and plotted as a function of Fb
concentration in fig. III.3.11. The difficulty of determining
v __ from the susceptibility in a narrow temperature range
(between the low-temperature regime, which is influenced by
crystal fields and valence mixing, and the high-temperature
regime, which is influenced by the J = 7/2 multiplet) is
reflected in the differences between the observations of various
investigators. As opposed to our value of v_ff =2.49 u B for
CePb, Tsuchida and Wallace found V-jf = 2.74 u Q ; Hutchens and
Wallace obtained v_£f = 2.3 y_ and Lethuillier determined u e «
to be exactly 2.54 vfi. This latter value, however, was not
directly determined from the slope of the x v s T curve, but
resulted from an analysis of the susceptibility in terms of
crystal-field and molecular-field parameters. The low-temperature
susceptibility can be fitted very satisfactorily by assuming the
r^ doublet to be the ground state, separated by A = 66 K from
the excited r„ quartet. The molecular-field parameter used in
the analysis corresponds to 6 = 14.5 K for free ions. Later,
Lethuillier re-analysed his data with the molecular-field
parameter reduced by a factor 3; an acceptable but less
satisfactory fit is obtained by assuming a large crystal field
(A = 100 K) and a Kondo-temperature in the milliKelvin range.
As no measurement has been done below 1.5 K, it is not possible
to verify directly this model. It seems more prudent, on the
available evidence, to consider CePb^, a stable-moment system.
Considering the high 9 values reported by all investigations a
search of a magnetically ordered state below 1.5 K remains of
interest.
In our susceptibility results the correction for non-4f
contributions (e.g. by subtracting the LaPb, or the LaSru
susceptibility) proved to be less than 1% of the as-measured
values for x > 1.2 and was therefore omitted; this correction,
if carried out, would have a slight enlarging effect on our
ueff results. For x = 0 this has been done, of course, in
section III.l.
The magnetization curves in fig. III.3.12 show the magnetic
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behaviour in high fields at 1.4 K and 4.2 K. The initial
susceptibility (at 4.2 K) corresponds to the susceptibility (at
4.2 K) determined in the pendulum magnetometer; values are given
in table III.3.3 and plotted as a function of Pb concentration
in fig. III.3.13. For x = 0 and 1.2 the high-field slopes
correspond satisfactorily to the x*(0) values. For x = 1.2 the
magnetic isotherms coincide, indicating a low amount of
impurities together with a temperature-independent intrinsic
susceptibility, in contrast with CePb3, where there is a great
difference in initial slopes of the 1.4 and 4.2 K magnetization
curves (strong temperature dependence of the susceptibility);
also there is no tendency to saturate in high fields where
U B H » kT. Above 20 T a near-linear increase of the magnetization
is observed for all compositions. The slope of this section of
the magnetic isotherms can be meaningfully identified with the
intrinsic susceptibility only for x - 0 and 1.2. For higher
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Fig. III.3.13

Magnetic susceptibility of CePb Sn,_
at 4.2 K as determined in the high-field
and pendulum magnetometers as a function
of Pb concentration.

Pb concentrations the intercept of the extrapolated linear part
with the magnetization axis lies too high to be credibly
identified with the saturated magnetization of 'impurities'.
Ill»3.3.2

Discussion and conclusions

As far as it can be determined from the limited
number of quasibinary C e P b x S n 3 _ x compounds studied in the
present investigation, the transition from the mixed-valent
state in CeSn 3 to the trivalent state of Ce in CePb3 is gradual.
Qualitatively, this transition is reflected in a monotonie
increase of the susceptibility with increasing x at all
temperatures below 300 K and in a broadening of the temperature
range in which the Curie-Weiss law is obeyed. Both the effective
moment, v&^, and the paramagnetic Curie-temperature, 9,
decrease with increasing x, between x = 0 and 1.2 strongly, and
then more gradually.
It is difficult to assess the significance of these
observations with regard to the mixed-valent to trivalent
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transition. The difficulty lies in the fact that the magnetic
characteristics of these compounds are determined by the interplay of at least three factors: valence mixing, crystal fields,
and antiferromagnetic interactions. In some cases (e.g. in the
determination of 9) the effect of all three factors is similar
(enhancing 9 ) . The high 9 value observed in CeSn 3 can be safely
assumed to be due to valence mixing. This identification is
readily extended to CePbj^ 2Sni a' w h e r e t h e b a s i c mixed-valence
characteristics are reflected in the temperature dependence of
the susceptibility and in the low-temperature magnetic isotherms.
A further confirmation of this identification is based on the
observation that the product x(0)® i s within 5% the same for the
two compounds. In as much as 9 is a measure of a characteristic
valence-mixing temperature, this is in line with the generally
observed correlation between low-temperature susceptibility and
characteristic temperature in mixed-valent systems (Klaasse,
1977- Leder and Czycholl, 1979).
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Fig. III.3.14
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Binomial distribution function fov CePb Sn.
x S—x
with x = 1.2, 1.8 and 2.4.
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If the paramagnetic Curie temperature of CePb, is a measure
of the strength of the antiferromagnetic interaction in this
compound, it seems reasonable to extend this identification
down to x = 1.8. In the 1.8 <. x < 3 concentration range a
fairly uniform behaviour is observed, with very little
indication of local-environment effects. From fig. III.3.14,
where the binomial distribution function of Pb nearest-neighbours
(n.n.) is given for the x = 1.2, 1.8 and 2.4 compounds in the
CePb Sn,
system, together with the magnetic measurements, we
can conclude that with 9 n.n. Pb atoms, the Ce atoms are still
IV and with 10 n.n. Pb atoms they are probably stabilized in the
trivalent state.
For a further study of the IV to trivalent transition, the
x > 1.2 concentration range seems the most promising, when we
observe figs III.3.11 and III.3.13. Clearly, the 0 < x < 1.2
concentration range is also of interest; if the qualitative
conclusions drawn in the present section are correct, a series
of IV compounds could be studied in that range while the
paramagnetic Curie temperature is changing by a factor of four.
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III.4

The Ce-Si and La-Si systems

The phase diagram of the Ce-Si system was first
reported by Benesovski and co-workers (1966) and has been
modified by Gschneidner (1974) to incorporate some more recent
data (fig. III.4.1). Ten different compositions of intermediate
phases have been reported in the literature, but Benesovski et
al. (1966) indicated only six of these in their phase diagram:
Ce^Sij, Ce3Si2f Ce^Si-, CeSi, Ce,Sij and CeSi2f all congruently
melting compounds except Ce^Sie, which is also sometimes referred
to as CeSi, - or CeSi- „ in the literature.
The Si compounds of Eu and Yb have a larger molar volume than
expected from an interpolation between the analogous compounds
of the neighbouring lanthanide elements, whereas the cerium
compounds with low silicon content have a smaller volume (Parthé,
1968). For RES±2 the atomic volume at room temperature for the

• 3200

ATOMIC PERCENT 9

Fig.

III.4.1

The Ce-Si. -phase diagram by Benesovski
et
al. (1966), modified by Gschneidner
(1974)
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ThSi--structure is given in fig. III.4.2 and the lattice
parameters in fig. III.4.3 (Iandelli and Palenzona, 1979). In
this series the atomic volume of CeSi2 lies 2.2% below the value
interpolated between the neighbour RESi 2 compounds, while the
lattice parameter a is 1.5% smaller and c is 1.4% larger than
the interpolated values. Our own results confirm these figures:
V deviates by -2.0%, a by -1.6% and c by +1.8%.
The magnetic properties of CeSi2 as known from the literature
indicate the possibility of the occurrence of intermediate
valence (IV) state of the Ce atoms in this compound. FerroRuggiero and Olcese (1964) have reported w e f f and e-values of
2.94 u o and 299 K. An effective magnetic moment larger than the
free ion value of 2.54 y_ can very well be found if the
transition from the IV to the trivalent state is not yet
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Lattice parameters of the RESi„ compounds of
the ThSi^-type structure at 294 K.

completed at the temperature where the energetically higher
J • 7/2 multiplet becomes already populated. This is also
observed in the case of CeSn3 (section n i . i ) . Also the large
e, which deviates from the e values found for other RESi,
compounds, suggests a similarity with CeSn-, indicative of
intermediate valence.
We decided to investigate the two most silicon-rich,
congruently melting compounds CeSi and CeSi- and the
'
corresponding lanthanum-silicon compounds LaSi and LaSi2, whose
behaviour is important for an understanding of the cerium
compounds. No lanthanum-silicon phase diagram is known to us at
the present, but the handbooks by Hansen and Anderko (1958),
Elliot (i965) and Shunk (1969) report the existence of the
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La,Si2» LaSi and LaSi2-

compounds

III.4.1
III.4.1.1

CeSl 2 and LaS±2
Structure and preparation of the compounds

The structure of CeSi2 has been determined first by
Zachariasen (1949), who reported a tetragonal ThSi2-type
structure (cf. appendix I) with lattice parameters as given in
table III.4.1. Later on this finding was confirmed by Brauer and
Haag (1952), Krikorian (1955), Perri et al. (1959), Perro

Table III.4.1

Room temperature crystallographic data for CeSi2
and LaSi- with the tetragonal ThSi_-type
structure.

Compound

a

b

(£)

(£)

4.16
4.156
4.175(2)
4.176-4.193
4.192

13.90
13.84
13.848(6)
13.85-13.90
13.90

CeSi2
CeSi2
CeSi2
CeSi2
CeSi2
CeSi2

4.192

13.86

CeSi2

4.1926(4)

13.935(1)

LaSi2
LaSi2
LaSi2
LaSi2

4.28
4.38
4.31
4.295

13.75
13.59
13.80
13.775

LaSi2

4.317{1)

13.840(4)

Reference

Zachariasen
Brauer and Haag
Krikorian
Perri et al.
Ferro Ruggiero
and Olcese
Iandelli and
Palenzona
This work

(1949)
(1959)
(1955)
(1959)

Brauer and Haag
Brauer and Haag
Perri et al.
Iandelli and
Palenzona
This work

(1950)
(1952)
(1959)

(1964)
(1979)

(1979)

Ruggiero and Olcese (1964) and Iandelli and Palenzona (1979)
(also in table III.4.1). The latter authors remark that CeSi,
also crystallizes in the ortho-rhombic GdSi2~type structure.
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Table III.4.2

Compound

Room temperature crystallographic data for CeSi2
and LaSi-, with the ortho-rhombic GdSi^-type
structure.

a

b

c

(8)

(8)

(8)

CeSi 2

4.19

4.13

13.92

LaSi 2

4.27

4.18

14.05

LaSi 2

4.271

4.182

14.035

Reference

Iandelli and
Palenzona
(1979)
Gladyshevskii
and Kripyakevich (1965)
Iandelli and
Palenzona
(1979)

Values of the lattice parameters are presented in table III.4.2.
The ThSij-type structure is of higher symmetry and the deformation
needed to attain the GdSi2~type structure: (a-b)/%(a+b) amounts
to only 2%. LaSi. crystallizes in the tetragonal ThSi2-structure
according to Brauer and Haag (1950), who later (1952) revised
the lattice parameter values reported in their first publication.
Perri et al. (1959) obtained values closer, to those reported in
the earlier publication of Brauer and Haag. Gladyshevski and
Kripyakevich (1964) report LaSi 2 to have the ortho-rhombic
GdSi2-type structure with lattice parameters given in table
III.4.2 while Iandelli and Palenzona (1979) report that both the
ThSi 2 ~ and the GdSij-type structures exist. Values of the
lattice parameters of LaSi 2 are also summarized in tables
III.4.1 and III.4.2.
Ingots of CeSi2 and LaSi 2 were prepared by melting together
stoichiometric amounts of the constituent elements in an arcmelting furnace, using the standard method under argon atmosphere
(section II.2.3). While heating up the reactants using a
moderately high current the reaction suddenly started at around
800°C thereby heating up the sample to approximately 16OO°C
during a few seconds. After completion of the reaction a rather
high current was needed to remelt the ingot. After homogenization.
cylinders for the magnetic and resistivity measurements were
cast in the way described in section II.2.3. Weight losses were
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negligible during this process. Analysis of the Debye-Scherrer
patterns taken on CeSi. ingots showed them to possess the
ordered tetragonal ThSi--type structure (silicon vacancies
remain possible), with lattice parameters close to those
reported by irerro-Ruggiero and Olcese. In this structure all Ce
atoms are equivalent (cf. appendix I ) .
Also the LaSi2 samples proved to have the ordered tetragonal
ThSi2-type structure with lattice parameters close to those of
Perri et al..
The CeSi- and LaSi» ingots have a light grey metallic colour
and their visual appearance did not change after exposure to air
for several months.

Ill.4.1.2
III.4.1.2.1

Experimental results
Magnetic properties

In the literature measurements of the magnetic
susceptibility of CeSl2 in the temperature range 73 - 473 K
were published by Ferro-Ruggiero et al. (1964) , who reported Ce
in all Ce-Si (and also in Ce-Ge) compounds to be tri-valent with
uef£-values close to the free-ion value of Ce
(2.54 uB) •
However, CeSi 2 appears to be exceptional in that the effective
moment deduced from a Curie-Weiss fit in the 73 - 473 K range
is 2.94 jjg- The same fit gives a paramagnetic Curie temperature
8 = 299 K,- a remarkably high value in view of the absence of
any ordering down to 73 K (~ e/4). As this puzzling feature
could be an indication for the existence of an intermediatevalent state in this compound, susceptibility measurements
between 1.5 and 1400 K were undertaken to determine the range of
validity of the Curie-Weiss law. The reciprocal susceptibility,
given in fig. III.4.4, shows that a Curie-Weiss law is
approximately obeyed in the temperature range 200 - 600 K. The
effective magnetic moment and the paramagnetic Curie temperature
are listed in table III.4.3. Below 200 K there is a deviation
from the straight line just like in the case of CeSn3
suggesting intermediate valence behaviour or maybe crystal
field effects.
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150

Fig. III.4.4

Table III.4.3

1500

1000

500

Reciprocal magnetic susceptibility of CeSi„ as a
function of temperature.

Effective magnetic moments and paramagnetic
Curie-temperatures for CeSi,.

veff

e

uB>

(K)

(K)

2.94

299

2.71
2.71
2.65

Correction

Reference

73-473

—

231
231

200-600
200-600

—

Ferro-Ruggiero
and Olcese
This work
This work

220

20C-600

temperature
interval

0.7% Ce 3 +
impurities
0.7% Ce 3 +
impurities
and LaSi 2

This work
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We have made an attempt to describe the low-temperature
magnetic susceptibility by a constant plus a (Curie) impurity
term of Ce3+-ions (cf. appendix II). The quality of the
resulting fit rapidly deteriorates above about 7 K, so the correctness of this description is a little doubtful and a part of the
low-temperature upturn in the susceptibility could well be
intrinsic. The magnetic susceptibility of CeSi 2 with and
without ' impurity'-correction is plotted as a function of
temperature in the range 1.5 to 300 K in fig. III.4.5. The
susceptibility indeed becomes approximately constant from 1.5 r
10 K after subtraction of a Curie contribution equivalent to
that of 0.7% Ce3+-ions each having its full J = 5/2 magnetic
moment of 2.54 u o . The identification of the low-temperature
upturn in the susceptibility with 'misplaced' Ce ions gains .
further support in the magnetic susceptibility data of the
compound 'CeSi- 0 6 ', that is CeSi2 with 3% excess of silicon

CeSi 2
•

mole Cel

a s measured

O impurity corrected

T[K]

100
Fig. III.4.5

200

300

Magnetic susceptibility
of CeSi* as a function of
temperature with and without impurity correction.
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200
Fig. III.4.6

300

Magnetic susceptibility of CeSi„ oe as a function
of temperature in comparison with that of CeSi„.

atoms, where the low-temperature susceptibility is drastically
reduced (fig. III.4.6). The impurity analysis gives 0.2% of Ce3+ions in this case. This indicates that a large part, of the Ce 3 + ions, present in CeSi 2 , now occupy proper lattice sites, rather
than sites with anomalous environments, having a lower effective
coordination number due to Si vacancies or other lattice defects.
Addition of more excess silicon, however, (we tried CeSi 2 1 2 )
does not change the remaining upturn, suggesting that not
misplaced Ce ions but true impurities (presumably other rareearth metals present in Ce) are responsible for this residual
anomaly. Also, annealing at 300 or 1250°C of any of the abovementioned compounds does not produce the desired result of
reducing the impurity contribution. We have not investigated
silicon-deficient compounds; Ferro-Ruggiero and Olcese (1964)
report the lattice parameters and_jfchejnagnetic properties of
CeSix with 1.77 < x < 2.0. Their results suggest that in general
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the cerium-ions tend to be trivalent for x < 2.
Above 10 K the susceptibility decreases with temperature less
rapidly than a Curie-Weiss law predicts and becomes almost
constant again from 80 - 100 K. The effective moment derived
from the Curie-Weiss fit from 200 - 600 K is not influenced by
the 'impurity'-correction (see table III.4.3). However, when we
want to consider the behaviour of the 4f-electrons only, we have
to allow for a further correction for the Pauli-paramagnetism
and diamagnetism of the conduction and core-electrons. We can
approximate these contributions by the magnetic susceptibility
of LaSi2» presented in fig. III.4.7. This susceptibility is only
slightly temperature dependent (after correction for a CurieWeiss contribution, which would be equivalent with that of 0.2%
Ce -impurities) and its magnitude is of the order of
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Fig. III.4.7
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Magnetic susceptibility
of LaSi2 as a function of
temperature with and without impurity correction.
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—9 3
0.5 • 10
nr/mole f.u.f a few percent of the CeSi2-values.
Therefore the LaSi2-corrected reciprocal susceptibility is very
much like the uncorrected CeSi 2 curve and is not shown here. The
corresponding effective moment and paramagnetic Curie-temperature,
however, are listed in table III.4.3. Above 600 K the J - 7/2
multiplet becomes partially populated and the decrease of the
susceptibility with temperature becomes less rapid because the
effective moment corresponding to the higher multiplet has a
value of 4.54 w B per cerium atom. Later in this chapter a
quantitative description is given for the susceptibility of
CeSi2 above 300 K (formulas III.4.4 and III.4.5). The
experimental data fit rather well between 350 and 1400 K with
A
s.o. = 2 8 7 0 K and e = 167 K as fitting parameters (fig. III.4.8).
The magnetic isotherm at 4.2 K, as determined in the highfield magnetometer, is presented in fig. III.4.9. From the
saturating part, visible as a curvature in the o vs B isotherm,
and determined by extrapolating the straight, high-field part
to B = 0 we can get an estimate of the impurity contribution.
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For the stoichiometric CeSi 2 compound we arrive at 0.8% C e 3 + ions, which is in reasonable agreement with the figure derived
from the low temperature susceptibility data. After subtraction
of this impurity contribution we find that the magnetization is
an approximately linear function of the magnetic induction up to
20 T. The slope of this line is x m - 50.6 • 10" 9 m3/mole Ce,
deviating by 8% from the (constant) low temperature susceptibility (after correction for impurities (54.0 • io"9 m3/mole Ce))
as obtained in the pendulum magnetometer. In fields with magnetic
induction above 20 T a deviation from the linear behaviour
becomes visible. The magnetization curve of CeSi- „, is almost
lxnear in the whole temperature range except for temperatures
below 6 K, where we observe a light curvature (in low fields)
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leading to an intercept of the a-axis, when extrapolating from
high fields, that is considerably smaller than that of CeSi~•
The high-field magnetization curve of CeSi 2 0 6 at 4.2 K is also
presented in fig. III.4.9. The 8% difference between high-field
and low-field susceptibilities mentioned above is comparable to
differences between results on different samples in the same
magnetometer. The assumption that such differences are due to
anisotropy were confirmed by experiments in which a sample was
remeasured in the pendulum magnetometer after various rotations
of the sample holder. The susceptibility was observed to change
by amounts up to 18% upon reorientation. Changes in the
demagnetizing factor or in the positioning
of the sample can
be safely excluded as sources of this effect. The need for
magnetic measurements on single crystals is obvious, in fact,
in order to produce a well defined magnetic susceptibility
curve a single crystal is absolutely necessary.

Fig. III.4.10

Molar heat capacities of CeSi„ and LaSi„
presented as C/T vs T.
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Temperature dependence of the molar heat
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representation.

III.4.1.2.2

Heat capacity

In figs III.4.10 and III.4.11 the results of the
heat capacity measurements performed on CeSi2 and LaSi2 are
presented. When we analyse the low temperature upturn in the
CeSi2 C/T vs T curve as caused by Ce3+-impurities (cf. appendix
II) we arrive at an amount of 0.9% of all cerium atoms present,
reasonably close to the results in the susceptibility and the
high-field analysis.
In the temperature range investigated, 1.4 - 28 K, there is
no maximum in the heat capacity which excludes magnetic ordering
and crystal-field transitions in this temperature range.
From the low-temperature part of the LaSi- c/T vs T 2 curve
the electronic heat capacity coefficient can be estimated to be
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(6 + 0.5) mJ/K mole and e D = (252 + 1 0 ) K. The low-temperature
upturn in the C/T vs T 2 plot hampers the determination of Y and
e_. for CeSi2. In fig. III.4.11 the high-temperature (T >. 20 K)
results are extrapolated by shifting the LaSi 2 curve in such a
way that between 16 and 20 K the shifted LaSij results (open
circles) overlap with the CeSi- values (full circles). This
extrapolation gives Y = (87 + 1) mJ/K* mole Ce for CeSi2. After
subtraction of the LaSi2 value we find Y = (81 + 2) mJ/K mole Ce.
III.4.1.2.3

Electrical resistivity

The electrical resistivities of LaSi2 and CeSi 2
have been measured between 1.2 and 300 K and are presented in
fig. III.4.12 and fig. III.4.13, respectively. A phonon
contribution seems to give an adequate description of the
temperature-dependent part of the resistivity of LaSi2, while
the magnitude of the temperature-independent part is very large
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Fig.
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Electrical resistivity
of temperature.

300

of CeSi^ as a function

(pO = 6-27 * 10 nm) for a metal. The phonon contribution can
be described by a Grüneisen-Bloch relation:
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M9R <9

,VT

z 5 dz

(III.4.1)

Where C is a constant, M is the molecular weight and 9 R is the
Debye temperature as determined from the temperature dependence
of the resistivity. (We reserve the symbol 9- for the Debye
temperature determined from the specific heat.) The integral
reduces to i(9R/T) at high temperatures and to a constant at
low temperatures corresponding with a linear T-dependence and
a T -dependence for P p h (T), respectively. By taking 9 R « 425 K
a reasonable fit of the experimental data of LaSi, to the
Grüneisen-Bloch relation (the solid curve in fig. III.4.12) was
obtained. The most striking feature of the resistivity of CeSi,
(fig. III.4.13) is that it decreases linearly down to the
lowest measured temperature, reaching the value of 1.05 * 10-6
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at 1.2 K, without the slightest indication of becoming constant
at lower temperatures. At high temperatures (T > 200 K ) , the
specific resistivity displays a rather high, slowly and
monotonically increasing part, presumably due to electron-phonon
scattering. The steep decrease below 200 K could indicate that
the spin-disorder scattering is eliminated below 200 K.
III.4.1.2.4

Ce

0.9S Gd 0.01 Si 2

As the magnetic properties of CeSi2 did not seem
to exclude itinerant magnetism (see section III.4.1.3 below),
the "giant-moment test" was carried out on this compound. A
Ce
0.99 Gd 0.01 Si 2 s a m P l e w a s prepared, which proved also to have
the tetragonal ThSij-type structure (ordered) with a trace of a
second phase.
In the IV system Yb Q 9 g Gd 0 01 CuAl (Mattens
et al., 1979) Gd substitution produced an additional Curie-Weiss
contribution without any sign of giant-moment formation. The
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magnetic susceptibility (fig. III.4.14) can be described by a
practically temperature-independent part with a Curie-Weiss
contribution superimposed on it:

x(0)

(III.4.2)

where x(0) * s regarded as the 'intrinsic susceptibility' of the
compound and the Curie-Weiss term is thought to consist of two
contributions: 1) from the Gadolinium atoms and 2) from
impurities like Ce3+-atoms. If we assume contribution 2) to be
equivalent with 0.7 a/0 (like in CeSi2) we find for the amount
of Gadolinium atoms (each having its effective magnetic moment
of 7.94 v») 1.16 a/0, deviating slightly from the nominal
concentration. The temperature-independent susceptibility has
changed considerably compared to that of CeSi 2 , i.e. its value
has become: x(0)= 33.5 • 10~ 9 m3/mole Ce, whereas its temperatureindependence is maintained in the temperature range 1.7 - 50 K.
From 150 up to about 700 K a Curie-Weiss law is obeyed (fig.
III.4.15) yielding an effective moment of (2.88 + 0.01) u B and
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a paramagnetic Curie-temperature of ( 2 1 2 + 2 ) K. To determine
the effective moment per Ce atom, we have to subtract the
Gadolinium and other non—4 f-electron contributions (where the
latter are estimated from the LaSi2 susceptibility data). The
results of this analysis are given in table III.4.4. Although
the effective magnetic moment per Ce atom in Ce Q ggGd- Qi si 2 i s
higher than the one observed in CeSi- (as given in table III.4.3),
we clearly observe no giant-moments.

Table III.4.4

Effective magnetic moments and paramagnetic
Curie-temperatures of Ce Q «gGdn «.Si, with and
without corrections.

w

e

eff
(uB)

(K)

As measured

2.88(1)

212(2)

Ce 3 + - and Gd3+-'impurity'
corrected

2.78(1)

263(3)

'impurity' corrected and
LaSi2-raatrix subtracted

2.76(2)

271(5)

Data

III.4.1.2.5
III.4.1.2.5.1

Thermal expansion
Introduction

In pure cerium metal the valency-volume
correlation between the electronic configurations (Xe) 4f X (5d6s)
of trivalent cerium and (Xe) 4f (5d6s) of tetravalent cerium
has been estimated to be: V C e I V =0.74 V C e I I I . Useful
information can be obtained from the temperature dependence of
the lattice parameters in view of the fact that the already
investigated physical properties of CeSi 2 suggest that the Ceatoms in this compound are in an IV-state. To be able to compare
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the thermal expansion of CeSi 2 with that of non-magnetic and
well defined local moment systems it is important to include
LaSi2 and PrSi 2 in the investigations. PrSi2 is reported to be
crystallizing in the tetragonal ThSij-type structure down to
153 K, where a phase transition occurs to the ortho-rhombic
GdSl2"type structure (Perri et al., 1959), so that, at least
above 153 K, a comparison of the thermal expansion with that
of CeSi2 will be possible.
III.4.1.2.5.2

Experimental results

The lattice parameters of CeSi 2 , LaSi2 and PrSi2
have been measured as functions of temperature between 4.2 and
294 K by means of the Philips vertical goniometer with the MRC
low-temperature attachment also used in the investigation of the

Fig. III.4.16

The lattice parameters a of CeSi.. LaSi„ and
as funationa of temperature.
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thermal expansion of CeSn3 and LaSn3> Some improvements

in

the system have increased the accuracy of the
measurements , . while also the temperature measurement is more
accurate. The sample preparation prior to the lattice parameter
measurements is also somewhat refined: powder with a grain size
of 20 - 40 pm was used. In this way the standard deviation of
the lattice parameters could be reduced appreciably, which was
also helped by the better stability of these compounds with
respect to oxidation. The powdered specimens were exposed to
CuK radiation of wavelength A = 1.541838 X. Silicon powder
was used as a standard.
The lattice parameter a of CeSi2 increases more strongly,
especially above 50 K, than that of LaSi 2 (fig. III.4.16). The
thermal expansion, — T|, has a maximum value at about 150 K.
Above 294 K the expansion is somewhat more regular.
Values for the thermal expansion coefficients are presented .
in table III.4.5.

Table III.4.5

temp, range

The thermal expansion of CeSi-, LaSi- and PrSi-

LaSi2

CeSi 2

CeSi2

PrSi 2

(100294K)

(100220K)

(294573K)

(78218K)

(78170K)

8.1

51

22

2.4

24

17.4

—

12.2

16.7

32.6

—

55.5

24.5

stable LT phase

** metastable LT phase

PrSi2

PrSi2
(218300K)

-13
5.8
-74

*** HT phase
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At 294 K PrSi~ is single-phase, tetragonal ThSi^-type structure.
Below this temperature the X-ray patterns start to exhibit two
sets of peaks which can both be ascribed to tetragonal ThSi-type structures. The room-temperature structure (HT phase)
transforms gradually and only partly into the low-temperature
structure (LT phase) upon cooling according to figure III.4.17,
where the abundance of each phase (estimated from the intensity
of the two 220 reflections) is given as a function of temperature
The fact that the HT phase does not transform completely into
the LT phase leads us to the conclusion that this phase also
transforms for about 30% into another phase, which is metastable
at low temperatures. The lattice parameters a of those phases
are also comprised in fig. III.4.16, where the dotted lines
visualize the diminishing amount of the respective phases. The
values for the thermal expansion coefficients are given in
table III.4.5.
The lattice parameters c of CeSi2, LaSi 2 and PrSi2 are given
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Fig. III.4.18

The lattice paremeters a of CeSi** LaSi„ and
"BrSi* as functions of temperature.

as functions, of temperature in fig. III.4.18. The lattice
parameters c of CeSi2 and of PrSi2 (HT and metastable LT phase)
strongly decrease with temperature above 100 K. The lattice of
CeSi2 starts expanding along the c-axis above 300 K and the HT
phase of PrSi 2 above about 230 K. Consequently the c/a ratios
are almost temperature independent for LaSi 2 and for the stable
LT phase of PrSi 2 , but this ratio changes considerably as a
function of temperature for CeSi2 (fig. III.4.19), (also for
the HT phase of PrSi 2 ), probably enlarging the high value of
the c/a ratio, which CeSi 2 already had compared to the other
RESi2 compounds with the same structure (fig. III.4.20). The
volume expansion of CeSi 2 presented in fig. III.4.21, shows a
quite different behaviour than that of LaSi 2 : at low
temperatures it increases (more than LaSi2) , then becomes
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constant from 140 - 180 K and finally increases again, faster
than LaSi2. The stable LT phase of PrSi2 resembles LaSi2»
whereas the HT phase clearly shows a phase transition in itself,
into a phase which is metastable at low temperatures.
A peculiar effect in the room temperature diffraction pattern
of CeSi- is the "disappearance" of several reflections; the c/a
value approaches a "critical" value of 3.317, where some
reflections exactly coincide with others at the same time (i.e.
the (2 0 4) & (1 0 7), (2 1 7) & (2 2 4), (2 0 1 2) & (4 1 1 ) ,
(3 0 1 1) & (4 2 0) reflections and five more doublets) and appear
separate again after cooling down.
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Fig. III.4. 21
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The molecular volumes of CeSi^»
as a function of temperature.
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III.4.1.3

Discussion and conclusions

From the susceptibility measurements on CeSi- we can
conclude that the Curie-Weiss law breaks down below 200 K without any sign of magnetic ordering, indicating that the cerium
atoms are not trivalent. After correction for the impurities
the low-temperature (up to 10 K) susceptibility becomes constant,
which is another feature of intermediate valency. The susceptibility maximum, however, which is observed in most intermediate
valence compounds, is lacking. Instead, there is an almost
temperature-independent behaviour of the susceptibility between
80 and 100 X. These results are somewhat different from those
of Ferro-Ruggiero and Olcese (1964), who describe the magnetic
behaviour of CeSi~ with a Curie-Weiss law between 73 and 473 K,
although in their data the deviation in the susceptibility
around 90 K becomes just visible. In order to facilitate
comparison with their measurements, we have determined an
effective moment and paramagnetic Curie temperature from a
straight-line fit of the x v s T P l o t between 200 and 600 K.
However, one can have doubts about the physical significance of
the resulting u_ff and 9 values, because the straight-line
portion of the plot can also be seen as a transition regime
between the low-temperature intermediate valence behaviour and
the high-temperature part which is increasingly influenced by
the J = 7/2 state. The effective magnetic moment of 2.94 uo

reported by the authors quoted above differs considerably from
our value, which is not surprising, as our measurements,over a
wider temperature range, have revealed that the Curie-Weiss
behaviour starts only at 200 K and even then one is drawing a
line in an inflection-point just as in the case of CeSn,.
Consequently the effective moment derived from our data, after
subtraction of the temperature-dependent susceptibility of LaSi,,
is (2.65 £ 0.01)uB, larger than that of trivalent cerium
(2.54 u B ) • The magnetic contribution of the core and conduction
electrons (as approximated by the susceptibility of LaSi_) is of
importance in determining the effective moment due to the 4felectrons; its influence on u e f f amounts to about 2%.
The formulas III.4.4 and III.4.5 are used to describe the
susceptibility of CeSi2 in the high-temperature regime, where
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the spin-orbit coupling characterizes the electronic behaviour
of cerium in the 4f -state. These formulas describe the susceptibility data of CeSi2 rather well from 350 K to 1400 K (fig.
III.4.8). This means that the cerium-ions can be thought to be
trivalent above 350 K. Because of the small magnetic moment in
35 T (0.25 iiQ) and the absence of a Schottky anomaly in the
specific heat measurement, we can safely exclude crystal field
effects below 40 K. Als- crystal fields alone cannot explain
the x(T).
To examine the possibility of itinerant magnetism an Arrottplot of the high-field data was made, which produced a straight
line (fig. III.4.22) after correction for Ce -impurities (a
constant magnetization was subtracted from the data above 10 T,
where the impurities should be saturated), which would be
consistent with itinerant magnetism.
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The measurements on Gd-substituted CeSi2 described in section
III.4.1.2.4 have not been very conclusive regarding the
itinerant character of the magnetic carriers in CeSi 2 . The
absence of giant moments can be due to a lack of coupling
between the Gd moments and the matrix, and does not necessarily
exclude the long-range polarisability characteristic of exchangeenhanced itinerant paramagnets.
A comparison of the magnetic isotherms of CeSi 2 and CeSi2 Qg
(fig. III.4.9) indicates that the curvature found in the CeSi 2
sample is due to Ce atoms with an anomalous local environment,
which apparently are not saturated even above 20 T. This
curvature is almost absent in the CeSi- 0 6 sample, that indeed
contains less impurities (section III.4.1.2.1). The absence of
saturation is possibly due to crystal fields.acting on the
misplaced atom.
From the heat capacity curve of CeSi- we concluded that there
is no antiferromagnetic ordering below 28 K, so that the
horizontal part in the susceptibility curve at low temperatures
cannot be connected with that.
The electronic heat capacity coefficient of CeSi 2 was
determined by shifting the LaSi^-curve upward until the phonon
contributions coincided (fig. III.4.11). This produced a y of
87 mJ/K mole Ce at. When the y of LaSi- is subtracted a Ï of
2
81 mJ/K mole Ce at. is obtained, which could be ascribed to the
4f-electron of the cerium. Compared to y-values of normal metals
like 7.3 mJ/K2 mole for nickel and 0.7 mJ/K2 mole for copper it
is found to be unusually large, indicating a large 4f-density
of states at the Fermi energy.
From the electronic heat capacity coefficient of LaSi2 the
Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility can be calculated, which
results in a x. of 1.2 » 10~ 9 m3/mole f.u., to be compared with
P

—q

-s

a measured value of 1.2 * 10
m /mole f.u.; however, the diamagnetic contributions of the core electrons are also included
in this value.
In the Fermi-liquid approach (Hewson and ITewns, 1980) the
ratio R would have a value of 1.65 for CeSi 2 , higher than for
the other (IV) cerium systems. An attempt is made to describe
the low-temperature magnetic properties of CeSi- in a Fermiliquid model in chapter IV.
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If cerium is in the intermediate valent state in CeSi2 the
specific electrical resistivity may be thought to consist of the
following contributions:
p(T) = c(pQ + p p h + p IV )
The temperature-independent resistivity p. is caused by lattice
defects and impurities. The temperature dependence of the
electron-phonon resistivity p ^ can be described by a GrüneisenBloch law (III.4.1)
The temperature-dependent resistivity p ~ is caused by the
scattering of the s-d conduction electrons on the 4f-spins
acquiring a more localized character with increasing temperature.
The hair-line cracks in the polycrystalline samples make the
exact determination of the form factor c difficult and in fact
only a lower limit can be calculated. Thus, it would be more
appropriate to deal with resistance of a sample instead of
specific resistance. In intermediate-valence compounds a large
value of the temperature-independent part cp Q of the resistivity
is often observed (e.g. CePd3, CeSn3, YbAl 2 , YbAl 3 and YbCuAl).
The value of cp Q for the not intermediate-valent LaSi2/ however,
is even larger than that of CeSi 2 , making the explanation of the
'cracks' the most plausible.
The most important feature in the resistivity of CeSi2 seems
the steep slope still present at 1.2 K (indicating that the
residual resistivity can be much lower) while there is no sign
of any kind of ordering. If the magnitude of the resistivity is
high due to an error in the form factor, than the temperature
dependence will still be correct. The shape of the curve is
rather similar to that of YbCuAl, confirming that cerium is in
the IV-state in CeSi2.
In CeSn. the thermal expansion is larger than in LaSn,; this
effect is attributed to a gradual transition of the Ce ions from
the IV to the trivalent state as the temperature is increased
(cf. section III.l). When we compare the thermal expansion below
300 K of CeSi 2 to that of LaSi- no such conclusion can be drawn
due to the anomaly in c vs T and to a lesser extent also in V
vs T. The investigation whether this anomalous expansion of the
c-axis finds its origin in an IV state of the Ce ions by.the
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comparison with, the stable magnetic moment system PrSi 2 , which
is a ferromagnet with T c = 10 K, was not conclusive. The incomplete transition of the tetragonal HT phase to the tetragonal
LT phase of PrSi 2 was an unexpected result of this investigation,
in which the LT phase shows the "normal" thermal expansion, as
seen in LaSi 2 and the HT phase expands just like CeSi2 although
on a different temperature scale; so the anomaly in the thermal
expansion of CeSi 2 is not a specific property of CeSi2 alone.
This anomaly renders it impossible to observe a small effect
like an extra increase of volume due to intermediate valency.
Above 300 K, however, the volume increase of CeSi2 is larger
than that of LaSi 2 (which has only been measured below 294 K
however which can be extrapolated fairly safely) indicating a
possible change in the occupation of the 4f level. It seems that
the expansion in the lattice parameter a is governed by a
different mechanism (i.e. determined by the ionic radius of the
cerium atoms which in turn depends on the number of localized
electrons) than the lattice parameter c, that seems to be
stronger correlated to the electrons, that take part in a bond
between the cerium and the silicon atoms.
Judging from the c/a vs T plot (fig. III.4.19), the crystalfield splittings are of the order A C E F /k B * 2-300 K; the fact
that Yashima et al. (1982) found no evidence for crystal-field
effects in the heat capacity up to 70 K is consistent with this
estimate. The conclusion we can draw from our thermal expansion,
magnetic susceptibility, high-field magnetization, heat capacity
and resistivity measurements agree with those of Yashima et al.
(1982) and Yashima and Satoh (1982): Ce in CeSi2 is in the IV
state.
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III.4.2
III.4.2.1

CeSi and LaSi
Structure and preparation of the compounds

The structure of CeSi has been determined by
Gladyshevskii and Kripyakevich (1964) and has been shown to be
of the ortho-rhombic FeB-type (cf. appendix I ) , with lattice
parameters a = (8.302 + 0.002) 8, b = (3.962 + 0.001) 8 and
c = (5.964 + 0.002) 8. Hohnke and Parthë (1966) came to the
same conclusion: Their X-ray diffraction patterns could be
best fitted on the assumption of space group Pnma-D2h appropriate
to the FeB-structure, both for CeSi and LaSi. For CeSi they
obtained the lattice parameters a = (8.306 + 0.005) 8,
b = (3.967 + 0.003) 8 and c = (5.978 + 0.003) 8; later Iandelli
and Palenzona (1979) found: a = 8.303 8, b = 3.965 8 and
c = 5.971 8.
According to Gladyshevskii and Kripyakevich (1964) LaSi also
crystallizes in tha FeB-structure with lattice parameters
a = (8.48 + 0.02) 8, b = (4.02 + 0.01) 8 and c = (6.04 + 0.01) 8;
Hohnke and Parthë (1966) h*ve found a = (8.404 + 0.005) 8,
b = (4.010 + 0.003) 8 and c = (6.059 + 0.003) 8 and»landelli and
Palenzona (1979) report a = 8.44 8, b = 4.015 8 and c = 6.049 8.
Our CeSi and LaSi samples were prepared by directly melting
together the appropriate amounts of the constituent elements in
an arc-melting furnace. After homogenizing the ingots by turning
and remelting them at least five times, cylinders for the
various measurements were cast in a copper mould, as described
in section II.2.3. Despite the high current needed for melting
the ingots, weight losses during this process were negligible.
CeSi melts congruently at 1470°C; for LaSi this is still
uncertain. Debye-Scherrer patterns taken on the CeSi ingots
showed, apart from the FeB-type reflections, some very weak
lines, indicating the presence of a small amount of another
phase. In this crystal structure all Ce atoms are equivalent
(cf. appendix I ) .
In the case of the LaSi ingots the FeB-type reflections were
also present, but there were many lines visible not corresponding
to the ortho-rhombic structure, so they contained one or more
other phases. We did not determine the.lattice parameters. We
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observed a lack of mechanical strength in the LaSi samples,
which easily crumbled upon handling, while no 3uch difficulty
arose with the CeSi samples.
Both the CeSi and the LaSi samples have a light gray metallic
(silvery) colour and are relatively stable in air; even after
exposure to air for several weeks the original appearance was
maintained.
III.4.2.2

Experimental results

III.4.2.2.1

Magnetic properties

The magnetization of CeSi was measured in fields
with magnetic induction up to 1.3 T in the pendulum magnetometer
at 1.66, 4.25 and 6 K and in the high-field magnetometer in
fields up to 34 T at 4.2 K.
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In fig. III.4.23 we can observe that at 6 K the magnetization
of CeSi is a linear function of the field up to 1.3 T, while
below this temperature this is no longer the case. The step-like
field dependence is suggestive of a spin flop. This phenomena
is, of course, common to all antiferromagnets below T N , but
cannot always be observed due to high anisotropy energies and
limitations on magnetic field strengths. In the case of CeSi the
spin-flop field is apparently already reached below a magnetic
induction of 1 T. At 1.66 K the ratio of the magnetic susceptibility, calculated from the magnetizations, measured in the
lowest two fields to that measured in the highest two fields
is approximately 2/3, indicating that the amount of spins
perpendicular to the fields has increased by 50%, where the
anisotropy energy was overcome by raising the temperature by
about 4.5 K, which gives an estimate of the order of magnitude
of the exchange energy. Unfortunately, the absolute values of
the magnetization (and susceptibility) observed on this sample
are 30% smaller than the results on other samples of the same
batch, which is almost certainly due to anisotropy also
emphasized by the small mass, that had to be 3 milligrams to
enable us to measure in magnetic inductions up to 1.3 T and
stay within the magnetization range of the pendulum magnetometer.
The magnetic susceptibility of CeSi and LaSi was measured as a
function of temperature in the range 1.5 - 1400 K in the
pendulum and Faraday magnetometers and the results are presented
in figures III.4.24 and III.4.25.
Below room temperature the susceptibility was determined on
two different samples of the same batch, which yielded identical
results. From 40 K up to 300 K the reciprocal susceptibility of
CeSi is a linear function of T and consequently obeys a CurieWeiss law with an effective magnetic moment of (2.46 + 0.01) u B
and a paramagnetic Curie temperature of ( 1 0 + 1 ) K, in
reasonable accordance with the results published by FerroRuggiero and Olcese (1964) who measured between 73 and 473 K
and found: P e f f = 2.50 w B and 9 = 7 K. A disagreement of this
order is not surprising in view of the curvature of the x
vs T
plot as presented in fig. III.4.25 above 300 K, where the
magnetic susceptibility not longer follows a Curie-Weiss law,
since the J « 7/2 multiplet, with effective moment of 4.54 n B ,
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Fig. III.4.24
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Is becoming partially occupied.
In the temperature range 350 - 1400 K, where kT is no longer
small compared to the splitting Ag
between the J = 5/2 and
J = 7/2 multiplet, the magnetic susceptibility can be
quantitatively described by taking a Boltzmann-weighted sum over
the multiplet levels and allowing for mixing of the higher
multiplet levels into the ground state by the magnetic field.
For kT « As • o •this van Vleck-paramagnetism is temperature
independent,, so , instead of by a Curie-law, one should
describe the low-temperature susceptibility by:

*m °

3 kT

+ P0Na

(III.4.3)

The Vleck-term w Q No, however, is always small for temperatures
below room temperature. For the high-temperature description of
the susceptibility, which contains the van Vleck-term and all
different J-levels we used the formula derived by van Vleck
(1932) and Wagner (1972) in the form given by:

L+S

V
j= L-S

y
2
with a B
,((L+S+1)
- (i+1)2) ((j+1) 2 - (L-S)2) .
l
j " 6(2j+l)
(j+1) (E
E)

((L+S+l) 2 -j 2 ) (J 2 -(L-S) 2 K

Now we have to correct this formula for the exchange with other
atoms. With the mean field theory one can obtain the Curie-Weiss
law out of the Curie law. The mean field theory states that H
has to be replaced by H e f f = H + Ml. This leads to:
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experimental

x

(III.4.5)

m/(1 "

For low temperatures this formula can be simplified to a CurieWeiss law for which a 6 can be calculated from the X.
The experimental values for the susceptibility, as obtained
in the Faraday-balance (between 300 and 1400 K) at our laboratory
fit this model to within experimental accuracy with the
parameters: A = 2550 + 50 K, 6 - 16.7 K, while
v 0 Na = 4.23 * 1O" 9 m3/mole (fig. III.4.26). Some considerations
about error propagation are given in appendix III. Between 40
and 300 K the experimental susceptibility deviates from this
description, probably due to crystal field effects that are
analysed in section III.4.2.2.2. Below 40 K the susceptibility
(fig. III.4.24) increases faster than the above mentioned CurieWeiss law until it reaches a maximum of 2.83 * 10" m /mole Ce
•
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at 6.2 K. These values do not depend on whether they are
measured during heating up or cooling down. At 1.5 K the
susceptibility becomes about 1.75 * 10~ m /mole Ce, or
approximately 2/3 X_-„r as was the case in the magnetization
measurement (fig. III.4.23); which is suggestive of antiferromagnetic ordering. An anomaly is seen in the heat capacity
experiment. The ordering may not provide the full explanation
for deviations from the Curie-Weiss law: crystalline electric
fields can also affect
the magnetic susceptibility. From the
magnetic susceptibility of LaSi (fig. III.4.27) it can be seen
that no correction is necessary for conduction and core-electron
contributions in CeSi as this effect amounts to less than one
percent of the susceptibility of CeSi and falls within
experimental error. The susceptibility of LaSi is practically
temperature-independent and equal to: (1.0 + 0.1) * 10~9 m3/mole
after correction for 0.5% cerium impurities; the correction
fails only at very low temperatures, probably because not all
cerium atoms behave as free moments or because the manufacturers
figure for the amount of impurities is incorrect.
The linear magnetization vs field at 6 K (fig. m.4.23) indicates that
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the compound is in the paramagnetic phase at this temperature.
Fisher (1962) has pointed out that this is not in conflict with
the susceptibility-maximum at 6.2 K as the maximum of the
susceptibility curve will always lie at a temperature above T„
in an antiferromagnet by about 5 - 10% (at the inflection point)
In fig. III.4.28 the results of' the measurement of CeSi in
the high-field magnetometer are presented. Extreme care had to
be taken in keeping the sample at the temperature of 4.2 K
since it displays a strong magneto-caloric effect, that is,
the sample tends to heat up in an increasing field despite the
liquid Helium surrounding it. We also had to prevent the
(powdered) sample from moving in the magnetic field by mounting
it in the sample-holder with some oil. In the highest field
(magnetic induction 34 T) CeSi possesses a magnetic moment of
1.41 vB/Ce atom.
The initial slope of the a vs B curve, (JfJ^Q, corresponds
to a susceptibility of 2.95 * 1O"6 m3/mole Ce. This value does
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not agree with the one measured in the pendulum magnetometer at
4.2 K. It should be emphasized, however, that the 'initial slope'
was determined from magnetization values taken between 0.7 and
1 T, which is above the spin flop field, while the magnetic
induction in the pendulum magnetometer had to be kept below
0.33 T in order to avoid the pendulum being lifted off its
bearing surface. So the value of the initial slope determined
in the high-field experiment should be compared to the x, value
determined from the pendulum measurement: 2.83 * 10~ m3/mole Ce.
III.4.2.2.2

Heat capacity

The heat capacity of CeSi has been measured between
1.3 and 40 K in various magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 5 T
(figs III.4.29 - III.4.31).
In zero field there is a relative maximum in the heat
capacity at (5.75+0.05) K, which is partly suppressed and
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shifted to lower temperatures when a magnetic field is applied
(fig. III.4.29). In order to obtain the entropy change AS
connected with this anomaly we have to estimate the phonon
contribution to the specific heat first. As we could not measure
the heat capacity of LaSi due to the lack of mechanical strength
of the samples, we made an approximation in the Debye-model by
using the e R value (cf. section III.4.2.3) and the ÖR/®D ratio
as found for LaSi 2 : ( e D ) L a S i = (©D/®R)LaSi2 * (eR>LaSi t h u s w e
find: (ÖD)Lagi - 176 K. The phonon contribution calculated with
this 6- intersects the experimental CeSi curve at around 40 K,
so this seems to be an overestiraation of c p n o n o n « Integration
up to 40 K of the C/T vs T curve of CeSi after subtraction of
the Debye phcnon contribution yields AS = 9.37 J/K mole Ce
(•v. Rln3). When we put (© D ) LaS i = ^en^LaSi = 2 9 7 K w e c a n
calculate AS = 13.12 (^ Rln4.8) J/K mole which can be regarded
as the upper limit. The phonon contribution in this case is
given by the solid line in fig. III.4.30.
The linear electronic coefficient y of the heat capacity of
CeSi can only be determined (very inaccurately) from an extrapolation of the low-temperature slope of the maximum in fig.
III.4.31 as: -y = (22 + 5) mJ/K2 mole cê, but this figure has
little meaning as becomes evident from the curve, measured in
a magnetic field with induction 5 Tesla, that has almost zero
intercept of the (C/T)-axis; clearly the maximum at 5.8 K
dominates the variation in the low-temperature heat capacity.
We can attribute this maximum to the antiferromagnetic
transition (observed in the magnetic susceptibility curve). The
observed entropy change is close to Rln4 = 11.52 J/K mole Ce,
indicating that the magnetic ordering eliminates a fourfold
degeneracy. Presumably, above 40 K a Schottky peak w o u M be
observed, due to a higher-lying crystal field doublet,
accounting for an additional entropy of Rln3#
III.4.2.2.3

Electrical resistivity

The electrical resistivities of LaSi and CeSi have
been measured from 1.2 - 300 K and 4.2 - 300 K and are presented
in fig. III.4.32 and III.4.33 respectively. The standard spotwelding technique to attach the wires to the sample caused
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cracks and sometimes a vehement reaction of the compound with
oxygen from the air. A second technique used, was soldering
the wire to the sample; attempts with tin and indium-solder
failed, probably due to the oxide-layer present on the surfaces.
Finally the samples were clamped with copper strips, which
method worked, but introduced an inaccuracy in the determination
of the dimensions of the samples.
We observed the residual resistivity of our LaSi sample to
be 48.6 tiQcm, very high for a metal indeed, but is probably
caused by a small effective cross-section area due to cracks,
yielding an erroneous formfactor. Therefore we will deal with
the resistance of the sample investigated. The temperature
dependent phonon contribution of LaSi to the resistivity can
be described reasonably by the Grüneisen-Bloch relation with
e R = 297 K, which is given by the solid curve in fig. III.4.32.
There are slight deviations from the measured data between 40
and 90 K. In fig. III.4.34 the deviations are represented by a
temperature-dependent Debye temperature, which was calculated
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from the measured resistances after subtraction of a residual
resistance of R Q =• 0.713 mil. Due to this high residual value;
R-RQ becomes comparable to the experimental error below 40 K,
and eo(T) cannot be reliably calculated at low temperatures. The
resistivity of CeSi varies linearly with temperature above 100
K and at around 90 K there is an inflection-point; this means
'that there is at least one other temperature-dependent
contribution superimposed on the phonon-scattering term; the
slope of the latter would be decreased monotonically for T -*• 0.
The small linear part of the resistivity of CeSi below 7 K,
shown in the inset of fig. III.4.33, is commonly seen (and
often more clearly e.g. in the case of Au^Mn, Giansoldati and
Linde, 1955) in antiferromagnets that, above T-, display spindisorder scattering. Also in other cerium-compounds this effect
is observed e.g. in CeTl, and Celn Snfor x > 2.7 (Elenbaas,
1980).
III.4.2.3

Discussion and conclusions

From a plot of fv^ (where V u is the molecular
volume) of the compound RESi for the light Rare Earth atoms by
Iandelli and Palenzona (1979) we can see that lanthanum and
cerium are only slightly below the line extrapolated from the
neighbouring RE-atoms so we would expect a valency close ,to
three and indeed from the results of the magnetic and specific
heat measurements we can conclude that in the compound CeSi
the cerium atoms have a valency of three.
The 4f-spins order antiferromagnetically below a T N of (5.75
+0.05) K and above room temperature the J = 7/2 multiplet has
to been taken into account to describe the susceptibility
exactly.
The nonlinear behaviour of the magnetization indicates the
importance of anisotropy, which is onfirmed by our heat capacity
data. The latter show that a crystal-field doublet is split up
by an amount A-, exceeding the thermal energy at 40 K. The
remaining two doublets are split by a smaller amount A., so that
the antiferromagnetic ordering at 5.75 K prevents the observation
of the corresponding Schottky peak.
The electrical resistivity of CeSi can be described by:
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Where R(T)____ is the magnetic contribution to the resistivity
proposed by Hirst (1967):
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where gj is the free-ion g value, Jej£ is the exchange coupling,
Ng is the density of states for one spin orientation, N is
the atomic density of the lattice, Z is the number of conduction
electrons (per atom), C' and C are constants and m* is the
effective mass of the electron.
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R(T) h
is the phonon contribution to the resistivity
and can be estimated from the resistivity of LaSi. When we
consider the slope of the CeSi curve at high temperatures the
most reliable approximation of the phonon contribution, which
should be virtually identical for both compounds, we can correct
all LaSi-data by a factor g = (|f) cesi/(|f
|f}}LaSi
LaSi " ° - 4 6 0 4 4 a n d
thus obtain an approximation of the phonon resistivity of CeSi
at low temperatures (fig. III.4.35). When we choose the residual
resistivity RQ in an appropriate way, we obtain a best fit with
the experimental curve when we take the energy level positions
of the doublets as Aj/fcg 3 14 K and A 2 A B = 60 K. The
calculated resistivity is given as the solid line in fig.
III.4.33. In view of the inaccuracy of the corrections made,
the fit is reasonable.
We might summarize the analysis of the data by saying that
the electronic/magnetic behaviour of CeSi is described best by
interacting localized 4f-electrons above 6 K, with antiferromagnetic ordering below this temperature and the crystalelectric field splitting up the J = 5/2 levels into three
doublets, spaced by energy differences of A./k_ = 14 K and
A
2^ k B s ^° K ' A t I l i 9 h e r temperatures the J = 7/2 levels become
populated yielding a slower decrease in susceptibility as a
function of the temperature than a Curie-Weiss law predicts.
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III.5

The Ce-Ga and La-Ga systems

Until recently the information regarding the Ce-Ga phase
diagram was limited to the existence of the intermetallic
compounds CeGa 2 , CeGa, Ce^Ga^ and Ce3Ga (see handbooks by
(
Hansen and Anderko (1958), Elliot (1965) and Shunk (1969)).
The first complete phase diagram of the system has been given
by Yatsenko (1977) (fig. III.5.1) who reports four stable
compounds: CeGa2/ CeGa, Ce 5 Ga, and Ce,Ga; quite recently
Yatsenko et al. (1979) have confirmed these findings. The
observation of the existence of Ce 5 Ga 3 is in contradiction with
the results of Palenzona and Franceschi (1968) who examined for
all rare earth metals the crystal structures of phases with the
composition HE^Ga, and could not verify the existence of Ce.Ga,.
The work of Palenzona and Franceschi is supported by another
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recent investigation of the Ce-Ga system by Dayan et al. (1979)
who find no indication for the presence' of the compound Ce 5 Ga,.
These authors have also ruled out the existence of Ce-Ga and
establish the stability of only three intermetallic compounds:
CeGa^» CeGa and Ce.Ga-. The Ce-Ga phase diagram by Dayan et al.
is given in fig. III.5.2. The information on the La-Ga system
is even more scarce: handbook information is restricted to the
existence of LaGa 2 , LaGa and LagGa and the only complete
diagram has been reported by Yatsenko (1977) (fig. III.5.3) who
finds stable compounds at the same rare earth-gaiium ratios as
in his Ce-Ga diagram. Although the considerations above seem
tc indicate that the stabilities of La-Ga, and La~Ga should be
regarded with some reserve, the existence of La-Ga. has also
been established by Palenzona and Franceschi (1968) and
confirmed by Yatsenko et al. (1979).
The magnetic properties of some Ce-Ga compomids were
investigated between 78 and 450 K by Colombo and Olcese (1963) ,
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who observed a linear temperature dependence of the reciprocal
susceptibility of Ce3Gaf Ce 3 Ga 2 , CeGa and CeGa2. Tsai et al.
(1978) and Tsai and Sellmyer (1979) observed a more or less
constant low temperature susceptibility in the compound CeGa2,
while all other REGa2 compounds, except Nd, display sharp peaks
in the susceptibility vs temperature curves, indicating antiferromagnetic ordering. Nevertheless, CeGa2 was also described
as an AF compound, with long-range ferromagnetic interactions
also present, and a very low spin-flop field (167 Oe) was
observed. The determindation of the transition temperature from
susceptibility and resistivity measurements was rather uncertain,
but no indication for an unstable magnetic moment was found; a
normal spin-disorder resistivity, without Kondo anomaly, was
measured. In their magnetization measurements (performed at 4.2
K up to a magnetic induction of 8 T), CeGa2 quickly saturates
to a magnetic moment of about 1 ufi/Ce atom, lower than expected
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for a J = 5/2 trivalent Ce compound. In view of these
observations it seemed interesting to investigate further the
magnetic properties of CeGa2 and also the heat capacity to
investigate the type of order, the influence of crystal fields
or the possible instability of the valence of the Ce atoms.
Ill.5.1

CeGa2 and

III.5.1.1

Structure and preparation of the compounds

The structure of CeGa- has been determined for the
first time by Laves (1943), who showed it to be of the hexagonal
AlB2-type, with spacegroup P6/mmm-Dgn (Haszko, 1961) in which
all Ce atoms occupy equivalent positions. The lattice parameters,
later also reported by Haszko (1961), Colombo et al. (1963),
Yatsenko et al. (1979), and Dayan et al. (1979) are given in
table III.5.1.

Table III.5.1

Lattice parameters of CeGa2.

Lattice parameters (£)

a

c.

4.312
4.32
4.321
4.310
4.311

4.316
4.34
4.320
4.323
4.327

reference

Laves (1943)
Haszko (1961)
Colombo and Olcese (1963)
Dayan and Pelleg (1979)
Yatsenko et al. (1979)

According to Laves (1943), LaGa2 also crystallizes in the
hexagonal A1B 2 type structure, which was later confirmed by
Iandelli (1957). Also in this structure all RE atoms occupy
equivalent positions. The lattice parameters are given in table
III.5.2.
Ingots of CeGa 2 and LaGa2 were prepared by melting together
appropriate amounts of the constituent metals in an arc-melting
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Table III.5.2

Lattice parameters of LaGa2<

Lattice parameters (8)

4.33
4.329
4.320
4.313

4.41
4.405
4.416
4.415

reference

Laves (1943)
Iandelli (1957)
Haszko (1961)
Yatsenko et al. (1979)

furnace. After repeated melting of the ingots in order to
ensure good mixirg, cylinders were cast in copper moulds (cf.
section II.2.3) for the magnetic measurements. Weight losses
were typically of the order of 0.01%.
From the phase diagrams it can be seen that CeGa, and LaGaboth melt congruently so that one may expect that the ingots
as obtained by this melting-procedure are already single-phase
without any further annealing. Debye-Scherrer patterns taken on
CeGa2 ingots prepared in this way indeed only revealed the
reflections corresponding to the compound. The LaGa- ingots
turned out to be not completely single-phase: a few very weak
reflections indicating the presence of a small amount of other
La-Ga phases, were observed; however, the measurements on LaGa.
were intended as a correction for the CeGa- data only, so the
idea of annealing was abandoned.
The samples had a dark grey metallic colour and were fairly
stable in air.
III.5.1.2
III.5.1.2.1

Experimental results
Magnetic properties

The magnetic isotherm, determined in the high
field magnetometer at 4.2 K, shows a saturating tendency of the
magnetization in fields with magnetic induction up to 34 T (fig.
III.5.4), with a slope of 52.8 * 1O~9 m3/mole Ce prevailing
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between 20 and 34 T.
In fig. III.5.5 is shown that the magnetization is curved in
the field range of the pendulum magnetometer (B_a„ = 1.3 T) at
temperatures up to 14 K. In view of the decreasing accuracy of
the measurements in lower fields, due to a demagnetizing factor,
we have not performed measurements in fields much lower than
about 0.1 T, where the demagnetizing field amounts to about 2.5%
of the external field. At 1.3 T this figure is reduced to about
0.35%. Some magnetic isotherms at temperatures below 4.2 K
were also determined. It was found that in the field range
investigated (0.1 - 1.3 T) the shape of the magnetization
curves remains unchanged when the temperature is lowered from
4.2 to 1.7 K, while the magnetization values decrease about 2%.
In fig. III.5.6 and III.5.7 the results of susceptibility
measurements on CeGa- up to 1400 K as determined in the pendulum
and Faraday magnetometers are given. Between 100 and 400 K a
Curie-Weiss behaviour is observed, while below 100 K the initial
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susceptibility increase with decreasing temperature is stronger
than this Curie-Weiss behaviour. In the Curie-Weiss regime an
effective magnetic moment of (2.55 + 0.02)u_ and a paramagnetic
Curie-temperature of (5 + 1)K are found. These values differ
appreciably from those reported by Colombo and Olcese (1963):
2.76 u B and 9
18 K (determined between 78 and 450 K ) ,
'eff
and are in reasonable agreement with those found by Tsai et al.
(1979): v e f f = (2.51 + 0.2 yfl) and 9 = (-12.5 + 2)K, determined
below 300 K. Due to the very high magnetization and susceptibility values a correction for the non-4f contributions can be
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safely omitted here.
The error in the low-field data, due to the demagnetizing
field, renders it difficult to determine the initial susceptibilities from the magnetization curves below 9 K, so the data
presented in fig. III.5.6 should be regarded as an estimation
below this temperature. The susceptibility vs temperature curve
shows a maximum at 4.2 K.
III.5.1.2.2

Heat capacity

The heat capacity of LaGa- and CeGa 2 was measured
between 1.4 and 38 K both without magnetic field and in applied
magnetic fields of 1, 3 and 5 T. In fig. III.5.8 the results are
given. There is a sharp relative maximum in C of CeGa2 at

Fig. III.-5. 8

Beat capacity vs temperature of CeGa* and LaGa.
in external magnetic fields of B = 0 to 5 T.
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(9.9 +_ 0.1)K which broadens and shifts to higher temperatures
when a magnetic field is applied. This feature becomes more
conspicuous when we plot C/T vs T as done in fig. III.5.9. The
C/T vs T plots are straight in the limited temperature ranges
given in table III.5.3, where the resulting electronic specific
heat coefficients are also given.

Table III.5.3

Compound

Temp. range

Y(mJ/K

mole f.u.)

LaGa,

4

- 8 K

5.1 + 0.6

CeGa,

1.4 - 3 K

8.9 + 0.2

The entropy change associated with this anomaly cannot be
reliably estimated by subtracting the specific heat of the
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nonmagnetic dummy LaGa-, because a substantial difference
between the specific heats of the two compounds remains up to
35 K (fig. III.5.10). Estimation of the total entropy change
connected to the anomaly, by estimating the lattice contribution
from the part of the CeGa2 curve between 15 and 38 K, extrapolating to lower temperatures. When this contribution is subtracted from the as-measured curve, a rough estimation of the
entropy is obtained (given by the solid line in fig. III.5.10).
For B = 0 and for B = 5 T, S « 3.05 J/K2 mole Ce (less than
Rln2(5.74 J/k mole)). Therefore, the conclusion from fig.
III.5.10 seems the same as what fig. III.5.9 suggests: there are
precurser effects (short range order) above the temperature of
the maximum in the heat capacity curve. Measurements beyond 38 K
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would not be conclusive however, because the Schottky peaks
associated with the crystal-field splittings are likely to be
of importance in this temperature range.

Ill-5.1.3

Discussion and conclusions

Considering the difference between the effective
moment extracted from the as-measured curve and the theoretical
effective moment for the J = 5/2 multiplet is only small, we
can conclude that the observed magnetic properties (Curie-Weiss
behaviour above 100 K) can be described as the effect of one
localised 4f-electron corresponding to cerium being in the trivalent state.
At temperatures above about 450 K, where the energetically
higher J = 7/2 multiplet becomes partly occupied, the spin-orbit
coupling becomes visible in our data. Below 100 K CeGa- becomes
more magnetic than a Curie-Weiss law predicts, with indication
of a maximum in the initial susceptibility at 4.2 K. Extrapolation of the straight part of the reciprocal susceptibility
to x_ = 0 leads to a negative paramagnetic Curie-temperature,
indicating antiferromagnetic interactions, however, from the
fact that the data points lie below this extrapolated line we
conclude that also ferromagnetic interactions are present. The
remanent magnetic field in the pendulum magnetometer has a
strength of about 200 Oe, which exceeds the spin-flop field of
167 Oe. This would explain why the spin-flop is not visible in
our magnetization curves.
The high-field magnetization isotherm could be determined
only by taking the greatest care not to warm up the sample by
the magnetic field. We can try to understand the high-field
magnetization by assuming the J = 5/2 multiplet is split up by
the crystal field into three doublets, which, in view of the low
symmetry in the CeGa2, is a safe assumption. At 4.2 K, where
thermal energy is too small to populate the higher doublets,
only the lowest doublet, with a magnetic moment of about 1 u^/Ce
atom, is occupied. In 35 T, the higher doublets are admixed to
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the ground state, which explains the value of the moment
(= 1.5 wn/Ce atom) and the differential susceptibility of the
magnetic isotherm in high fields (fig. III.5.4).
Tsai et al. (1978) have calculated RKKY-sums of several
REGa,-compounds with RE = Ce, Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er,
-2 o-3
all giving negative values ranging from -2.267 « 1 0
A
for
3
CeGa« to -2.477 * 10
&" for ErGa 2 , therefore predicting these
compounds to be antiferromagnetic. However the magnetic susceptibility vs temperature curves of the compounds CeGa 2 , GdGa_,
NdGa 2 , and TbGa 2 , do not exhibit the maxima typical for antiferromagnetic ordering and they observe positive paramagnetic
Curie temperatures except for the Gd compound. For Ce the value
for 6 is (-12.5 + 2)K, when the susceptibility is given as
X(T) = C/ (T + 6) , while in our measurements there is indication
of a maximum in x at 4.2 K and a 6 of (5 + 1)K. The compounds
do show meta magnetic phase transitions below their ordering
-temperatures, which was estimated to be 4.1 K in the case of
CeGa2 (Tsai et al., 1978); in a later paper the ordering
temperature is reported to be 9.5 K (Tsai and Sellmyer, 1979).
Electrical resistivity measurements by Tsai and Sellmyer show
the disappearance of spin-disorder scattering below about 4 K,
but no maximum or minimum around this temperature, which means
it does not show the Kondo lattice effect.
From the electronic heat capacity coefficient of LaGadetermined in our low temperature heat capacity measurements, we
can deduce an estimate for the Paul! paramagnetic susceptibility
—9 3
equal to 0.9 * 10
m /mole f.u., which roughly corresponds with
the value found for the low temperature susceptibility:
x(0) = 1.2 * 1O~9 m3/mole f.u.
after correction for a Curie-like upturn due to other R.E.
impurities present in the La-metal. A large difference is
observed between the heat capacities of LaGa, and CeGao; at low
temperatures long-range (and short-range) order cause an anomaly
in the CeGa2 heat capacity curve with a maximum at 9.9 K, while
at higher temperatures a Schottky anomaly is superimposed on the
phonon term.
Concluding from the experimental results we can remark that CeGa_
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is an interesting compound with respect to the magnetic
structure at low temperatures, however the occurrence of intermediate valence of Ce in this compound can be excluded.
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C H A P T E R

IV

THE LOCAL FERMI LIQUID THEORY APPLIED TO CERIUM COMPOUNDS

Considerable progress has been made recently towards a
theoretical description of the phenomenon of valence mixing,
but a full/ quantitative theory is not yet available. The
fundamental difficulty the theory faces is similar to the one
encountered in the theory of transition-metal magnetism. The
difficulty arises from the interplay of local interactions, which
tend to stabilize the integer-valent state, and the delocalization tendency that arises from interactions with the surrounding matrix. At high temperatures, the former interaction
seems to have a decisive influence, resulting in a Curie-Weiss
susceptibility, characteristic of local moments. At the lawtemperature end, a different picture arises, the practically
temperature-independent susceptibility and the linear behaviour
of the specific heat suggest a Fermi-liquid description. The
observation of such behaviour does not provide any information
on the nature of the fermion-states involved (localized or
delocalized character), but the presence of a continuum of such
states with a high density of states is obvious. In what follows
we shall discuss a remarkably successful theory, due to Newns &
Hewson (1980), which suggests that the states involved are not
fully localized, rather highly degenerate virtual bound states.
The concept of a virtual bound state has played an essential
role in the theory of moment formation on transition-metal
impurities (Friedel, Anderson). A schematic representation of
the Anderson model is given in fig. IV. 1. Apart from the width A
of the virtual bound state, the important parameter in this
model is U, the intra-atomic. Coulomb interaction of two electrons
in the same localized state. In the U « A limit the impurity is
nonmagnetic, and only a constant paramagnetic susceptibility,
characteristic of Fermi liquids, results. The "local Fermi
liquid theory" of Newns and Hewson can be seen as a generalization of the Anderson model, where the degeneracy of
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Fig. IV. 1
Schematic representation of
the density of states N(e);
c~ is the Fermi-energy.

the virtual bound state is 2J + 1. Although the interaction
parameter U is- generally believed to be larger for the 4fstates in rare-earth atoms than for the d states in transition
metals, the "local Fermi liquid theory" neglects the intraatomic interaction (U = 0 ) . To calculate the thermodynamic
properties> one then only needs to consider the occupancy of
the states described by a density-of-states function (fig. IV.1):
N(e)

N

cond ( e )

N

f(e)'

(IV. 1)

where N c o n d ^ e ' * s t n e density of conduction-electron states in
absence of the rare-earth ion and N-(e) is due to the hybridization of these states with the (2J+l)-fold degenerate f-state:
N f (e) = (2J+l)g(e);

g(e) - ir (e-e f ) 2 + A 2

(IV.2)

Figure IV.2 gives a schematic representation of N ( e ) , with N
also decomposed in (2J+1) "subbands". The internal energy and
magnetization are now easily calculated.
Ü - ƒ e (N c o n d (e) + N f (e)) f(e)de,

(IV.3)

and
•yBB)) f (e) de
f(e)de,
_

(IV. 4)

,
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Fig. 17.2

Vector diagram representing the spin-orbit coupling
for a Ce 4f electron (J = 5/2) to obtain the
possible values of ntj and a schematic representation
of N(e) in 2J+1 sub-bands.

where g- is the Lande factor appropriate to the f-state, f(e) is
the Fermi function and B is the magnetic induction. Differentiating eq. (IV.3) with respect to T and eq. (IV.4) with
respect to H, one gets for the 4f contribution to the
specific heat and the susceptibility:

41
X(T)

2 2

(IV.5)

de

ƒ Nf

(E)

de.

(IV.6)

One of the remarkable features of these results is that they,
similarly to the theory of noninteracting electrons, imply a
well-defined relation between the low-temperature heat capacity
and susceptibility, which is independent of the form of N f ( e ) .
Applying the Sommerfeld-Bethe expansion to eqs (IV.5) and (IV.6)
i
we find

tyT)

(IV. 7)
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(IV.8)

- X(0)
It is customary to define the ratio

(IV.9)

x(0)

and test experimentally if R = 1, the prediction of the local
Fermi-liquid theory, can be verified. Figure IV.3 is a graphical
test of this relationship on those compounds for which both x(0)
and Y are available. The solid line represents R = 1, the
deviations being not too serious. The most obvious source of
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* Ce 1 _ x La x Sn 3
- CeSi 2
* CeSi206

• CeSioYashima
et a(
Y lmJ/K2moleCe] — -

i

100

Fig. IV.3

i

i

200

300

The \(0) - Y relationship for some cerium systems.
The solid line represents the R = 1 ratio.
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deviation is the fact that the measured susceptibility and heat
capacity are both sums of the conduction-electron and f-electron
contributions, the R-value for the former being larger (for
conduction-electrons, J = \ and g. = 2 should be substituted in
eq. (IV.9)). Clearly, the deviations caused by identifying the
measured quantities with the f-electron contribution should
always have the same sign: a correction of the measured susceptibility and the electronic heat capacity coefficient for the
non-4f contribution (estimated by the susceptibility of LaSn,)
shifts the C e 1 _ x L a x S n 3 experimental points in fig. IV.3 slightly
towards the x(0) axis, therefore coming closer to the theoretical
(R - 1) line. The other compounds, corrected with the susceptibility of the corresponding La-compounds, are shifted in the
same direction, thereby deviating away more from the theoretical
line. Bearing in mind that the susceptibility and heat capacity
of the lanthanum compounds are only estimates of the non-4f
contributions, the corrected values are not presented in fig.
IV. 3. An attempt was made to reproduce the experimentally
observed temperature dependence of the susceptibilities of
CeSn, and CeSi- using eq. (IV.6) with suitable parameter values.
The adjustable parameters of the model are A and e f (cf. eq.
(IV.2)), which together also determine the number of f electrons,
nf =

-eo/°°

N f (e) f(e)de.

(IV.10)

As expected, A is usually found to be of the order of k 'T= „ ,
o max
which indicates that Nf(e) is structured on a very fine energy
scale. Therefore, the temperature and magnetic field dependence
of the position of the chemical potential u with respect to e f ,
which has a negligible effect in most applications of Fermi
statistics, plays an essential role here. As second adjustable
parameter, we have chosen n f , instead of (ef - y ) ; the equivalence of the two choices for a given A is obvious from eq.
(IV.10). Two modes of fitting were adopted, in one of them
n f = constant, in the other one a slight temperature dependence,
n f - n f (0) + at 2 , where t = kgT/A
(IV.11)
is allowed for. Considering that n f is a measure of the valency,
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Wig. 17.4

1000

The theoretical curves \(T)/x(0) us T for two values
of n-. by Newns and Hewsont together with the
corrected experimental data of CeSn..
o

and that thermal-expansion measurements have indicated a slightly
temperature dependent valency, assumption (IV.li) is not unreasonable, as long as o « i. Earlier attempts by Newns and
Hewson to fit the susceptibility of CeSn3 using eq. (IV.6} have
shown that it is difficult to achieve a satisfactory agreement
with experiment both at low and high temperatures (fig. IV.4).
In these calculations, e f was chosen fixed with respect to the
conduction band. Figure IV.5 shows that the situation is not
essentially changed by enforcing a temperature dependence for n-.
A further flexibility built into the calculations presented in
fig. IV.5 is the introduction of an exchange enhancement factor,
like in the mean-field theory applied to ferromagnets or strong
paramagnets (cf. section III.4.2). As seen in fig. IV.5, the
enhancement factor chosen to fit the low-temperature data does
not give a satisfactory fit above 50 K; if the enhancement
factor is chosen to be appropriate at room temperature, the
agreement between calculated and measured values breaks down
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CeSn-

30-

20

•experiment .
10

200

100
Fig. IV.5

o

• n« =Q55*4-10"V, A=13.5 meV,
1.34* enhanced
• id em, 1.1 * enhanced

300

Theoretical curves \(T) vs T calculated with a
temperature dependent n» and enhancement factors,
together with the corrected experimental data of
CeSn o

below 150 K. In terms of a molecular-fieli parameter X, which
gives the enhancement factor as
(IV. 12)
calc
this discrepancy becomes quite dramatic: the X value needed to
fit the susceptibility at 4.2 K is 2.5 times smaller than the
one needed at 300 K. Considering that X is expected on physical
grounds to be temperature-independent, the introduction of
exchange enhancement is seen to lead to physically unreasonable
results. The magnetization of CeSn_ was calculated at 4.2 K by
using equation (IV. 4) and compared to the experimental results
in fig. IV.6. Here the model is seen to correctly reproduce the
field independence of the magnetization found experimentally.
This could be expected, since the A value used in the calculation
for exceeds the Zeeman splitting Jg_y_B, even in the highest
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.- stf

Fig. IV. 6

• as measured
— impurity corrected
— imp. and LaSn_matrixcorr.
—calculated. n*=0.55
A =13.5 meV

Calculated magnetisation as a function of the
magnetic induction without field ov temperature
dependence in n~t together with the as-measured
and corrected magnetization of CeSn..
3

applied field. After subtraction•of the LaSn3-magnetization, the
calculated magnetization need to be enhanced by a factor of 1.19
to describe well the corrected experimental magnetization.
The corrected experimental susceptibility of CeSi, proved
very difficult to describe in the Fermi-liquid model. Figure
IV.7 gives an optimalized fit. Better results could not be
obtained, because although a smaller value chosen for the
parameter A resulted in the expected shift of the maximum in
the calculated susceptibility curve towards lower temperatures,
the susceptibility values become much higher than the
experimental ones. This anomaly cannot be eliminated by choosing
a higher n f value.
Summarizing, our attempts to fit the temperature dependence
of the susceptibility of IV Ce intermetallics with the formulae
resulting from the 'local Fermi-liquid model1 have not been
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80
CeSi-

60

experimental impurity
corrected and LaSi 2 matrix subtracted
•calculated n*=0.60
A=3meV

20

100
Fig. IV.7

200

300

Comparison of the calculated and corrected
experimental results on CeSi„.

very successful. This is perhaps not surprising in view of the
conclusion (Mattens, 1980) that the low-energy excitation
spectrum is not correctly given by the model. As the lowtemperature thermodynamic properties crucially depend on the
spectrum, perhaps one has to conclude that the better agreement
achieved in the case of YbCuAl was fortuitous. In the T + 0
limit the model has proved much more successful; at any rate,
tne
Xt)/"*" r a t i o does appear to be an important parameter for IV
materials. This is particularly gratifying, as recent
theoretical work has confirmed the validity of the 'local Fermiliquid model' in the T *• 0 limit. It is to be hoped that the
experimental results presented in this thesis and the
conclusions drawn from them in the present chapter will be of
some value when further theoretical development enables an
assessment of the predictions of the 'local Fermi-liquid model'
regarding the temperature dependence of the various thermodynamic properties.
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A P P E N D I X

I

Crystal structures
The intermetallic compounds studied in the present work have
crystal structures as given in table AI.l.
Table AI.l

Crystal structures of the compounds investigated
in this work.

Crystal structure

Compounds

Cu^Au

CeSn,, Celn 3 , CePb,, LaSn 3 ,

(fee)

Laln 3 , Yln 3
ThSl 2

(tetragonal)

CeSi 2 , LaSi 2 , PrSi 2

FeB

(orthorhombic)

CeSi, LaSi

A1B 2

(hexagonal)

CeGa 2 , LaGa 2

MgCu 2

(cubic)

CeNi 2

In this section we will present some details on the Cu^Au,
FeB and ThSi 2 ~type crystal structures. The cubic MgCu-,-type
structure and the hexagonal AlB2-type structure have received
attention in Taylor (1971) and Klaasse (1977).
The well-known Cu 3 Au-type structure is shown in fig. AI.l,
in a representation where the coordination of the 12 Cu and the
6 Au nearest neighbours of the Au ion at the origin (the RE ion
in the compounds described in sections III.1-3) clearly can be
observed ( DeLong et al., 1979).
The FeB-type structure is an orthorhombic structure; a
representation is given in fig. AI.2- (Pearson, 1958). The large
circles correspond to Fe atoms, the small circles to the B atoms;
however, they can be interchanged. All Fe (and B) atoms have
equivalent surroundings: a Fe atom can be moved in all possible
Fe positions in the unit-cell by the allowed symmetry operations
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of the lattice. This feature is important because the observed
properties of the cerium compound concerned should be, due to
one kind of Ce atoms rather than to a mixture of two or more
classes of Ce atoms that behave differently.
The ThSij-type structure is body centered tetragonal; a
representation is given in figure AI.3. The tetragonal unit cell
contains four formula units and the Th atoms have equivalent
positions. The extra silicon atoms outside the unit cell show
the form of silicon chains present in these compounds.

Au

Cu 3 Au (Ll2)

Fig. AI. 1

Point symmetry of the Au (RE site in ordered
Cu3Au compounds after DeLong

et at., 1979).
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O
F«

O
B

FeB

Fig. AI. 2

The FeB-type structure. Full circles represent atoms
in the (xt%tz)-plane,

the open circles lie in the
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Fig. AI.3

The ThSi„~type structure. The large circles
represent Th atoms, the small ones Si atoms.
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II

Impurity effects In cerium Intermetallic compounds
AII.l

Introduction
A sharp increase in the susceptibility at low

temperatures is often observed in IV or tetravalent cerium
intermetallic compounds and also in IV ytterbium systems
(Klaasse, 1977). This upturn in the susceptibility is strongly
influenced by the way a sample is prepared and is therefore
considered to be an impurity effect, which is believed to be
due to magnetic trivalent cerium atoms. Initially the
possibility of a trivalent cerium oxide, Ce 2 O 3 , was considered,
as is the case in ytterbium compounds, where Yb 2 O 3

is tne

main

magnetic impurity (Klaasse, 1977, Mattens, 1980). However Ce-O-,
is very unstable in the presence of small concentrations of
oxygen and water as it can form the nonmagnetic tetravalent
oxide CeO 2 by the exothermic reaction: 2 Ce 2 O 3 + O 2

2° 4 CeO 2 .

The enthalpy of formation of these oxides are given in table
AII.l together with some well known stable oxides for comparison.

Table AII.l

Enthalpy of formation for some

oxides according to Kubaschewski and
Alcock, (1979).

oxide

(kcal/mole)*

2

- 261

2°3

- 435

Ce0

Ce

AH f

SiO 2

- 205

Ti0

- 226

2

ïb 2 o 3

- 434

* To obtain A H f in kJ/mole multiply by 4.184
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As can be seen from this table there is still 43 kcal/mole Ce of
enthalpy to be gained in the formation of the tetravalent oxide
out of the trivalent oxide. In the X-ray analysis of aged cerium
compounds reflections of CeO, were sometimes found, the
signature of Ce,O3 did not appear in any of our X-ray patterns.
The magnetic properties of CeO2 were determined and the
magnetic susceptibility proved this compound to be diamagnetic,
apart from a low temperature upturn due to other RE impurities
that have magnetic oxides: x m = -1-0 * io" nr/mole, almost
temperature independent. So when about 1% CeO2 would be present
in a cerium intermetallic compound the magnetic contribution
would certainly fall within experimental error.
The observed impurity effects are believed to be due to
magnetic trivalent cerium atoms, stabilized in the trivalent
state by neighbouring lattice defects or local deviations from
perfect order. Other RE-impurities are present in pure Ce metal
in concentrations lower than 0.01%, according to the
manufacturers1 specifications. Assuming the main impurity to
consist of gadolinium (the worst case) this could explain only
about 10% of the observed impurity effect. The iron and nickel
present in pure Ce metal would have magnetic effects that fall
within experimental error.
All.2

Analysis of the impurity contributions

All.2.1
In the low-temperature susceptibility measurements the
as-measured susceptibility is thought to consist of an intrinsic
(temperature-independent) susceptibility, x(0), of the compound
considered and an impurity contribution C^/T in the case of noninteracting impurities or a Curie-Weiss term C^/(T + 9) when the
impurities do interact with each other (C^ is the Curie constant
of the impurities). Plotting the data as x(T)T vs T, for
independent impurities we expect a linear relation as given by:
X (T)T

= x(0)T + CL.

Similarly, in the case when impurities interact:
X(T) * (T + 6) = x(0) * (T + 9) + C i .
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The slope of this line produces x(0) and the intercept with the
X(T)T (respectively x(T) * (T + 6)) axis results in a value for
C i . With C ± • jiQNiulJtJ+Dg^/Bkg we are able to calculate the
nunber N. of cerium atoms that are in the trivalent state.
All.2.2
In high magnetic fields at liquid-helium temperatures,
the trivalent magnetic impurities will be saturated in fields
with magnetic inductions above 10 T, so when the high-field
results are extrapolated to B = 0 a positive intercept with the
a-axis, o(0), is found. Assuming that a(0) is due to the
magnetic impurities, we have o(0) - N,uBJgj, while the slope
of the straight high-field section will produce the intrinsic
susceptibility of the IV compound x(°)« The data thus obtained
from the high-field experiment can be compared to the
corresponding results indepeudently obtained in the analysis
of the low-temperature susceptibility data, as was carried out
in sections III.1-4.
All.2.3
In heat capacity experiments on TV compounds a lowtemperature upturn in the C/T vs T curve (where C is the heat
capacity) is often observed. Considering the upturn is dependent
on sample preparation (Elenbaas, 1980), it is reasonable to
assume that it is due to impurities. Indeed, the entropy
associated with the free magnetic moments observed in the
magnetic measurements has to be removed before T = 0 is reached,
and a Schottky-like peak will be observed at the temperature
where this happens. Presumably, the upturn is the hightemperature flank of such a Schottky peak. If we associate the
blocking of the free moments with an effective field, this
assumption implies
v

B J V e f f * kBTmin

where Tm^n is the lowest temperature where the upturn is
observed, typically, Tjnin * 1 K, whence B e f f « i T. The effect
of such low effective fields would not be observable in the
external fields applied in our magnetic measurements. Therefore,
the association of the heat-capacity upturn with the removal of
the entropy of free impurity moments is not inconsistent with
our analysis of the impurity effects in the magnetic
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measurements. From an approximate determination of the entropy,
connected with the "impurity" peak, in a C/T vs T representation
an indication of the impurity concentration can be obtained.
All.3

Application of the correction procedures to some cerium
intermetalllc compounds-

All.3.1

CeNi 2
There is experimental evidence given in the literature

that CeNi 2 Is an IV compound (Skrabek and Wallace, 1963; Wallace,
1968, Wallace et al.,1970, Padalia et al., 1981). The temperature
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility is rather weak, apart
from a sharp rise below about 100 K (fig. AII.l, full circles).
It is very liksly that the susceptibility is built up from an
almost temperature independent contribution and an additional
impurity contribution. This is confirmed in fig. All.2, where a
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Impurity analysis of the susceptibility of CeNi*.

linear correlation of x(T)*T vs T is observed between 10 and
140 K. The low-temperature data deviate from the straight line,
indicating that there is a slight interaction between the
impurity sites. When we allow for this, using a paramagnetic
Curie temperature e of 2 K, all data between 1.9 and 140 K fall
on a straight line. The slope of this line, x(0), amounts to
8.54 * 10
nr/mole Ce and from the intercept with the x(T)Taxls the impurity concentration is derived as 0.32% trivalent
Ce atoms. When we subtract the impurity contribution C./(T + 6)
from the as-measured susceptibility data indeed an almost
temperature independent low-temperature susceptibility is
obtained (open circles in fig. AI1.1). unfortunately the error
in the impurity-corrected susceptibility grows excessively at
low temperatures due to the fact that the accuracy of the
(estimated) 6 becomes increasingly important towards T = 0.
Physically, e must represent an average (the "impurity" atoms
all have different local environments), so that the scatter at
low temperatures cannot be eliminated by a better estimate of 6.
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All.3.2

CeSi2

As mentioned in section III.4 the correction procedure
for a contribution of non-interacting impurities to the susceptibility of CeSi2 is only working up to 7 K, above which
temperature the experimental data start to deviate from the
straight x(T)T vs T line (fig. All.3, full circles). Clearly the

IS
Fig. All.3

Impurity analysis of the susceptibilities of CeSi,
and CeSi2mQ6.

intrinsic susceptibility x(0) can only be regarded as a constant
below 7 K; which renders the analysis a little doubtful, being
based on only a few data points. The impurity concentration
derived from this analysis, however, compares reasonably well
with those obtained in the high-field experiment and in the heat
capacity measurement, with 0.7% Ce 3 + atoms against 0.8% and 0.9%
respectively. We also made an attempt at an analysis based on
interacting magnetic impurities; however the introduction of a
9 failed to produce a better fit. In the silicon-rich CeSi2
compounds an impurity concentration of only 0.2% was found with
the analysis being correct again up to 7 K (fig. All.3,
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triangles). This reduction in impurities, compared to CeSi 2 ,
upon adding 3% silicon above the stoiohicmetric concentration,
confirms the hypothesis that the impurities mainly consist of
Ce

atoms with different ("silicon-poor") surroundings. Heat

treatment annealing of CeSi 2 and CeSi2

06

samples at 1250°C for

24 hours had no effect on the magnetic and heat capacity results.
All.3.3

£^2.25^.75
In the high-field experiments, performed on samples of

the x = 2.25 compound in the C e l n ^ n ,

system, a peculiar

effect was noted: the curvature of the magnetic isotherm, taken
at 4.2 K, changed as a function of the storage time of the
sample.' (curiously this effect was encountered uniquely in
compounds with this In concentration). Repeated experiments
showed the magnetization of "fresh" samples to be curved, while
samplies that had been stored for over a year proved to have
appreciably less curvature in the magnetization (fig. All.4).
Apparently the aged samples have reacted with the traces of

16

£2K
• f rtsh samplt
• aged sompl»

BIT]
10

Fig. All. 4

20

30

Magnetization at 4.2 K of Celn„ 2S^n0 75

as

determined in the high-field magnetometer performed
on a "fresh" and on an aged sample.
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water and oxygen still present in the argon they are.kept in,
thereby showing a preference to oxidize the "impurities" first,
reducing the curvature of the magnetization in fields with
magnetic induction B < 10 T. In X-ray analysis no difference
could be detected between a "fresh" and an aged sample.
A magnetic isotherm taken at 1.4 K (on an aged sample) shows
that at that temperature the impurities are saturated at about
15 T; a feature that free moments, following a Brillouin curve
would show. With antiferromagnetically interacting impurities
one would expect the high-field magnetization to be curved up
to much higher magnetic induction.

I

1
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III

Error propagation in the high-temperature susceptibility
description
In this appendix we will describe how a perturbation in
(experimental error) propagates to a deviation in the spin-orbit
splitting A

formula

as

III.4.4 and in the X, used in the mean-field theory as the
exchange parameter (cf. formula III.4.5. For A

'3000 K was
s.o.
chosen in accordance with spectroscopie results and for X a

value of 2.10~

was taken corresponding to a 6 of about 20 K.

The results are shown in fig. AIII.l. It can be seen that in the
region of room temperature a small change in x has an enormous
effect on the value of A

. This is caused by the fact that in

1000
Fig. AIII.l

1500

The influence of experimental error in the
susceptibility on the spin-orbit splitting as a
function of temperature.
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this temperature range only a very small fraction of the Ce
atoms is thermally excited to the J = 7/2 level. A small change
in the x means a relatively large change in the d = 7/2
population and thus a large change in the delta. At 1400 K about
13% of the atoms is already thermally excited to the J = 7/2
level so the same absolute change in the J = 7/2 population is
now only a small change in the total J = 7/2 population hence
the change in delta is much smaller.
The influence of a change in A. and of a combination of
perturbations in X and x on the resulting A
was also studied
s. o •
and the results are given in fig. AIII.2. It can be seen, that
when X is too small, A
will be too large and vice versa, but
again for the highest temperatures the deviations are much
smaller than for room temperature. These computing experiments
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Fig. AIII.2
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The influence of experimental error in the
8usaeptibility, together with changes in the meanfield theory parameter \ on the spin-orbit
splitting as a function of temperature.
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have led us to work as follows. We first determined a 6 (and
thus an estimate of A) from the X -1 versus T graph for
temperatures near room temperature

One expects this first

estimate to be too large, while for increasing T the occupation
of the J = 7/2 level increases too and thus X

gets too small.

With this X and the formulas III.4.4 and III.4.5 a A

for

s.o.
each measured (X,T) pair is calculated. By the iteration the
temperature dependence of the A

was minimized and the

fitting parameters thus refined to their final values.
This calculation was carried out for some cerium compounds \
the results are summarized in table AIII.l. This table also

is
gives the X v «leek = ^ ^ o a ' w n i ° n c a n ke calculated once A
known. One can notice that A
is not independent of the
s.o.
compound: it varies about 13% between the three investigated.
For CeSn^ no such description could be obtained, due to the
IV behaviour extending above 300 K.

Table AIII.1

High-tenïperattire description of the magnetic
susceptibility of some cerium compounds.

Compound

s.o.

e

(K)

(K)

(m /mole Ce)

Celn.

2900(60)

78.9

CeSi.

2870(60)

3.72 • 10-9
3.76 « 10-9

CeSi

2550(50)

Lain,-matrix subtracted

167
16.7

4.23 * 10~ 9
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SUMMARY

In this thesis the emphasis has been on the experimental
part of the Investigation of Intermetalllc cerium compounds,
with special attention to magnetization and susceptibility
measurements. A number of binary and guaslblnary cerium compounds
In which a valence Instability could be suspected has been
Investigated. Soon It became clear that It was not feasible to
examine properly all Interesting cerium compounds within the
limits of the intended investigation. Consequently, after an
introductory research, we were compelled to drop a number of
cerium systems, e.g. with Pd, Rh, Co, Ni, Ge and Ce. La In Snj_^
A start was made by constructing an argon clove box, in order
to be able to manipulate and store the very reactive Ce and its
compounds. Subsequently the attention was attracted by CeSn, and
related quasibinaries. The IV behaviour of Ce in these compounds
is not affected by La substitution; the 4f electron becomes
more 'localized' by Y substitution, thereby changing the valency
of the Ce atom towards three.
La substitution in Celn, only brakes up the long-distance
interaction between the magnetic moments of the 4f electrons,
without changing their localized character. On the other hand,
Y substitution either forces the 4f electrons into the IV state
or the magnetic moments are compensated in an other manner
(Kondo effect).
In the Celn Sn,
system a change from IV to (Kondo)
localized behaviour (with low-temperature magnetic ordering) is
observed, however, environment effects surprisingly cause a
maximum in the low-temperature susceptibility vs concentration
curve. This extremum is not observed in the CePbxSn3_x system,
where a more gradual transition from IV to trivalent behaviour
takes place (monotonically increasing susceptibility as a
function of the concentration).
In the Ce-Si system cerium proves to be trivalent in CeSi,
with crystalline electric field effects and antiferromagnetic
ordering; this compound, with its high molar susceptibility,
offers the best opportunity to test the high-temperature
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description of the susceptibility. CeSi- is a new IV compound,
which is not immediately evident from the susceptibility vs
temperature behaviour: the usual maximum is missing (there is
a maximum at T = 0) and consequently the Fermi-liquid approach
does not succeed in describing the results adequately. The
absence of crystalline electric field effects, of a magnetic
phase transition and of a Kondo-minimum in the resistivity as
well as the thermal expansion, however, leaves the IV state as
the only consistent interpretation of the loss of magnetic
moment at low temperatures.
CeGa- proves to be a trivalent cerium compound with a heat
capacity that is difficult to analyze due to the simultaneously
occurring antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic interactions as
well as crystal field effects with approximately identical
characteristic temperatures,
The. 'Fermi-liquid model', the only theory we tested, seems
to describe our experimental results on CeSn, and CeSi2 less
satisfactory than the properties of YbCuAl (Mattens, 1980).
In this thesis, however, new material concerning cerium in
different valence states is collected, whereby the understanding
of IV behaviour is extended, and new attempts to achieve a
better description of it will hopefully be encouraged.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift heeft duidelijk de nadruk gelegen op
het experimentele gedeelte van het onderzoek aan intermetallische
cerium verbindingen en met name op de magnetisatie- en susceptibiliteitsmetingen. Er werden een aantal binaire en quasibinaire
cerium verbindingen onderzocht, waarvan vermoed kon worden dat
de valentie van het cerium atoom daarin een instabiliteit zou
kunnen vertonen. Al vrij snel werd het duidelijk dat het ondoenlijk is in het kader van een promotieonderzoek alle interessante cerium verbindingen grondig te onderzoeken. Wij waren dan
ook gedwongen, na een inleidend onderzoek, een aantal cerium
systemen o.a. met Pd, Rh, Co, Ni, Ge en Ce, x L a x I n v S n 3 _ v niet
verder te bestuderen.
Allereerst werd een argonkast gebouwd om de zeer reaktieve Ce
én

zijn verbindingen te kunnen manipuleren en bewaren. De aan-

dacht richtte zich vervolgens op CeSn, en aanverwante quasibinaire systemen. Het IV gedrag van Ce in deze verbindingen
wordt niet beinvloed door La-substitutie; wel echter krijgt het
4f electron een meer gelocaliseerd karakter na substitutie van
Y: de valentie van het Ce atoom verandert in de richting van 3.
De invloed van La-substitutie in CeIn- is slechts te merken
in het verbreken van de lange afstands orde tussen de magnetische momenten van de gelocaliseerde 4f electronen. Na substitutie van Y verandert het gelocaliseerae karakter van de 4f electronen in een IV karakter öf worden de magnetische momenten op
andere wijze gecompenseerd (Kondo effect).
In het Celn Sn,
X

systeem is een verandering van IV naar

O^X

gelocaliseerd (Kondo) gedrag (met magnetische ordening bij lage
temperaturen) waar te nemen, echter met omringingseffekten die
zorgen voor een (verrassend) maximum in de lage temperatuur
susceptibiliteit vs concentratie curve. Dit extreem is niet
waar te nemen in het C e P b S n , „ systeem, waar een meer geleidelijke overgang plaatsvindt van IV naar 3-waardig (monotoon stijgende susceptibiliteit als funktie van de concentratie).
Van de Ce-Si verbindingen bleek cerium in CeSi 3-waardig te
zijn, met kristalveld effekten en antiferromagnetische ordening;
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deze stof biedt, door zijn hoge molaire susceptibiliteit, het
beste de gelegenheid om de hoge temperatuurbeschrijving van de
susceptibiliteit te toetsen. CeSl- is een "nieuwe" verbinding
waarin cerium in de IV toestand verkeert, hetgeen niet onmiddellijk uit de susceptibiliteit vs temperatuur curve is op te
maken; het ontbreken van het gebruikelijke maximum (er is wel
een rand-maximum) zorgt er ook voor, dat de Fermi-vloeistof
schrijving niet opgaat. Door de afwezigheid van kristalveld
ef fekten, van een magnetische faseovergang en van een Kondo-minimum
in de weerstand, benevens door de anomale thermische uitzetting
lijkt de IV toestand de enige consistente interpretatie van het
verlies van magnetisch moment bij lage temperaturen.
CeGa2 blijkt een verbinding te zijn waarin cerium 3-waardig
is, met een moeilijk te analiseren soortelijke warmte, daar
antiferromagnetische en ferromagnetische wisselwerkingen evenals kristalveld effekten praktisch met eenzelfde karakteristieke temperatuur optreden.
Het 'Fermi-liquid model', de enige theorie die wij aan onze
experimentele resultaten getoetst hebben, lijkt deze voor CeSn,
en CeSi2 minder goed te beschrijven dan in het geval van YbCuAl
(Mattens, 1980). Desondanks is in dit proefschrift nieuw materiaal verzameld betreffende cerium in verschillende valentie
toestanden waardoor het begrip van het IV gedrag is toegenomen
en nieuwe pogingen om een betere beschrijving ervan te verkrijgen hopelijk worden aangemoedigd.
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